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Abbreviations 

 
AeCi  anodal excitatory cathodal inhibitory 

AG  angular gyrus 

AMT  active motor threshold 

BDNF  brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

cTBS  continuous theta burst stimulation 

EEG  electroencephalography 

EMG  electromyography 

GABA  gamma-Aminobutyric acid 

imTBS  intermediate theta burst stimulation 

ISI  interstimulus interval 

iTBS  intermittent theta burst stimulation 

ITG  inferior temporal gyrus 

LICF  long-interval intracortical facilitation 

LICI  long-interval intracortical inhibition 

MEP  motor evoked potential 

MRI  magnetic resonance imaging 

MSO  maximum stimulator output 

MTG  middle temporal gyrus 

NIBS  non-invasive brain stimulation 

pSTG  posterior superior temporal gyrus 

PT  phosphene threshold 

RMT  resting motor threshold 

RT  reaction time 

rTMS  repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 

SICF  short-interval intracortical facilitation 

SICI  short-interval intracortical inhibition  

SMG  supramarginal gyrus 
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tACS  transcranial alternating current stimulation 

TBS  theta burst stimulation 

tDCS  transcranial direct current stimulation 

TES  transcranial electrical stimulation 

TMS  transcranial magnetic stimulation 

tRNS  transcranial random noise stimulation  

VEP  visual evoked potentials 
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Abstract 
 

The effects of non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) techniques were 

introduced and explored best in the motor system, with most of the studies 

observing similar results. However, recent studies showed that there are 

differences in response to brain stimulation techniques even within the motor 

system. Therefore, it is not clear whether the NIBS-induced effects commonly 

observed in the motor system can be directly transferred to other cortical 

areas.  

This dissertation provides six studies with healthy human subjects, 

investigating the effects of two different NIBS techniques on two different 

cortical areas.  

In the first two studies, the effects of repetitive transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) on 

semantic processing were investigated. For this purpose, Wernicke’s area 

was stimulated, an area belonging to the temporal cortex of the left 

hemisphere. The NIBS-induced effects were investigated by measuring 

reaction times and error rates using a simple lexical decision task.  

Furthermore, in four additional studies the effects of rTMS and tDCS on visual 

cortex excitability were explored. Based on the results of a study published 

previously, in our first visual study the effects of rTMS on peripheral visual 

acuity were investigated. Since we were unable to replicate our own results, 

subsequently an experiment was conducted to identify possible reasons for 

these findings. We hypothesized that differences in visual cortex activity 

following stimulation might have led to the discrepancies. In two studies, this 

hypothesis was tested for rTMS and tDCS, respectively, allowing a direct 

comparison of the effects of both methods on visual cortex excitability. In our 

fourth study, it was finally shown that rTMS- induced effects depend on the 

coil type used. Furthermore, we identified an individual parameter possibly 

predicting the direction of the rTMS effect.  
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The conducted studies clearly indicate that the effects of the investigated 

NIBS techniques cannot be generalized since in different cortical areas 

different effects were observed. Furthermore, high intra- and inter-subject 

variability in response to rTMS and tDCS were found within the same cortical 

area. For both cortical areas, the effects of both NIBS techniques were 

investigated using the same task and study design, respectively. Therefore, 

this dissertation allows up to now unprecedented comparisons of various 

NIBS techniques outside the motor system. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 

Die Auswirkungen nicht-invasiver Hirnstimulationsverfahren wurden bisher 

hauptsächlich im motorischen System untersucht. Hier zeigten sich in vielen 

verschiedenen Studien zunächst meist vergleichbare Effekte. In jüngeren 

Veröffentlichungen konnte jedoch mittlerweile gezeigt werden, dass es 

bereits innerhalb des motorischen Systems erhebliche individuelle 

Unterschiede in der Wirkungsweise der Stimulationsverfahren geben kann. 

Eine direkte Übertragbarkeit der Effekte vom Motorkortex auf andere 

Kortexareale scheint somit nicht trivial.  

Diese Arbeit vergleicht die Auswirkungen zweier Methoden der nicht-

invasiven Hirnstimulation in zwei kortikalen Arealen in sechs Studien auf 

gesunde Probanden.  

In den ersten beiden Studien wurde die Wirkung von repetitiver 

transkranieller Magnetstimulation (rTMS) sowie transkranieller 

Gleichstromstimulation (tDCS) auf die Wortverarbeitung untersucht. Dazu 

wurde das Wernicke- Areal, ein Bereich des linken Temporalkortex, mit dem 

jeweiligen Hirnstimulationsverfahren behandelt und anschließend die 

Auswirkung der Stimulation auf Reaktionszeit und Fehlerrate in einer 

lexikalischen Entscheidungsaufgabe untersucht.  

In vier weiteren Studien wurde die Wirkung derselben 

Hirnstimulationsverfahren auf den visuellen Kortex untersucht. Die erste 

visuelle Studie untersuchte, basierend auf den Ergebnissen einer früheren 

Veröffentlichung einer anderen Arbeitsgruppe, die Wirkung von rTMS auf die 

periphere Sehschärfe. Aufgrund fehlender Replizierbarkeit der Ergebnisse 

wurde anschließend ein Experiment zur Untersuchung einer möglichen 

Abhängigkeit der Stimulationseffekte von der anschließenden 

Beanspruchung des visuellen Kortex konzipiert, um somit die 

unterschiedlichen Effekte erklären zu können. Zwei Studien ermöglichen 

hierbei den direkten Vergleich zwischen rTMS und tDCS. Eine vierte Studie 

am visuellen Kortex zeigte schließlich die Abhängigkeit der rTMS-Effekte vom 
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verwendeten Spulentyp. Weiterhin wurde ein erster individueller Parameter  

identifiziert, anhand dessen sich möglicherweise die Richtung des rTMS 

Effektes künftig vorhersagen lässt.  

Die durchgeführten Studien zeigen deutlich, dass die Effekte der 

untersuchten Hirnstimulationsverfahren nicht generalisierbar sind, da in 

verschiedenen Kortexarealen unterschiedliche Auswirkungen beobachtet 

werden können. Zudem zeichnen sich gravierende intra- und inter-

individuelle Unterschiede in der Reaktion auf die Stimulationen bereits 

innerhalb eines kortikalen Areals ab. Die in beiden kortikalen Arealen 

mögliche direkte Vergleichbarkeit beider Methoden durch die Verwendung 

derselben Aufgaben und nahezu identischer Studiendesigns ist bisher 

einzigartig für Studien außerhalb des motorischen Systems. 
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Synopsis 

 

1. General Introduction 

 
In recent years, non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) has become a 

promising tool for both research and clinical applications. Several different 

NIBS techniques are known, which can be roughly divided into transcranial 

magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial electrical stimulation (TES). Both 

types were implemented and explored best in the motor cortex. It is common 

to assume similar effects in other cortical areas, but several recent 

investigations demonstrated that the transfer of the expected effects from the 

motor cortex to other cortical areas has only a limited predictive value.  

In this dissertation, different types of both methods are compared concerning 

their effectiveness outside the motor cortex. Therefore, a basic introduction to 

TMS, TES and the main findings of their modulatory effects on the excitability 

of the motor cortex will be given first. 

 

1.1. Transcranial magnetic stimulation 

 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation was introduced as a non-invasive brain 

stimulation technique in 1985 (Barker, Freeston, Jalinous, Merton, & Morton, 

1985) and is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction. By the use 

of an electromagnetic coil supplied with an alternating current, a magnetic 

field is induced passing the skull almost painless. This time-variable magnetic 

field induces a current flow perpendicularly to the magnetic field in the 

neurons beneath the coil. If the intensity of the induced magnetic field and 

thus the current flow is high enough, it is possible to depolarize populations 

of neurons in a non-invasive manner across the skull. Thus, TMS acts by 

triggering action potentials. Since the induced electrical field in the brain 
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declines rapidly with increasing distance from the coil (Kammer & Thielscher, 

2003), TMS enables stimulation of cortical areas rather than deeper brain 

structures (Heller & Vanhulsteyn, 1992).  

In order to understand and to be able to compare different TMS experiments, 

the most important parameters to be taken into consideration are stimulation 

intensity, coil type, pulse form, or application type. 

TMS intensity is a value depending on the type of stimulator used. In most 

cases, TMS intensity is reported in percent of maximum stimulator output 

(MSO). Thus, a TMS intensity of 50 % MSO stands for half the maximum 

discharge voltage of the stimulator. This fact makes it difficult to compare 

studies since an intensity of 50 % in one study might be higher or lower than 

an intensity of 50 % in another study. Therefore, it is important to always 

consider and mention the type of stimulator that has been used in the 

experiments.  

The coil type used for stimulation is another essential parameter that has to 

be mentioned, since a wide variety of TMS coils exists (c. f., Deng, Lisanby, & 

Peterchev, 2013).  The coil types used most frequently are the round coil and 

the figure-of-eight-coil. Whereas the round coil is more powerful, the figure-

of-eight-coil allows a more focal stimulation since the maximal current is 

induced at the intersection of its two round components (Hallett, 2007). The 

cortical area reached with a round coil is bigger but the part beneath the 

middle of the coil is omitted (Kammer & Thielscher, 2003). However, since 

the geometry of different coil types results in different field distributions, 

stimulation of the same cortical area with different coil types will lead to 

different neuronal responses. Thus the coil type used is a crucial factor for 

TMS experiments. 

Standard TMS pulse forms are monophasic or biphasic. For monophasic 

pulses, the induced membrane potential has only one single maximum at the 

beginning of the pulse. For biphasic stimulation, there is another extreme, in 

particular a large minimum which is always stronger than the initial 

maximum (Kammer & Thielscher, 2003). The biphasic pulse thus operates 
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especially through this minimum. Consequently, a monophasic pulse has to 

be of higher intensity to cause the same effect as a biphasic pulse. 

Additionally, biphasic stimulators are more energy-efficient since most of the 

pulse energy can be recovered. For a comparison of monophasic and 

biphasic pulses, the initial current direction of the biphasic pulse has to be 

contrary to that of the monophasic pulse, since in that case the second phase 

of the biphasic pulse matters (Kammer & Thielscher, 2003). The first types of 

magnetic stimulators were monophasic, but due to its efficiency in the newer 

ones biphasic stimulation was implemented. However, regarding the motor 

system there are differences between monophasic and biphasic pulses in the 

induced descending volleys (Di Lazzaro, Ziemann, & Lemon, 2008) as well as 

in the after-effects if applied repetitively (Ziemann et al., 2008). Therefore, 

monophasic pulses are still of interest in TMS experiments, and some types of 

stimulators allow switching between both pulse forms.  

 

TMS application types 

The simplest type of TMS is a single pulse. Single pulse TMS has a direct 

effect on the cortical area at the moment it is stimulated. Although inhibitory 

effects lasting up to seconds after single TMS pulses were observed in the 

cat’s visual cortex (Moliadze, Zhao, Eysel, & Funke, 2003), there is no longer-

lasting effect beyond the end of stimulation. In order to avoid cumulative 

effects, it is common to apply single pulses with a minimum interval of 4-

5 seconds, resulting in a frequency of stimulation around 0.2 Hz.  

Single pulse TMS is used, for instance, to localize brain functions. If applied 

to the motor cortex, a direct effect of TMS can be measured in the muscles 

being represented in the stimulated area. Usually, at the target muscle an 

electromyogram (EMG) is used to measure the so called motor evoked 

potential (MEP), which is the summated amplitude of the stimulated neurons’ 

action potential induced by the pulse. Moving the coil over the skull 

generating MEPs from different muscles, a method called motor mapping, 

can be used for localizing motor functions. To estimate the boarders of the 
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motor cortex in individuals can be helpful to prevent disabilities of motor 

functions through neuro-surgical procedures (e.g., Coburger et al., 2013). In 

the last years, this technique has become an essential tool for neurosurgery, 

and newer technologies allow not only mapping of motor or visual 

(Fernandez et al., 2002; Lotze et al., 2003; C. Weiss et al., 2013) but also of 

language functions (Ille et al., 2016; Ille et al., 2015).  Furthermore, 

latencies and amplitudes of MEPs can be used to identify and verify different 

diseases such as myelopathies (Nardone et al., 2014).  

Furthermore, single pulse TMS can be used for general estimations of cortical 

excitability in terms of a threshold with different possible applications. 

Commonly, the TMS intensity that generates MEP amplitudes in the resting 

muscle of at least 50 µV in at least 6 of 10 consecutive trials is called the 

resting motor threshold (RMT). Likewise, an active motor threshold (AMT) can 

be estimated. Here, the criterion is an MEP amplitude of at least 200 µV. 

Furthermore, the strength of contraction of the muscle during the 

measurement needs to be carefully controlled.  

Besides the motor system, only the visual system allows a direct excitability 

measurement in terms of a threshold determination. TMS pulses applied to 

the visual cortex can result in elementary visual percepts called phosphenes 

(Barker, et al., 1985). Equally to MEP amplitudes in the motor system, the 

presence or absence of phosphenes can be used to calibrate a phosphene 

threshold (PT) for the visual system.  

Changes of motor- and phosphene thresholds can indicate changes in the 

respective cortical area caused by different mechanisms like, for instance, 

ageing (Rossini, Desiato, & Caramia, 1992) or light deprivation (Boroojerdi et 

al., 2000). Furthermore, abnormal MTs can be a sign of different 

neurological disorders (Rossini et al., 2015), and the PT was shown to be 

lower in patients suffering from migraine (Aurora, Welch, & Al-Sayed, 2003).  

Unfortunately, for all other cortical areas a direct estimation of excitability 

using single pulse TMS is impossible. Therefore, usually RMT or AMT are used 

to calibrate stimulation intensities for other cortical areas. Single pulses in 
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different cortical areas can be used to investigate the effects of a short 

activation or disruption of a certain process, e.g., to demonstrate functional 

links between action and language systems during semantic processes 

(Pulvermuller, Hauk, Nikulin, & Ilmoniemi, 2005). Furthermore, single pulses 

were used to investigate the neural mechanism of auditory representations 

due to visual perception of words (Nakamura et al., 2006).  

Although not mandatory for this dissertation, for the sake of completeness 

after single pulse TMS, paired pulse TMS has to be mentioned. Paired pulse 

protocols in the motor system combine two adjacent pulses with different 

intensities and a specific interstimulus interval (ISI). With paired pulses TMS 

specific inhibitory or facilitatory constellations in the motor system can be 

measured, such as short- or long-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI/LICI) 

and short- or long-interval cortical facilitation (SICF/LICF). These parameters 

can be used for diagnostics of different diseases like Parkinson’s disease 

(MacKinnon, Gilley, Weis-McNulty, & Simuni, 2005) or amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (Ziemann et al., 1997). However, paired pulse protocols are not an 

object of this dissertation and are therefore not explained in detail (for review 

see Huang et al., 2009).  

The most important type of TMS for this dissertation is repetitive TMS (rTMS), 

which involves the application of specific patterns of TMS pulses. The 

conventional rTMS pattern is a continuous application of TMS pulses with a 

specific frequency. Here, a distinction is made between low-frequency rTMS 

(≤ 1 Hz) and high-frequency rTMS (≥ 5 Hz). In contrast to single pulse TMS, 

with rTMS usually there is an effect on cortical excitability lasting beyond the 

duration of application (for an overview see Fitzgerald, Fountain, & 

Daskalakis, 2006). A simple rule derived from motor cortex investigations is 

that low-frequency rTMS decreases the excitability of the stimulated cortical 

area, whereas high-frequency rTMS increases it (Maeda, Keenan, Tormos, 

Topka, & Pascual-Leone, 2000; Pascual-Leone, Vallssole, Wassermann, & 

Hallett, 1994). 

Besides frequency other parameters such as intensity and duration of rTMS 

were shown to influence the after-effects on motor cortex excitability. For 
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instance, low frequency rTMS applied with intensities below RMT (sub-

threshold intensities) showed smaller and shorter after-effects on MEP 

amplitudes (Fitzgerald, Brown, Daskalakis, Chen, & Kulkarni, 2002; Lang et 

al., 2006) than if applied with intensities above RMT (Chen et al., 1997). The 

application of 1500 pulses of 1 Hz rTMS with 95 % of RMT resulted in an 

inhibitory effect on MEP amplitudes much stronger and longer lasting than 

the application of only 150 pulses (Touge, Gerschlager, Brown, & Rothwell, 

2001). Whereas 100 pulses of 5 Hz rTMS applied with 100 % of AMT had no 

effect on cortical excitability (Lang et al., 2004), an application of 5 Hz rTMS 

for 1800 pulses with 90 % of RMT induced an excitatory effect on MEP 

amplitudes lasting for about 30 minutes (Peinemann et al., 2004). A 

facilitatory effect of 1500 pulses applied with 5 Hz rTMS was observed with 

90 % of RMT but not with 90 % of AMT (Quartarone et al., 2005), showing a 

clear dependency of the induced after-effects from stimulation intensity.  

Another parameter possibly influencing the effects of rTMS on cortical 

excitability is the pulse form. It was shown that 1 Hz rTMS with monophasic 

pulses caused an inhibitory effect on motor cortex excitability which persisted 

longer than with biphasic pulses (Sommer, Lang, Tergau, & Paulus, 2002). 

For short 5 Hz rTMS pattern, the acute effect on MEP amplitudes was 

inhibitory or excitatory depending on whether the pulse form was 

monophasic or biphasic (Tings, Lang, Tergau, Paulus, & Sommer, 2005). 

Furthermore, different coil types were shown to induce variable effects 

despite application of the same 1 Hz rTMS pattern (Lang, et al., 2006).  

In addition to the conventional rTMS patterns mentioned above, in 2005 a 

new pattern was introduced (Huang, Edwards, Rounis, Bhatia, & Rothwell, 

2005). Since in animal experiments it was shown that repetitive short bursts 

of high frequencies can lead to long-term potentiation or long-term 

depression (Larson & Lynch, 1986), it was suggested that such a pattern 

might be effective in stimulating the human brain as well. Therefore, three 

pulses with a frequency of 50 Hz (burst) were applied every 200 ms (5 Hz, 

theta rhythm). In the motor system, the so called theta-burst-stimulation (TBS) 

was shown to evoke both inhibitory and excitatory after-effects on MEP 
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amplitudes, depending only on whether the application of the pulses was 

continuous or intermittent (Huang, et al., 2005). In this first TBS study, 

continuous application (cTBS) of 600 pulses resulted in longer-lasting 

inhibitory after-effects compared to the application of 300 pulses. For an 

excitatory effect on MEP amplitudes it was shown that the pauses during 

stimulation are mandatory. Whereas TBS application for 2 s every 10 s for a 

total of 600 pulses (iTBS) led to increased MEP amplitudes, no effect was 

observed if the same number of pulses was applied in 5 s intervals every 15 s 

(imTBS). In the following years, many studies confirmed the inhibitory effect 

of cTBS as well as the excitatory effect of iTBS on motor cortex excitability 

(e.g., Suppa et al., 2008; Zafar, Paulus, & Sommer, 2008). A direct 

comparison between cTBS and conventional 1 Hz rTMS showed an inhibitory 

effect on motor cortex excitability with both patterns (Zafar, et al., 2008). 

Similarly, it was shown that both iTBS and 5 Hz rTMS increased MEP 

amplitudes (Zafar, et al., 2008).  

Concerning its clinical application, conventional rTMS and TBS have become 

promising tools for the treatment of psychiatric disorders like major 

depression (George et al., 1995; Plewnia et al., 2014) or chronic neuropathic 

pain (Hosomi et al., 2013; Moisset et al., 2015). Furthermore, rTMS is of 

great interest for brain research in general. The possibility to inhibit or 

enhance the excitability of a certain cortical area allows to selectively modify 

brain functions, a prerequisite that permits to establish causal relationships 

between the stimulated cortical area and a specific behavior (for an overview 

see Miniussi & Rossini, 2011; L. Stewart, Ellison, Walsh, & Cowey, 2001; 

Walsh & Cowey, 2000). However, whether the modulatory effects of rTMS 

derived in the motor system are directly transferable to other cortical regions 

is still a matter of recent debates in TMS research. Since compared to 

conventional rTMS pattern, with TBS shorter application times and lower 

stimulation intensities were shown to be sufficient for modulating motor 

cortex functions. Therefore, direct comparisons of both rTMS types in other 

cortical areas are essential and one of the main objectives of this 

dissertation. 
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1.2. Transcranial electrical stimulation 

 

The first attempt of electrical stimulation through the intact human skull was 

reported in 1954 (Gualtierotti & Paterson, 1954). Applying up to 40 s of 

electrical current to the motor cortex, the authors observed stimulus-

dependent contractions of distal muscles. The used pulse forms were either 

saw-tooth- or square waves, and the authors varied strength, frequency and 

duration of stimulation in their experiments. However, this method was 

rather inconvenient due to intense pain.  

In 1980, it was observed that short rectangular pulses of high voltage, a 

method that was initially developed for direct muscle stimulation (Hill, 

Mcdonnell, & Merton, 1980), was successful in stimulating the human brain 

through the intact skull as well (Merton & Morton, 1980). Again, the current 

pulses induced action potentials in the stimulated neuronal population. 

Although this method was efficient as a diagnostic tool for different 

neurological diseases such as multiple sclerosis (Cowan et al., 1984) or 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Ingram & Swash, 1987), it was still very painful 

for the patients. As a consequence, this led to the development of TMS 

(Barker, et al., 1985), since this allows a more pleasant cortex stimulation 

(see above).  

However, there are other forms of TES that are of certain interest for brain 

stimulation research until now. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), 

transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS), and transcranial random 

noise stimulation (tRNS) have recently gained much attention as non-invasive 

brain stimulation techniques. For this dissertation tACS and tRNS are not of 

further interest and are thus not further explained (for review see Paulus, 

Nitsche, & Antal, 2016).  

Undisputable, nowadays the most conventional modulatory non-invasive 

brain stimulation technique besides rTMS is tDCS. For tDCS, a weak electric 

current is applied to the brain through two big electrodes positioned on the 

skull. In contrast to TMS, tDCS does not act via triggering of action potentials 
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but rather by inducing a shift in the resting membrane potential. Thus, it 

increases or decreases the probability of spontaneously occurring action 

potentials. For many years, this technique has been used in animal 

experiments. It was found that anodal stimulation caused neuronal 

depolarization (Bindman, Lippold, & Redfearn, 1962; Purpura & Mcmurtry, 

1965) and thus increased cortical excitability. Cathodal stimulation was 

shown to hyperpolarize neurons leading to a decrease of cortical excitability 

(Artola, Brocher, & Singer, 1990; Creutzfeldt, Fromm, & Kapp, 1962; 

Terzuolo & Bullock, 1956).  

Although first attempts for the application of tDCS to the human brain have 

been published in the 1980s (e.g., Elbert, Lutzenberger, Rockstroh, & 

Birbaumer, 1981), it was only in 2000 when tDCS received more attention. 

Using TMS to evoke MEPs with the amplitudes reflecting cortical excitability, 

the modulatory effect of tDCS on the human motor cortex was investigated 

(Nitsche & Paulus, 2000). Duration, intensity and direction of the tDCS-

induced after-effects were shown to depend on different parameters such as 

current density, duration of stimulation, and orientation of the current flow 

including stimulation polarity.  

The higher the current density (i.e., current strength per electrode area), the 

stronger is the shift of the resting membrane potential, thus with increasing 

current density the effect of tDCS on cortical excitability gets stronger (Nitsche 

& Paulus, 2000). In different studies, the effects of tDCS applied for various 

durations were investigated. It was shown that there was no modulatory 

effect beyond the end of stimulation if tDCS was applied for only a few 

seconds, but for stimulation durations of several minutes an after-effect 

lasting up to one hour was observed (Nitsche, Nitsche, et al., 2003; Nitsche 

& Paulus, 2000, 2001).  

Furthermore, it was shown that the after-effect of tDCS is polarity-specific. 

Whereas MEP amplitudes were increased after anodal tDCS, a decrease was 

observed after cathodal stimulation (Nitsche & Paulus, 2000). Many of the 

following studies confirmed these results (e.g., Furubayashi et al., 2008; 

Lang, Nitsche, Paulus, Rothwell, & Lemon, 2004; Stagg et al., 2009), 
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resulting in the canonical assumption “anodal excitatory, cathodal inhibitory” 

(AeCi-effect, Jacobson, Koslowsky, & Lavidor, 2012). However, the polarity is 

only one aspect of the orientation of the electric field with respect to the 

orientation of the neurons. Given the fact that neuronal orientation changes 

with the anatomical situation beneath the electrodes (gyri and sulci), the 

complex interaction between orientation of the fields and different neuronal 

populations is not yet fully understood (Rahman et al., 2013).  

In contrast to TMS, tDCS is a cheap and easily applicable brain stimulation 

method with only few side effects such as itching or a slight burning 

sensation of the skull. Usually, it is applied through large (25-35 cm2) saline-

soaked sponge electrodes with a current strength of 1-2 mA, resulting in a 

current density of 0.03-0.08 mA/cm2, which is considered to be safe if 

stimulation duration is not essentially longer than 20 minutes (Iyer et al., 

2005; Nitsche, Liebetanz, et al., 2003; Nitsche & Paulus, 2001). To avoid 

unpleasant skull sensations, the current is usually not just suddenly switched 

on, but faded in and out via a short ramping period. Once the target current 

is reached, most subjects do not notice any sensations beneath the 

electrodes. Therefore, tDCS also offers an easy sham stimulation method by 

simply switching off or rather fading down the current after the initial 

ramping phase (Ambrus et al., 2012; Gandiga, Hummel, & Cohen, 2006).  

In clinical applications, tDCS was shown to be effective in the treatment of 

different disorders like major depression (Boggio et al., 2008; Fregni, Boggio, 

Nitsche, Rigonatti, & Pascual-Leone, 2006), epilepsy (Fregni, Thome-Souza, 

et al., 2006) or central pain in traumatic spinal cord injury (Fregni, Boggio, et 

al., 2006). Therefore, although the mechanisms of action differ between 

tDCS and rTMS, many similarities concerning their implications for behavior 

exist. Like for rTMS, evidence exists that the modulatory effects of tDCS 

observed in the motor system are not directly transferable to other cortical 

regions (Jacobson, et al., 2012). Direct comparisons of tDCS and rTMS in 

other cortical areas are essential and another main objective of this 

dissertation. 
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1.3. Summary and aims of this thesis  

 

In conclusion, many studies investigating the effects of rTMS and tDCS on 

motor cortex excitability exist, with their results being mainly in agreement 

with each other.  However, for both methods evidence exists that the 

modulatory effects observed in the motor system cannot be directly 

transferred into other cortical systems.  

The present thesis aimed to investigate the effects of both rTMS and tDCS in 

two other independent cortical areas: the semantic and the visual system. 

Since there is a lack of studies comparing both techniques in identical 

methodological setups, a direct comparison between rTMS and tDCS was 

carried out using nearly identical experiments within each cortical system. 

Thus, the present dissertation enables direct comparisons between two brain 

stimulation methods in two different cortical areas.  

The first region of interest was the semantic system. More precisely, the 

effects of 1 Hz rTMS, cTBS (applied with different stimulation intensities), 

anodal and cathodal tDCS on performance in a lexical decision task were 

investigated. Although investigated in two separate studies (study I and II), a 

total of five groups with 20 subjects each performed the same task after 

being stimulated at Wernicke’s area with one of the previously mentioned 

brain stimulation methods. Additionally, the results of the studies were 

considerably improved by three different control groups, leading to a better 

comparability of the studies and therefore ruling out unspecific effects caused 

by brain stimulation.  

The second region of interest was the visual system. Since we failed to 

observe a replicable effect of TBS on peripheral visual acuity in the first study 

investigating the visual cortex (study III), we hypothesized that high visual 

demand caused by a visual acuity task following stimulation might protect 

against modulatory brain stimulation effects. Therefore, we conducted an 

additional experiment to test this hypothesis.  
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In two studies, we investigated whether the effects of cTBS or iTBS (study IV) 

and anodal or cathodal tDCS (study VI) depend on the amount of visual 

demand following stimulation. Regardless of visual demand, we observed 

high inter-individual differences in the response to brain stimulation in both 

studies, with our results being in discrepancy with other studies published 

previously. In a first attempt to identify possible sources of the different 

results, we found that cTBS effects on visual cortex excitability depend on the 

coil type used (study V). Furthermore, in this study we found the slope of the 

baseline PT to predict the direction of the cTBS effect, and in an additional 

analysis of the results of study IV (see supplement) actually we were able to 

observe the same relationship.  

This dissertation contributes to the existing literature in an unprecedented 

way since it allows direct comparisons of different brain stimulation methods 

in two independent cortical areas using almost identical study designs. 

Furthermore, discrepancies between the results observed here and in 

previous studies were explored further and possible explanations are 

discussed. This work therefore closes an important gap regarding the 

background of inter-individual differences in response to different brain 

stimulation techniques. This dissertation is of major interest for the non-

invasive brain stimulation research community. 

 

2. Region of interest: the semantic system 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 

The modulatory effects of rTMS and tDCS on motor cortex excitability have 

been investigated in countless studies. As a consequence, some general rules 

were proposed. Whereas low-frequency (≤ 1 Hz) rTMS, cTBS and cathodal 

tDCS were declared as “inhibitory” brain stimulation methods, high-

frequency rTMS (≥ 5 Hz), iTBS and anodal tDCS  were stated to facilitate 
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excitability of the motor cortex (e.g., Huang, et al., 2005; Maeda, et al., 

2000; Nitsche & Paulus, 2000). However, it is of major interest to investigate 

whether those rules or rather findings can be directly transferred to other 

cortical regions, especially to cognitive domains. One of the most frequently 

investigated domains is the semantic system, since the full complexity of 

speech and language is unique to humans and thus of great interest. 

Therefore, the first TMS language studies focused on the identification of 

language areas as well as the elucidation of functions (Epstein, 1998).  

In many studies investigating the semantic system with brain stimulation 

techniques the term “Wernicke’s area” is used to describe the stimulated 

cortical area. However, there are different interpretations concerning the 

exact localization of Wernicke’s area. In first attempts to describe this region, 

Wernicke’s area was defined as a very large area including the left posterior 

superior temporal gyrus (pSTG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), middle 

temporal gyrus (MTG), angular gyrus (AG), and inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), 

thus all regions involved in language comprehension (Bogen & Bogen, 

1976). According to the international 10-20 EEG system, Wernicke’s area is 

commonly described to be reached by stimulation of CP5 (cf. Homan, 

Herman, & Purdy, 1987). In recent decades, Wernicke’s area was defined on 

a more anatomical basis as a synonym for the left pSTG and SMG (Binder, 

2015). However, please note that different studies mentioned below 

targeting Wernicke’s area may have defined this region in slightly different 

ways. The exact localization of the area is described in the corresponding 

publications in most cases.  

For instance, single pulse TMS applied to Wernicke´s area resulted in 

decreased picture-naming latencies, with the conclusion that focal magnetic 

stimulation facilitates lexical processes due to a general pre-activation of 

language-related neuronal networks (Töpper, Mottaghy, Brugmann, Noth, & 

Huber, 1998). Using single pulse TMS, it was shown that the left inferior 

frontal gyrus is directly involved in syntactic processing (Sakai, Noguchi, 

Takeuchi, & Watanabe, 2002).  In another study, single pulse TMS of hand 

and leg areas of the motor cortex influenced the processing of hand and leg 
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action words differentially. This provided evidence that motor- and language 

systems are linked to each other, supporting category-specific functional links 

and information flow from motor areas to the cortical language areas 

(Pulvermuller, et al., 2005).  

Moreover, the effects of rTMS on semantic functions were investigated. For 

instance, it was shown that short trains of 20 Hz rTMS applied to Wernicke’s 

area led to a facilitation of picture-naming (Mottaghy et al., 1999). 

Additionally, using the same picture-naming task, it was suggested that 

language functions can be facilitated only by high-frequency rTMS applied to 

Wernicke’s area with intensities at or above motor threshold, and that 1 Hz 

rTMS is unable to influence language functions (Sparing et al., 2001). 

However, response latencies in a word generating task increased for verbs 

but were unaffected for nouns following 1 Hz rTMS applied to the left 

prefrontal cortex (Shapiro, Pascual-Leone, Mottaghy, Gangitano, & 

Caramazza, 2001).  

These contradictory findings led to the assumption that modulation of 

language functions by rTMS might critically depend on both the cortical area 

being stimulated and the task investigated. To clarify the area aspect, the 

effects of 1 Hz rTMS applied to different stimulation sites on picture-word-

verification was investigated (Dräger, Breitenstein, Helmke, Kamping, & 

Knecht, 2004). Indeed, an inhibitory effect after stimulation of Wernicke’s 

area and a facilitatory effect after stimulation of Broca’s area was observed, 

confirming that modulatory rTMS effects on language functions depend on 

the stimulated cortical area. This fact is indeed plausible since the semantic 

system does not consist of only one single brain area. In a meta-analysis of 

120 language studies, a distinct, usually left-lateralized network comprised of 

7 regions involved in semantic processing was identified (Binder, Desai, 

Graves, & Conant, 2009). Each of these regions might be involved in 

different tasks, and there are many potential connections and coactivations 

between those regions, possibly being affected by rTMS in many different 

ways.  
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Furthermore, the role of the right hemisphere in language processing is not 

fully understood. Using short 10 Hz rTMS trains it was shown that left and 

right Wernicke’s areas are processing dominant and subordinate meanings 

of ambiguous words, respectively (Harpaz, Levkovitz, & Lavidor, 2009). 

Likewise, short 15 Hz rTMS trains impaired processing of abstract words 

when applied over the left temporal cortex, and accuracy decreased for 

concrete words when applied over the right temporal cortex (Papagno, 

Fogliata, Catricala, & Miniussi, 2009). Other studies showed that 1 Hz rTMS 

applied to both the left and right temporal pole disrupted neural processing 

temporarily, as revealed by prolonged time required for semantic decisions 

(Lambon Ralph, Pobric, & Jefferies, 2009), and by disrupted semantic 

processing for words and pictures (Pobric, Jefferies, & Ralph, 2010).  

Unfortunately, up to now only few studies have focused on the effects of TBS 

on language functions. In one study the effects of both 1 Hz rTMS and cTBS 

applied to Wernicke’s area on performance in an auditory word-detection 

task were investigated, with 1 Hz rTMS and cTBS facilitating the detection of 

native or foreign words, respectively (Andoh et al., 2008). However, in this 

study both stimulation patterns were used as priming stimulations, being 

applied prior to a 1 Hz rTMS pattern applied during the task. Therefore, it 

does not allow a direct comparison of the modulatory effects of rTMS and 

TBS on semantic processing.  

Another study aimed to investigate whether the cerebellum is involved in 

processing temporally contiguous linguistic input (Argyropoulos, 2011). 

Applying cTBS to two different cerebellar sites, the effect on a simple lexical 

decision task was investigated. The author observed a selective impairment 

of lexical decision accuracy after stimulation of a medial cerebellar site and a 

selective increase of associative priming sizes after stimulation of the same 

site. Thus, the study was the first providing evidence for the involvement of 

the same cerebellar-based, domain-general associative mechanisms in 

language processing (Argyropoulos, 2011). In order to provide more 

evidence for the theories of embodied cognition, cTBS was applied to the left 

or right premotor cortex prior to a lexical decision task (Willems, Labruna, 
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D'Esposito, Ivry, & Casasanto, 2011). It was found that, in right-handed 

subjects, reaction times (RTs) on manual-action verbs were faster after 

stimulation of the hand area in the left premotor cortex than after stimulation 

of the hand area in the right premotor cortex. These results suggest that the 

premotor cortex has a functional role in action-language understanding.  

To the best of my knowledge, no other studies investigating the effects of TBS 

on semantic processing have been published until 2013. Additionally, there 

was no study directly comparing rTMS and TBS on language function. 

Therefore, our first study (study I, Brückner, Kiefer, & Kammer, 2013) aimed 

to investigate the effects of both 1 Hz rTMS and cTBS on semantic processing. 

It was the first study ever comparing both methods by using the very same 

task in the language domain. Additionally, a possible dose-dependency of 

cTBS effects was investigated as well as the influence of general arousal or 

TMS-induced fatigue by investigating two different control conditions. 

In the first study investigating tDCS effects on language functions, an 

improved verbal fluency with anodal tDCS and a slight decrease in 

performance with cathodal tDCS was observed (Iyer, et al., 2005). Anodal 

tDCS applied to the left posterior perisylvian region (an area including 

Wernicke’s area) led to faster RTs in a visual picture naming task, whereas 

cathodal tDCS had no effect (Sparing, Dafotakis, Meister, 

Thirugnanasambandam, & Fink, 2008). Targeting the same region, anodal 

tDCS enabled faster and better associative learning, but cathodal tDCS again 

failed to produce any after-effect (Floel, Rosser, Miichka, Knecht, & 

Breitenstein, 2008). Anodal tDCS applied to the left dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex (DLPFC) improved naming performance as revealed by faster verbal 

RTs after the end of stimulation, whereas cathodal stimulation had no effect 

(Fertonani, Rosini, Cotelli, Rossini, & Miniussi, 2010). Similarly, subjects 

receiving anodal tDCS over the left DLPFC reported more words in category-

cued word fluency tasks compared to sham stimulation (Vannorsdall et al., 

2012). Additionally, in the same study anodal tDCS increased the number of 

clustered words in a category-cued fluency task, whereas cathodal tDCS 

decreased it. Since many studies failed to observe any cathodal tDCS effect 
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on language functions, other studies focused on the investigation of anodal 

tDCS only (e.g., Fiori et al., 2011; Peretz & Lavidor, 2012; Pisoni, Papagno, & 

Cattaneo, 2012; Wirth et al., 2011). Only a few studies investigated cathodal 

tDCS effects on language functions (Balconi & Vitaloni, 2014; Chrysikou et 

al., 2013).  

As a conclusion, many studies confirmed an excitatory effect of anodal tDCS 

on language functions, however an inhibitory effect of cathodal tDCS was 

shown rarely (Jacobson, et al., 2012). Therefore, the canonical assumption 

“anodal excitatory, cathodal inhibitory” (AeCi-effect, Jacobson, et al., 2012) 

observed in many motor cortex studies cannot be easily transferred to the 

semantic system. It was suggested that especially language functions might 

be somewhat “immune” to cathodal inhibition (Jacobson, et al., 2012). In 

cases when with cathodal tDCS no or only a small effect is being observed, it 

is usually argued that the task is inadequate for the detection of worsening 

behavior (Fregni et al., 2005), alternatively that the threshold for the effects 

of anodal tDCS might be lower than for cathodal tDCS (Iyer, et al., 2005). As 

another possibility, the authors just refer to other studies observing null 

results with cathodal tDCS (Fertonani, et al., 2010; Floel, et al., 2008) or 

even rTMS (Sparing, et al., 2008), with most of these interpretations being 

unsatisfying.  

However, since our task was shown to be well suited to detect behavior 

worsening (study I, Brückner, et al., 2013), with our second study (study II, 

Brückner & Kammer, 2017) we aimed to investigate the modulatory effects of 

both anodal and cathodal tDCS on semantic processing. As a special feature, 

this enables a direct comparison of rTMS and tDCS as brain stimulation 

methods, since the designs of study I and study II were almost identical. 

Therefore, bringing both studies together, the effects of 1 Hz rTMS, cTBS with 

two different application intensities, anodal and cathodal tDCS on semantic 

processing were investigated. Since the study design and task were identical, 

and the same cortical area was stimulated, this experiment allows 

unparalleled comparisons between these methods for the very first time. 
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2.2. Summary of the conducted studies 

 

2.2.1. Study I: Effects of rTMS on semantic processing1 

 

As already mentioned above, the inhibitory effects of 1 Hz rTMS observed in 

the motor system (e.g., Maeda, et al., 2000) were successfully transferred to 

a series of other cortical regions. Concerning the language domain, 1 Hz 

rTMS applied to Wernicke’s area impaired word processing (Knecht et al., 

2002), picture-word-verification (Dräger, et al., 2004) and performance in a 

semantic judgement task (Alba-Ferrara, Ellison, & Mitchell, 2011). Although 

cTBS was shown to inhibit the motor cortex comparable to 1 Hz rTMS 

(Huang, et al., 2005), until now no inhibitory effect on semantic processing 

comparing both methods has been reported. Therefore, with the first study 

we aimed to investigate the effects of both 1 Hz rTMS and cTBS on a lexical 

decision task.  

Thus, we provide the first study directly comparing the effects of the two rTMS 

pattern on a higher cognitive function. In a between-group design, subjects 

were stimulated at Wernicke’s area (defined on individual anatomical MRI 

scans as the posterior part of the left superior temporal sulcus, stimulating 

the left superior and middle temporal gyri in their posterior part) with either 

1 Hz rTMS or cTBS prior to a lexical decision task. Whereas 1 Hz rTMS was 

applied with 100 % of RMT as it has been established in many studies before, 

cTBS was applied with either 80 % of AMT or 90 % of AMT in two different 

groups, respectively. Two additional control groups were recruited. To control 

for general rTMS induced modulations, one group performed the task 

without any stimulation. A second control group was stimulated with 1 Hz 

rTMS at Brodmann-area 9 of the right hemisphere in order to evaluate 

whether the observed effects are specific for stimulation of Wernicke’s area.  

As a main result, a prolongation of RTs was observed for those subjects who 

had been stimulated on Wernicke’s area with either 1 Hz rTMS or cTBS 

                                                             
 Parts of this study have already ee  pu lished i  y diplo a thesis Brü k er, . 
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applied with 90 % of AMT. With cTBS applied with 80 % of AMT only a 

numerical increase in RTs was observed. A split-half analysis, investigating 

the time course of the effects, revealed that the impairment declined in the 

second half of the task, but was still prolonged compared to the control 

groups. Thus, the inhibitory effects observed in both groups lasted for at least 

20 minutes. The results of the study are in line with former observations 

showing an impairment of semantic processing following 1 Hz rTMS applied 

to Wernicke’s area (Alba-Ferrara, et al., 2011; Dräger, et al., 2004; Knecht, 

et al., 2002).  

Furthermore, we showed that cTBS applied with 90 % of AMT modulated 

semantic processing comparable to 1 Hz rTMS despite shorter application 

time and lower intensity. Additionally, a dose-dependency of cTBS-effects 

was observed since the prolongation of RTs following cTBS applied with 80 % 

of AMT did not reach statistical significance. Therefore, cTBS might replace 

conventional 1 Hz rTMS for the investigation of higher cognitive functions 

since due to lower application intensities and shorter application time it 

would be more comfortable for the subjects. 

 

2.2.2. Study II: Effects of tDCS on semantic processing  

 

In our previous study (study I, Brückner, et al., 2013), the inhibitory effects of 

1 Hz rTMS and cTBS observed in the motor system were successfully 

transferred to the semantic system. Therefore, the objective of this study was 

to investigate whether the effects of tDCS in the motor system can be 

observed in the semantic system as well.  

The design of the study was adopted from study I (Brückner, et al., 2013), but 

using tDCS instead of rTMS for brain stimulation. In a between-group design, 

subjects received anodal, cathodal or sham tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area 

(due to large electrode size just defined as CP5 according to the international 

10-20 EEG system). Following stimulation, they passed the very same lexical 

decision task as used in the former study (study I, Brückner, et al., 2013). 

Since standard tDCS electrodes are quite large (7x5 cm), the targeted cortical 
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area is much bigger than with focal rTMS. Therefore, in this study subjects 

additionally performed a choice reaction time task in the middle and at the 

end of the lexical decision task in order to control for possible motor cortex 

modulations.  

Compared to the sham group, we observed a significant decrease of RTs in 

the cathodal tDCS group as well as a trend towards decreased RTs in the 

anodal tDCS group. Since we observed no changes following tDCS in the 

choice reaction time task, the improvement in the lexical decision task was 

not due to a general enhancement of attention or motor cortex facilitation. 

Thus, both anodal and cathodal tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area improved 

semantic processing. Usually anodal tDCS increases and cathodal tDCS 

decreases the excitability of the motor cortex (Furubayashi, et al., 2008; 

Lang, Nitsche, et al., 2004; Nitsche & Paulus, 2000; Stagg, et al., 2009). Our 

data does therefore not confirm the canonical AeCi-assumption (Jacobson, et 

al., 2012).  

However, this is in line with the observation that the AeCi-effect is less 

common in cognitive studies (Jacobson, et al., 2012). Whereas excitatory 

effects of anodal tDCS on cognition are reported frequently (Fiori, et al., 

2011; Floel, et al., 2008; Fregni, et al., 2005; Ihara et al., 2015; Iyer, et al., 

2005; Sparing, et al., 2008), inhibitory effects of cathodal tDCS on cognition 

are reported rarely (Jacobson, et al., 2012). A number of different possible 

explanations for the observation of a facilitatory effect of cathodal tDCS are 

suggested in the literature. For instance, tDCS effects may depend on the 

preexisting neuronal state (Dockery, Hueckel-Weng, Birbaumer, & Plewnia, 

2009; Pirulli, Fertonani, & Miniussi, 2014). Another possibility is that cathodal 

tDCS might act like a noise filter (M. Weiss & Lavidor, 2012), therefore 

probably in general improving performance in tasks requiring the availability 

of unfiltered information (Chrysikou, et al., 2013).  

However, an observation of a tDCS-induced improvement in cognition 

independent of polarity was observed rarely. In addition, up to now there is 

no study except the present one showing such results in the language 

domain. It is conceivable that anodal tDCS improves performance by 
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enhancing semantic processing, whereas cathodal tDCS improves 

performance by reducing the noise in semantic processing. This 

interpretation would enable us to successfully transfer the canonical 

assumption of the AeCi-effect to the semantic system. However, another 

possibility is that tDCS generally protects against a fatigue-induced 

impairment of the task. In a future study we aim to investigate whether the 

latter explanation could be confirmed by using an online-tDCS setup using 

the very same study design. 

 

2.3. Discussion 

 

In two studies, we investigated the effects of 1 Hz rTMS, cTBS (applied with 

different stimulation intensities), anodal and cathodal tDCS on performance 

in a lexical decision task. Altogether 160 subjects participated in the 

experiments and performed the same task after being either stimulated at 

their left temporal cortex (Wernicke’s area) with one of the mentioned brain 

stimulation methods or under different control conditions.  

The first study (study I, Brückner, et al., 2013) revealed prolonged RTs for 

subjects receiving 1 Hz rTMS or cTBS with an intensity of 90 % of AMT, 

whereas no effect was seen with cTBS applied with only 80 % of AMT 

intensity. With 100 % of RMT the intensity was much higher in the 1 Hz rTMS 

group, and regarding to the dose-dependency observed with cTBS this higher 

intensity might have led to the stronger impairment of semantic processing in 

the 1 Hz rTMS group. Several other studies have already investigated the 

effect of conventional 1 Hz rTMS applied to Wernicke’s area on semantic 

processing, demonstrating an impairment of verbal processing speed 

(Knecht, et al., 2002), picture-word-verification (Dräger, et al., 2004), or a 

semantic judgement task (Alba-Ferrara, et al., 2011). Our results are well in 

line with those studies, transferring the inhibitory effects of 1 Hz rTMS derived 

from the motor system (e.g., Maeda, et al., 2000) to the semantic system.  
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At the time our study was conducted, there were only two other studies 

investigating the direct effects of cTBS on semantic processing. In one study, 

an impairment after cTBS applied to a medial cerebellar site in a lexical 

decision task was observed (Argyropoulos, 2011). Surprisingly, cTBS applied 

to the left premotor cortex prior to a lexical decision task led to decreased RTs 

(Willems, et al., 2011). This unexpected result was explained by neuronal 

inhibition caused by cTBS possibly resulting in behavioral facilitation. 

However, both studies explored the effects of cTBS on semantic processing 

only. Our study was the first directly comparing the effects of both 1 Hz rTMS 

and cTBS on semantic processing. For both methods we were able to transfer 

the canonical assumption derived from the motor cortex, declaring 1 Hz rTMS 

and cTBS as inhibitory brain stimulation methods, successfully to the semantic 

system.  

In study II (Brückner & Kammer, 2017) cathodal tDCS caused a more 

pronounced decrease of RTs in the lexical decision task compared to anodal 

tDCS. However, compared to the sham group tDCS improved semantic 

processing independent of polarity. Therefore, with the results of study II we 

were not able to observe the canonical AeCi-assumption derived from motor 

cortex investigations (e.g., Nitsche & Paulus, 2000) within the semantic 

system.  However, recently it was shown in a meta-analytical review, that the 

AeCi-effect is less common in cognitive studies (Jacobson, et al., 2012), and 

that tDCS generates little-to-no reliable neurophysiologic effect outside the 

motor system (Horvath, Forte, & Carter, 2015), with our results being again 

well in line with previous observations. Although anodal tDCS indeed 

improved many language functions like verbal fluency (Iyer, et al., 2005), 

working memory (Fregni, et al., 2005), language processing (Sparing, et al., 

2008) or semantic retrieval (Ihara, et al., 2015), an impairment following 

cathodal tDCS could not be shown in those studies.  

Recently, in an article reviewing 27 studies investigating tDCS effects on 

semantic processing (Joyal & Fecteau, 2016), it was suggested that frontal, 

temporal, and parietal cortices are involved in semantic processing. In this 

review, four studies applying tDCS to Wernicke’s area were mentioned 
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(Peretz & Lavidor, 2012; Pisoni, et al., 2012; Price, Peelle, Bonner, 

Grossman, & Hamilton, 2016; Weltman & Lavidor, 2013). When anodal 

tDCS increased the semantic interfering effect, it was suggested that by 

increased lexical activation for a prolonged period of time, the competition 

among stimuli in semantically related clusters was enhanced (Pisoni, et al., 

2012). Anodal stimulation of the right homologue of Wernicke’s area only 

led to decreased RTs for subordinate word meanings (Peretz & Lavidor, 

2012). Furthermore, anodal stimulation of Wernicke’s area resulted in faster 

comprehension of semantically meaningful word combinations (Price, et al., 

2016). Unfortunately, none of those studies applied cathodal stimulation. 

The only study comparing the effects of both polarities on semantic 

processing applied tDCS bilaterally to Wernicke’s area and its right 

homologue (Weltman & Lavidor, 2013).  

Therefore, to my best knowledge study II (Brückner & Kammer, 2017) was 

the first investigating the effects of both (unilateral) anodal and cathodal 

tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area. Furthermore, the use of the same task and 

nearly the same study design as in study I (Brückner, et al., 2013) enables a 

unique comparability of TMS and tDCS effects on semantic processing. In 

both of our studies, RTs for pseudowords were longer than for words, and 

both words and pseudowords were affected by stimulation. However, in both 

studies a split-half analysis revealed faster RTs in the second half of the 

lexical decision experiment. If considered separately, in the rTMS study (study 

I, Brückner, et al., 2013) this result was interpreted as a decay of the TMS 

effect since there was no difference between the two halves of the 

experiment in the control groups. In the tDCS study (study II, Brückner & 

Kammer, 2017), this was interpreted as learning effect instead, since faster 

RTs occurred in the sham group as well.  

Taken the results of both studies together, it is conspicuous that RTs on words 

in the second half of the cathodal group (~560 ms) are in the same range as 

RTs on words in the control groups of the rTMS study (~570 ms). Therefore, it 

is conceivable that the “missing” decay in the second half of the task in the 

control groups of study I and the cathodal group of study II is likely to reflect 
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a floor-effect. This means that the faster RTs in the second half of the task in 

the other groups in study I are more likely to indicate a general learning 

effect rather than a decay of rTMS effect.  

Furthermore, the fact that RTs in the sham group of study II are prolonged 

compared to the RTs in the control groups of study I (~600 ms) offers an 

alternative explanation for the results of the tDCS study. Instead of the 

interpretation that tDCS improves semantic processing independent of 

polarity, it is plausible to assume that tDCS in general might protect against 

an unspecific slowing of RTs. Since subjects passed the lexical decision task 

following a very monotonous time period of tDCS, this could probably have 

caused fatigue, leading to prolonged RTs afterwards in the sham group. 

However, in study I there was no prolongation of RTs in the subjects that 

were stimulated with 1 Hz rTMS for 20 minutes at Brodmann-area 9 of the 

right hemisphere. Thus, a long monotonous time period cannot account for 

the differences observed between the control groups in the two studies. In 

the tDCS study, however, in order to control for the subject’s cognitive activity 

during stimulation (Nozari, Woodard, & Thompson-Schill, 2014), an acoustic 

oddball task was passed. It is conceivable that this task might have induced 

an additional prolongation of RTs.  

Certainly, a limitation of both of our studies is the use of a between-group 

design. One could argue that coincidentally the subjects in one group were 

in general faster or slower in their reactions than the subjects in another 

group. However, due to the strong learning effect in the lexical decision task 

(as can be seen, for instance, in the two split-half-analyses) in a within-

subject-design any modulatory brain stimulation aftereffect would probably 

be masked by learning-induced facilitation of RTs. As a consequence, we 

plan to investigate how many daily repetitions of the whole lexical decision 

task must be passed to reach the plateau of the learning curve. This might 

allow the use of within-subject-designs in future studies.  

Moreover, since our two studies have shown that our design and task is 

indeed suitable for the detection of modulatory effects of different brain 

stimulation techniques, it will be used in further studies to allow a better 
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comparability between additional methods. Therefore, in our next study the 

same study design and task will be used to investigate whether there is a 

difference in tDCS aftereffects if applied during the task instead of prior to it. 

Furthermore, we aim to investigate whether the canonical assumption from 

motor cortex studies declaring high-frequency rTMS and iTBS as excitatory 

brain stimulation methods (e.g., Huang, et al., 2005; Maeda, et al., 2000) 

can be transferred to the semantic system as well. Those future studies would 

also help to clarify the hypothesis of tDCS-induced protection against fatigue-

induced prolongation of RTs. The effects of low- and high-frequency rTMS, 

cTBS and iTBS, anodal and cathodal tDCS applied in both an online and an 

offline paradigm – by stimulating the same area, using the same task and 

study design – would allow a so far unprecedented possibility to compare 

brain stimulation techniques outside the motor system. 

 

3. Region of interest: the visual system 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

Another frequently investigated domain in brain stimulation studies is the 

visual system. Besides the motor system, the visual cortex is the only cortical 

area allowing a direct measurement of cortical excitability. Most frequently, 

the phosphene threshold (PT) is used as an indicator for visual cortex 

excitability. Applied to the occipital cortex, TMS is able to induce elementary 

visual percepts called phosphenes (Barker, et al., 1985; Marg & Rudiak, 

1994; Meyer, Diehl, Steinmetz, Britton, & Benecke, 1991). PT is defined as 

the minimum TMS intensity required to elicit phosphenes in a single subject. 

Thus, PT is a value indicating individual visual cortex excitability and was 

shown to be a stable parameter within and across several sessions (e.g., 

Antal, Nitsche, Kincses, Lampe, & Paulus, 2004; Boroojerdi, Bushara, et al., 

2000; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Siniatchkin, Schlicke, & Stephani, 2011; L. M. 

Stewart, Walsh, & Rothwell, 2001). However, PT was shown to depend on 
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different measurement parameters such as current direction (Kammer, Beck, 

Erb, & Grodd, 2001) or orientation (Kammer, Vorwerg, & Herrnberger, 

2007), stimulator type (Kammer, et al., 2001) or pulseform (Kammer & 

Baumann, 2010; Kammer, et al., 2007).  

Therefore, in studies investigating changes of visual cortex excitability PT is 

often used as the dependent variable. For instance, it was shown that visual 

cortex excitability increases after at least 45 minutes of binocular light 

deprivation (Boroojerdi, Bushara, et al., 2000), as indicated by decreased PT 

values. Furthermore, after 48h of blindfolding, this effect was shown to be 

reversed, as revealed by a continuous increase of PT until the end of 

blindfolding (Pitskel, Merabet, Ramos-Estebanez, Kauffman, & Pascual-

Leone, 2007). In contrast, if subjects were monocular blindfolded, PT 

increased consistently until the end of a 48 h time period of blindfolding (Lou 

et al., 2011). Different pattern of light deprivation might therefore cause 

different changes of visual cortex excitability.  

Using PT as the dependent variable, it was shown that visual cortex 

excitability varies with specific visual input. For instance, PT increased with 

increasing background contrast (Rauschecker, Bestmann, Walsh, & Thilo, 

2004) but decreased following a period of reading (Antal, Ambrus, & Chaieb, 

2014). Furthermore, many studies used PTs to examine whether hyper- or 

hypo-excitability occurs in the visual cortex of patients suffering from 

migraine (for overview see Aurora & Wilkinson, 2007). It was suggested that 

a hyper-responsiveness of the migrainous brain would explain most of the 

data observed in various studies (Coppola, Pierelli, & Schoenen, 2007).  

For rTMS studies, PT is additionally used for the calibration of rTMS intensity. 

Undisputable, the use of PT instead of MT in visual cortex studies is 

preferable since MTs and PTs were shown to be uncorrelated (Boroojerdi, et 

al., 2002; Kammer, Beck, Puls, Roether, & Thielscher, 2003; L. M. Stewart, et 

al., 2001). For instance, investigating the effects of 1 Hz rTMS applied to the 

visual cortex on static contrast sensitivities, PT was measured first to adjust 

rTMS intensity to individual cortical excitability. The results revealed that 

contrast detection can be modulated by 1 Hz rTMS, but depends on current 
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direction and pulse form (Antal et al., 2002). In studies comparing the effects 

of 1 Hz and 10 Hz rTMS on the amplitudes of visual evoked potentials (VEPs) 

in migraineurs and healthy controls rTMS was also applied at PT intensity or 

at 110 % of MT, if no phosphenes were perceived by the subject. These 

studies revealed that rTMS effects on the visual cortex strongly depend on 

rTMS frequency, application intensity and the initial state of the neurons 

being stimulated (Bohotin et al., 2002; Fumal et al., 2003). In another study, 

application of 0.9 Hz rTMS with PT intensity to the visual cortex was shown to 

inhibit optic flow perception (Tashiro et al., 2007).  

Since a change of PT indicates a change of visual cortex excitability, PT 

measurements offer an easy method to investigate the modulatory effects of 

different NIBS techniques applied to the visual cortex. For instance, the 

inhibitory effect of 1 Hz rTMS observed in the motor cortex (e.g., Maeda, et 

al., 2000; Muellbacher, Ziemann, Boroojerdi, & Hallett, 2000) was 

successfully transferred to the visual cortex as revealed by increased PTs 

following stimulation (Boroojerdi, Prager, Muellbacher, & Cohen, 2000; 

Brighina, Piazza, Daniele, & Fierro, 2002; Fierro et al., 2005). Decreased PTs 

were found following 10 Hz rTMS (Fierro, et al., 2005), transferring the 

excitatory effect of high-frequency rTMS on motor cortex excitability (e.g., 

Maeda, et al., 2000; Pascual-Leone, et al., 1994) to the visual system as 

well.  

However, for TBS only the inhibitory effect of cTBS could be observed in a PT 

study, whereas no change of PT following iTBS could be shown (Franca, 

Koch, Mochizuki, Huang, & Rothwell, 2006). Therefore, the authors 

concluded that PT measurements might not be sensitive enough to detect 

small changes induced by iTBS, since in the motor system a smaller and 

short-lasting effect of iTBS compared to cTBS was observed (Huang, et al., 

2005). To the best of my knowledge, no other study exploring the effects of 

iTBS on visual cortex excitability exists so far. In a study investigating the 

effects of cTBS and 1 Hz rTMS applied to the visual cortex, an improvement 

on some visual psychophysical tasks was found with both patterns (Waterston 
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& Pack, 2010). However, size and nature of the effects strongly depended on 

the stimulation protocol and the type of the task investigated.   

In another study, the inhibitory effects of cTBS on PT published previously 

(Franca, et al., 2006) were replicated successfully (Allen et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, magnetic resonance spectroscopy in that study revealed that 

cTBS applied to the occipital cortex decreased cortical excitability and 

increased regional concentration of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), 

despite the fact that conscious vision was enhanced after cTBS. It was 

suggested that cTBS increases cortical inhibition by the suppression of noise, 

thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of neural activity (Allen, et al., 

2014). Controversially, in another study cTBS decreased accuracy and 

confidence in a perceptual discrimination task (Rahnev et al., 2013). Using 

functional MRI, cTBS applied to the visual cortex was shown to decrease the 

resting state functional connectivity between different regions of the visual 

cortex. It was concluded that cTBS acts by suppressing the signal strength 

(Rahnev, et al., 2013). However, the discrepancies between the two studies 

were suggested to originate from methodological differences such as 

stimulation intensity (Allen, et al., 2014).  

In the first studies investigating tDCS effects using PT as the dependent 

variable, the polarity-specific effect observed in the motor system (Nitsche & 

Paulus, 2000) was successfully transferred to the visual cortex. Both 

stationary as well as moving PTs decreased after anodal tDCS and increased 

after cathodal tDCS (Antal, Kincses, Nitsche, & Paulus, 2003a, 2003b). This 

polarity-specific tDCS effect was observed again, measuring VEP amplitudes 

during the view of luminance gratings (Antal, Kincses, Nitsche, Bartfai, & 

Paulus, 2004). These effects were observed only if low contrast visual stimuli 

were used, probably due to a ceiling effect caused by high contrast. 

Furthermore, cathodal tDCS decreased high frequency oscillatory activity in 

the beta and gamma frequency ranges, whereas anodal tDCS tended to 

increase both (Antal, Varga, Kincses, Nitsche, & Paulus, 2004).  

However, in other studies applying tDCS to the visual cortex the canonical 

AeCi- effect was not observed. For instance, cathodal tDCS impaired contrast 
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sensitivity, whereas anodal tDCS had no effect (Antal, Nitsche, & Paulus, 

2001). This was suggested to be due to a ceiling effect since the contrast 

sensitivity in healthy subjects is already optimized (Antal, et al., 2001). In 

contrast, in another study an increase of contrast sensitivity following anodal 

tDCS was observed, but no effect with cathodal tDCS could be shown (Kraft 

et al., 2010). The lack of a cathodal effect was thought to be due to the low 

contrast of the visual stimulus. The discrepancies between the two studies 

were suggested to result from differences in tDCS duration, characteristics of 

the visual stimuli, or different electrode positions (Kraft, et al., 2010). 

Moreover, anodal tDCS improved detection sensitivity in a discrimination 

task, but cathodal tDCS had no effect (Olma, Kraft, Roehmel, Irlbacher, & 

Brandt, 2011). Unfortunately, the lack of a cathodal tDCS effect was not 

discussed by the authors. Similarly, anodal tDCS was shown to reduce 

psychophysical surround suppression, resulting in an improvement in contrast 

detection (Spiegel, Hansen, Byblow, & Thompson, 2012). Thus, it was 

suggested that anodal but not cathodal tDCS probably acts by reducing 

GABA- mediated intracortical inhibition.  

In two almost identical studies, the effects of anodal (Pirulli, Fertonani, & 

Miniussi, 2013) and cathodal tDCS (Pirulli, et al., 2014) on performance in 

an orientation discrimination task were investigated, with special focus on the 

role of the timing of the task with respect to stimulation. For both anodal 

(Pirulli, et al., 2013) and cathodal tDCS (Pirulli, et al., 2014), a significant 

improvement was found only if tDCS was applied prior to the task (offline), 

whereas there was no modulation if the task was performed during tDCS 

(online). It was suggested that tDCS effects depend critically on the timing of 

the task. In contrast, a study investigating the effects of cathodal tDCS on a 

letter Flanker task (Nozari, et al., 2014) revealed that timing per se has no 

influence on tDCS effects, but that the subject’s cognitive activity during tDCS 

in an offline-condition can modulate the effect. Therefore, when using offline 

tDCS protocols the cognitive activity during tDCS has to be controlled 

carefully (Nozari, et al., 2014).  
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Altogether, studies applying different NIBS techniques to the visual cortex 

have revealed rather inconsistent results. Whereas most studies investigating 

the motor system observed inhibitory effects with low-frequency rTMS, cTBS 

or cathodal tDCS and excitatory effects with high-frequency rTMS, iTBS or 

anodal tDCS (e.g., Huang, et al., 2005; Maeda, et al., 2000; Nitsche & 

Paulus, 2000), in the visual system these canonical assumptions could not 

always be confirmed.  

Since cTBS was shown to decrease visual cortex excitability (Franca, et al., 

2006), our first study applying rTMS to the visual cortex was conducted to 

investigate whether those modulations of visual cortex excitability cause 

measureable consequences for visual performance (study III, Brückner & 

Kammer, 2014). Observing null results with three different rTMS pattern, we 

hypothesized that the state of the neurons even after stimulation may play a 

role for the modulatory effect. Therefore, in two further studies we 

investigated whether the effects of cTBS and iTBS (study IV, Brückner & 

Kammer, 2015) or anodal and cathodal tDCS (study VI, Brückner & Kammer, 

2016b) depend on the amount of visual demand following stimulation. 

Additionally, we failed to replicate the initial study investigating TBS effects 

on PT (Franca, et al., 2006), but identified that the slope of the baseline PT 

might predict the direction of the cTBS-induced modulation (study V, Brückner 

& Kammer, 2016a). 

 

3.2. Summary of the conducted studies 

 

3.2.1. Study III: Effects of TBS on peripheral visual acuity  

 

Studies applying rTMS to the occipital cortex usually concentrate on changes 

of cortical excitability per se, using VEPs (Bohotin, et al., 2002; Fumal, et al., 

2003) or PTs (Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Brighina, et al., 2002; Fierro, 

et al., 2005) as the dependent variable. Both 1 Hz rTMS (Fierro, et al., 2005) 

as well as cTBS (Franca, et al., 2006) have been shown to successfully inhibit 
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the visual cortex as indicated by increased PTs. Therefore, in our first study 

investigating the modulatory effects of rTMS on the visual cortex, we aimed to 

concentrate on the implications of stimulation for visual performance. 

Whereas several previous studies reported an inhibitory effect of 1 Hz rTMS 

on performance in visual tasks (e.g., Antal, et al., 2002; Kosslyn et al., 1999), 

comparable effects following TBS were shown rarely. In one study comparing 

the effects of 1 Hz rTMS and cTBS, using two different orientation 

discrimination tasks, inconsistent results were observed, depending on the 

type of the task (Waterston & Pack, 2010).  

In the present study, we measured peripheral visual acuity before and after 

the application of different rTMS pattern to the subject’s visual cortex. 

Surprisingly, neither with 1 Hz rTMS nor with TBS applied with various 

stimulation intensities, a modulatory effect of visual acuity was observed. 

Despite the fact that, in an initial experiment with iTBS, a significant 

improvement after application with PT intensity and an impairment after 

application with a subthreshold intensity was found, we were not able to 

replicate those results. As a possible explanation, the high intra-individual 

variability in visual acuity values could have masked the modulatory effects of 

rTMS. Furthermore, whereas PTs just indicate basal excitation of the visual 

cortex, a visual acuity task might require more complex functions in higher 

visual areas. It is therefore conceivable, that the cortical representation of the 

stimuli is robust enough to protect against rTMS-induced modulations.  

An important limitation of the present study is that the modulatory effect of 

rTMS on the basal excitability of the visual cortex, thus on PT, was not 

investigated. An additional PT measurement following rTMS showing PT 

changes would have confirmed this theory. However, since the effects of 

rTMS on behavior are often short-lasting (Robertson, Theoret, & Pascual-

Leone, 2003), we restricted the measurements to visual acuity.  

Despite the lack of modulatory effects, our study contributes to the issue of 

safety of TBS application. To our knowledge, this is the first study applying 

TBS with an intensity of 120 % of individual PT. Although the high stimulation 

intensity was not tolerated by all subjects, no serious adverse effects were 
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observed. Since in one of our former studies (study I, Brückner, et al., 2013) 

we suggested that higher TBS intensities might result in more pronounced 

effects, the absence of adverse effects might encourage researchers to apply 

TBS with higher intensities in order to explore more potential applications. 

 

3.2.2. Study IV: Effects of TBS followed by low or high visual 
demand on PT  

 

In our former study (study III, Brückner & Kammer, 2014) we observed no 

modulatory effects of different rTMS pattern including TBS on peripheral 

visual acuity. Since we hypothesized that high visual demand caused by a 

visual acuity task following stimulation might have protected against rTMS-

induced modulations, we now aimed to confirm this concept. We applied 

either cTBS or iTBS to the subject’s individual phosphene hot-spot and varied 

the kind of visual demand following stimulation. The main limitation of our 

former study (study III, Brückner & Kammer, 2014) was the absence of PT 

measurements following rTMS since this would have indicated whether there 

was any change of excitability of the visual cortex.  

Therefore, in study IV we investigated basal excitability changes rather than 

visual discrimination. Thus, the dependent variable was not visual acuity but 

PT. We measured individual PT before and two minutes after TBS to 

investigate the direct modulatory effect of TBS on the visual cortex first. Then, 

using a within-subject design, subjects had a 10 min period of either low or 

high visual demand. In the low visual demand session, the subjects kept their 

eyes open looking at a white wall. In the high visual demand session, a 

visual acuity task was performed as in our former study (study III, Brückner & 

Kammer, 2014) but with central instead of peripheral presentations of the 

Landolt C optotype. Subsequently, PT was measured again to investigate the 

influence of visual demand following TBS on the modulatory effect. In 

contrast to two former studies (Allen, et al., 2014; Franca, et al., 2006), in 

our study no change of PT following TBS was found. We observed an increase 

of PT only if subjects had high visual demand following cTBS.  
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Since the main difference between the present study and the former ones 

was stimulation intensity, it is conceivable that our observation is likely to 

arise from that parameter. Due to the fact that we found a dose-dependency 

of cTBS-effects in the language domain (study I, Brückner, et al., 2013), we 

applied TBS with 100 % of individual PT in the present study. In contrast, a 

cTBS intensity of 80 % PT was shown to increase PTs in two independent 

former studies (Allen, et al., 2014; Franca, et al., 2006). This led us to the 

assumption that TBS might modulate the visual cortex only if applied with 

subthreshold intensities. Furthermore, since we found increased PTs following 

a high visual demand period preceded by cTBS, our study highlights the 

importance of scrupulously controlled experimental designs. Although the 

initial state of the neurons before stimulation has been demonstrated to 

influence modulatory effects (Silvanto & Pascual-Leone, 2008), well 

controlled neuronal activity even following stimulation seems to be of a 

certain value. 

 
3.2.3. Study V: Effects of TBS applied with different coil types on PT  

 

As mentioned above, in our former study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 

2015) no modulatory effect of TBS on PT was observed, when measured 

directly after TBS. Since our results are in contrast to two independent studies 

(Allen, et al., 2014; Franca, et al., 2006) both reporting increased PTs 

following cTBS, we aimed to identify the source for this discrepancy. There 

were two main differences between our study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 

2015) and the two other ones (Allen, et al., 2014; Franca, et al., 2006). 

Firstly, whereas cTBS was applied with subthreshold intensities in their 

studies, we used a higher intensity (100 % PT) instead. Thus, we hypothesized 

that cTBS might modulate the visual cortex only if applied with subthreshold 

intensities. Secondly, in the former studies a round coil was used for TBS 

application. Since we used a figure-of-eight-coil in our study, we speculated 

that coil type could also affect TBS effects.  

Therefore, in the present study we measured PT before and after cTBS 

applied with either a round coil or a figure-of-eight-coil. To rule out TBS 
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intensity as the source of the discrepancies, we used a subthreshold intensity 

applying cTBS with 80 % of individual PT. For the figure-of-eight-coil group, a 

small but significant decrease of PT was observed. In a replication 

experiment, this effect did not reach statistical significance, but when we 

pooled the data of the two experiments the facilitatory effect remained 

significant. Thus, in the figure-of-eight-coil group, we observed a slight 

decrease of PT when cTBS was applied with subthreshold intensity, which 

contradicts the observations published previously (Allen, et al., 2014; Franca, 

et al., 2006). Although not reaching statistical significance, there was also a 

trend towards a decrease of PT observed in our former study (study IV, 

Brückner & Kammer, 2015), where a higher cTBS intensity was used. 

Therefore, cTBS intensity is unlikely to be the reason for the contradictory 

results between our investigation and the other two studies (Allen, et al., 

2014; Franca, et al., 2006). Instead, the coil type seems to affect cTBS effects 

on the excitability of the visual cortex. For the round coil group, only a 

numerical increase of PT was observed.  

Since we found high inter-individual variability in the response to cTBS for 

both groups, we tried to identify markers possibly predicting the direction of 

the cTBS-induced modulation. Correlation analyses revealed that flatter 

slopes of the baseline PT might predict facilitatory cTBS effects for both coil 

types. Furthermore, in the round coil group we found a positive correlation 

between baseline PT and cTBS effect. Whereas subjects with higher baseline 

PTs showed the expected increase in PT after cTBS applied with a round coil, 

subjects with lower baseline PTs showed a decrease in PT instead. In our 

view, the dependency of cTBS effects on baseline PT, on the slope of the 

baseline PT and on the coil type used for cTBS application, is explained best 

by the stochastic resonance phenomenon (cf. Schwarzkopf, Silvanto, & Rees, 

2011). Stochastic resonance means that the response of a system to a weak 

signal can be enhanced by noise (Stocks, 2000). It was suggested that TMS 

acts by adding different levels of noise to a neuronal system at least for 

online TMS (Miniussi, Harris, & Ruzzoli, 2013; Schwarzkopf, et al., 2011). 

Concerning offline TMS, the present study is the first one suggesting that the 
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stochastic resonance phenomenon might account for the heterogeneous 

results observed in different studies applying cTBS to the visual cortex as well. 

 
3.2.4. Study VI: Effects of tDCS followed by low or high visual 

demand on PT  
 

In our former study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 2015), we observed a 

modulatory effect of cTBS on PT only if subjects had high visual demand 

following stimulation. Therefore, in study VI we aimed to investigate whether 

high visual demand following stimulation modulates the effects of tDCS on 

visual cortex excitability as well. The design of the study was almost identical 

with that of our former study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 2015) except for 

using tDCS instead of TBS. We measured individual PT before and two 

minutes after anodal or cathodal tDCS to investigate the direct modulatory 

effect of tDCS on visual cortex excitability. Subsequently, in a within-subject 

design, subjects had a 10 min period of either low or high visual demand. As 

in our former study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 2015), in the low visual 

demand session subjects kept their eyes open looking at a white wall. In the 

high visual demand session, subjects performed the visual acuity task already 

described in our former study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 2015). 

Afterwards, PT was measured again.  

In contrast to former studies, showing decreased PTs following anodal tDCS 

and increased PTs following cathodal tDCS (e.g., Antal, et al., 2003a, 

2003b), we found no effect of tDCS on PT at all. Neither anodal, nor 

cathodal tDCS directly modulated visual cortex excitability. In addition, there 

was no modulation following the visual demand periods. However, we 

observed high interindividual variability in response to tDCS. Investigating 

different parameters, possibly predicting the individual response to tDCS, we 

unfortunately were not able to identify a stable parameter explaining the 

interindividual variability. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the 

interindividual differences in PT change following tDCS are likely to be due to 

intraindividual variations in PT measurements rather than modulatory effects 

of tDCS. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that the subject’s response 
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to the very same tDCS treatment varied between sessions, and only for 

cathodal tDCS between-sessions reliability was observed.  

Although previous studies showed modulatory effects of tDCS on the 

excitability of the visual cortex (e.g., Antal, et al., 2014; Antal, et al., 2003a, 

2003b; Antal, et al., 2001), regarding methodological differences between 

those studies and the present one, we clearly have to state that our design 

rather improves our measurements in comparison to the former studies. A 

fundamental limitation of many tDCS studies is that inter-subject variability 

and intra-subject reliability are never being discussed (Horvath, Carter, & 

Forte, 2014). Indeed, there is usually a lack of presenting individual data 

together with the mean group data, possibly masking differences in response 

to brain stimulation methods. Additionally, we hypothesize that large intra-

individual variation in combination with small sample sizes could probably 

lead to false positive results or mask modulatory effects of tDCS. 

 

3.3. Discussion 

 

In our first study investigating the effects of rTMS on the visual cortex (study 

III, Brückner & Kammer, 2014), we applied 1 Hz rTMS and TBS with various 

intensities and investigated the effects on peripheral visual acuity. Due to the 

observed increase in phosphene threshold following 1 Hz rTMS (e.g., 

Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000) and cTBS (Franca, et al., 2006), we assumed 

a modulatory effect of TBS on visual cortex excitability and decided to restrict 

our post TBS measurements on behavioral data only, omitting the 

investigation of effects on phosphene thresholds. Since we found no reliable 

modulation, we concluded that the visual acuity task itself may protect 

against TBS-induced changes in cortical excitability.  

Therefore, we investigated the effect of TBS on PT depending on whether a 

visual acuity task was performed following stimulation or not (study IV, 

Brückner & Kammer, 2015). Surprisingly, there was no direct effect of TBS but 

a numerical decrease of PT following cTBS. However, in a recently published 
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paper (Allen, et al., 2014) the results of the initial study (Franca, et al., 2006) 

could be replicated. Therefore, our observation was in contrast to the 

inhibitory effect reported by two independent previous studies.  

Since we identified differences in stimulation intensity or coil type between 

our study and the former two, we conducted an experiment to investigate 

whether one of these parameters might account for the different results 

(study V, Brückner & Kammer, 2016a). Indeed, coil type seems to have an 

influence on the effect of cTBS on visual cortex excitability. Additionally, we 

found that the slope of the baseline PT possibly predicts the direction of the 

TBS-induced modulatory effect.  

Furthermore, we aimed to investigate whether the influence of visual 

demand following stimulation observed in study IV can be observed with 

tDCS as well. Therefore, in study VI (Brückner & Kammer, 2016b) we used 

the very same study design and task as in study IV (Brückner & Kammer, 

2015) applying anodal or cathodal tDCS instead of TBS. Taken together, 

study IV and VI allow for the first time a direct comparison of TBS and tDCS 

effects on visual cortex excitability. However, at mean group level we did not 

observe a direct effect of either TBS or tDCS on PT. Since subjects underwent 

the same procedure twice, we calculated the intra-subject repeatability of the 

different methods, observing only low reliability. 

Taken together, the main findings of our visual cortex studies are high inter-

subject variability and low intra-subject reliability for all NIBS methods 

investigated. This fact might have led to the wide range of results observed in 

the visual cortex studies mentioned above. Additionally, differences in the 

methodological procedures impede direct comparisons between the studies. 

For instance, the procedure of PT estimation varies considerably between 

studies.  

Whereas sometimes subjects were blindfolded during PT measurements (e.g., 

Antal, et al., 2003a; Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Franca, et al., 2006), in 

other studies eyes were kept open (e.g., Kammer & Baumann, 2010; 

Kammer, et al., 2007; Waterston & Pack, 2010) or this parameter is not even 
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mentioned (e.g., Allen, et al., 2014; Antal, et al., 2014; Kammer, et al., 

2001). However, it was shown that there is no difference in PT depending 

whether eyes are open or closed during the measurements (Kammer & Beck, 

2002).  

Furthermore, PT is measured either with monophasic (e.g., Abrahamyan, 

Clifford, Arabzadeh, & Harris, 2011; Fierro, et al., 2005; Kammer, et al., 

2001) or biphasic TMS pulses (e.g., Antal, Nitsche, et al., 2004; Franca, et 

al., 2006; Kammer, Puls, Erb, & Grodd, 2005). Additionally, different TMS 

types such as single pulses (e.g., Allen, et al., 2014; Kammer, et al., 2005), 

paired pulses (e.g., Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Brighina, et al., 2002; 

Fierro, et al., 2005) or short trains of rTMS (e.g., Antal, et al., 2003a; 

Schwarzkopf, et al., 2011) are used for PT determination. These differences 

impede comparisons between studies since it was shown that PT is lower with 

biphasic pulses (Antal, et al., 2002; Antal, et al., 2003a). Furthermore, PT is 

lower if measured with paired pulses compared to measurements with single 

pulses (Kammer & Baumann, 2010).  

The coil type used for PT measurements and rTMS application also varies 

between the studies. The coil type used most commonly is the figure-of-eight 

coil (e.g., Antal, et al., 2003a; Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Fierro, et al., 

2005; Tashiro, et al., 2007; Waterston & Pack, 2010), but in at least some 

studies the round coil (Allen, et al., 2014; Franca, et al., 2006; Siniatchkin, et 

al., 2011) was used. Although there is no study comparing PTs measured 

with different coils in a within-subject design, our observation revealed 

different modulations caused by cTBS depending on the coil type used (study 

V, Brückner & Kammer, 2016a). Coil positioning also differs between studies: 

sometimes the handle is pointing upwards (e.g., Allen, et al., 2014; Antal, et 

al., 2002; Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Fierro, et al., 2005; Franca, et al., 

2006) or is being held horizontally (e.g., Abrahamyan, Clifford, Arabzadeh, 

et al., 2011; Antal, et al., 2003a; Kammer & Beck, 2002). This parameter 

can also influence PT measurements since a tendency to lower PTs with 

horizontal currents compared to vertical currents was observed (Kammer, et 

al., 2007). 
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Finally, the definition of PT per se differs between studies. PT was defined as 

the minimum TMS intensity to elicit phosphenes in three out of five trials 

(Antal, et al., 2003a; Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Fierro, et al., 2005), in 

two out of three consecutive trials (Tashiro, et al., 2007), in two out of four 

trials (Waterston & Pack, 2010), in at least three cases (Antal, Arlt, Nitsche, 

Chadaide, & Paulus, 2006), in five out of ten cases (Allen, et al., 2014; 

Franca, et al., 2006) etc. Sometimes, more sophisticated measurement 

procedures like applying a sigmoidal fit to the subject’s responses (Kammer, 

et al., 2001) or different adaptive threshold-finding algorithms (Abrahamyan 

et al., 2011; Rauschecker, et al., 2004) are used. The lack of a standardized 

PT measurement procedure thus results in different PT definitions, leading to 

concealed differences in rTMS application intensities between studies.  

As already suggested in study V (Brückner & Kammer, 2016a), in our view 

the different results of cTBS effects on visual cortex excitability are explained 

best by stochastic resonance effects (Schwarzkopf, et al., 2011). Stochastic 

resonance means that adding noise to a weak signal enhances the response 

of a system to this signal (Stocks, 2000). It was suggested that online TMS 

might act by adding different levels of noise to the system (Miniussi, et al., 

2013; Schwarzkopf, et al., 2011). Whereas low levels of noise might lower 

the threshold of the system, higher levels possibly disrupt performance. 

However, our results provide evidence that stochastic resonance phenomena 

might account for the differences of cTBS effects between studies as well. We 

have suggested that, if cTBS acts via stochastic resonance mechanisms, this 

can account for all the discrepancies between cTBS studies on visual cortex 

excitability as well as coil type dependency (study V, Brückner & Kammer, 

2016a).  

Furthermore, the dependency of cTBS effects on the slope of the baseline PT 

observed in study V (Brückner & Kammer, 2016a) and in the additional 

analysis regarding the former study (see supplement) is explained best by 

stochastic resonance effects. For cTBS applied with a figure-of-eight coil with 

80 % of individual PT we suggested that this might add low levels of noise to 

the system, thus lowering the threshold of the system, leading to decreased 
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PTs following cTBS for subjects with flat baseline PT slopes. In the additional 

analysis performed on the data of our former study (see supplement) we 

were again able to observe that flatter slopes tend to predict facilitatory cTBS 

effects.  

In addition, although not reaching statistical significance, flatter baseline PT 

slopes showed a tendency to predict inhibitory iTBS effects as well as a 

facilitatory effect of high visual demand following iTBS. This result provides 

evidence that, in contrast to previous suggestions (Brückner & Kammer, 

2015; Franca, et al., 2006), iTBS might be able to modulate visual cortex 

excitability as well. Furthermore, in terms of the canonical assumption, iTBS 

effects might be contrary to those of cTBS. However, we observed only a 

trend towards iTBS induced modulation, and this result was never published 

since it was not included in the original analysis (see supplement). Therefore, 

additional research is needed to further investigate this hypothesis.  

Recently, it was suggested that tDCS generates only small reliable effects 

outside the motor system (Horvath, et al., 2015). In this systematic review it 

was shown that tDCS has no consistent effect on various TMS outcome 

measures beyond MEP amplitude. Another meta-analytical review showed 

that the AeCi-effect is rare in cognitive studies (Jacobson, et al., 2012). 

Unfortunately, in both publications no study investigating PTs was included. 

Moreover, it was stated that issues like inter-subject variability and intra-

subject reliability usually are not discussed in tDCS studies (Horvath, et al., 

2014). It was suggested that a possible reason for inter-subject variability in 

response to tDCS is the difficulty of ensuring accurate coil positioning over 

time. Since in our studies a neuronavigation system was used to keep coil 

positioning within and between sessions constant, this explanation is unlikely 

to be the reason for the high variability observed. With regard to intra-

subject reliability, in this review (Horvath, et al., 2014) only four studies were 

identified investigating this parameter, with very different results. Whereas 

two studies reported that the tDCS-induced change of MEP amplitudes did 

not vary across sessions (Alonzo, Brassil, Taylor, Martin, & Loo, 2012; Galvez, 

Alonzo, Martin, & Loo, 2013), the results of the other two studies provide 
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evidence for unreliability of the effects (Monte-Silva et al., 2013; Monte-Silva, 

Kuo, Liebetanz, Paulus, & Nitsche, 2010).  

The number of studies investigating variability and reliability of TBS effects is 

low. Recently, it was shown that iTBS induces robust and consistent effects on 

MEP amplitudes within and between subjects (Hinder et al., 2014). In 

contrast, another study found only 43 % of the subjects responding to iTBS as 

revealed by increased MEP amplitudes (Lopez-Alonso, Cheeran, Rio-

Rodriguez, & Fernandez-del-Olmo, 2014). However, high variability in 

stimulation-induced modulation of MEP amplitudes was found for both TBS 

(Hamada, Murase, Hasan, Balaratnam, & Rothwelll, 2013) and tDCS 

(Wiethoff, Hamada, & Rothwell, 2014). Unfortunately, all those studies 

investigating reliability and variability of TBS and tDCS addressed only the 

motor cortex. However, it is conceivable to assume that a high variability in 

response to NIBS techniques in the visual system exists as well.   

In search of possible sources for this low intra-subject reliability parameters 

such as brain state before and during stimulation (Nozari, et al., 2014; 

Silvanto, Muggleton, Cowey, & Walsh, 2007b), menstrual cycle (Inghilleri et 

al., 2004; Smith et al., 1999), genetic factors (Cheeran et al., 2008) or time 

of day with respect to dopamine levels (Sale, Ridding, & Nordstrom, 2008, 

2010) come into mind. However, more research is needed to shed light on 

the variability in response to both TBS and tDCS.  

Although – or perhaps exactly for this reason – most of the observations in 

our four studies were null results, our findings are of great importance for 

NIBS research. Since study IV (Brückner & Kammer, 2015) and study VI 

(Brückner & Kammer, 2016b) were conducted using the very same study 

design and task, this allows an unprecedented comparability between cTBS, 

iTBS, anodal and cathodal tDCS effects on visual cortex excitability. 

Furthermore, each subject underwent the very same stimulation procedure 

twice, allowing statements concerning intra-subject reliability of the different 

methods. On the one hand, we identified high intra- and inter-subject 

variability in the response to TBS and tDCS. On the other hand and most 

importantly, with a consistent correlation observed between the slope of the 
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baseline PT and the induced after-effect, we provide the first evidence for an 

individual marker possibly predicting the direction of the modulatory effect of 

cTBS.  

To further investigate the effects of different NIBS techniques and to identify 

more possible sources for intra- and inter-subject variability, we aim to 

conduct further studies. For instance, the role of coil type on TBS-induced 

effects will be investigated in a study using a within-subject design. For both 

TBS and tDCS, we aim to selectively manipulate the initial brain state of the 

subjects before and during stimulation to possibly identify sources for the lack 

of reliability observed in our studies.  

 

4. General Discussion 

 
This thesis comprises six studies investigating the effects of two different NIBS 

techniques on two different cortical areas. Whereas in the first two 

experiments the effects of rTMS and tDCS on semantic processing were 

examined, in the other four studies the effects of these methods on visual 

cortex excitability were investigated. In each of the two systems, the 

experiments were conducted using the same study design and task, 

respectively. Therefore, the core of this thesis consists of studies allowing for 

the first time a direct comparison between rTMS- and tDCS-effects within two 

different cortical areas. Since in the semantic system we observed significant 

modulatory effects of both rTMS and tDCS, whereas in the visual system no 

systematic effect was found, it is now important to compare the studies 

between both systems in order to identify possible reasons for this result. 

Thus, the objective of this section is to connect both parts of this dissertation 

by investigating both similarities and differences between the studies and 

NIBS effects observed in the two systems. 
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4.1. Study design 

 

Even though within the same system the same task and an almost identical 

study design (study I and II semantic system, study IV and VI visual system) 

was used, tasks and study designs between the two systems are very 

different. Most importantly, for the semantic studies a between-group design 

was used in contrast to the within-group design for the visual studies. Since 

we observed high inter-subject variability in response to rTMS and tDCS 

applied to the visual cortex, it is plausible to assume that such variability also 

occurs in case of temporal cortex stimulation. Indeed, RTs in the lexical 

decision task differed between subjects, not only between but even within a 

stimulation group.  

Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that, for instance, by chance the 

subjects of the sham group in study II (Brückner & Kammer, 2017) were 

slower in their reactions compared to the subjects of the anodal group. For 

this reason, one could argue that the significant modulatory effects observed 

in the semantic studies are not due to stimulation effects. However, for that 

reason statistics for between-group designs was used, taking individual 

differences in baseline behavior into account. Indeed, a within-group design 

for the semantic studies would have improved the measurements, but due to 

the putative learning effect we decided to use a between-group design since 

otherwise NIBS-induced effects would have been masked by these learning 

effects. 

 

4.2. Application of NIBS technique 

 

Major advantages of the described studies are the identical methodological 

approaches. First of all, all six studies were carried out by the same 

experimenter, ensuring best possible standardization of measurement 

procedures. In addition, the experimental setup was identical since all 

experiments were carried out in the same laboratory. For all TMS studies, the 
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same coil type was used (figure-of-eight-coil MC-B70, with the exception of 

the round coil group in study V), connected to the same magnetic stimulator 

(Magpro X100 stimulator, MagVenture, Farum, Denmark), applying biphasic 

pulses (with the exception of the monophasic pulses in experiment 3 in 

study III). For both tDCS studies, the same battery-driven direct current 

stimulator (NeuroConn GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany) was used with the same 

kind of saline-soaked surface sponge electrodes (7x5 cm), and a NaCl 

solution concentration of 15 mM. Application duration for cTBS and iTBS 

were 40 s and 190 s, respectively, in all TBS studies. Stimulation was applied 

for 15 min with 1 mA and a ramping period of 15 s in both tDCS studies. 

Therefore, these parameters are unlikely to account for the different results 

observed in the two systems.  

Only for 1 Hz rTMS the application time differed: whereas in study I 

(Brückner, et al., 2013) stimulation duration was 20 min, it was only 15 min 

in study III (Brückner & Kammer, 2014). One could argue that the significant 

prolongation of RTs in study I in contrast to the lack of modulatory effect 

following 1 Hz rTMS in study III is due to this difference in application time. 

However, this is unlikely since other studies observed significant modulatory 

effects of 1 Hz rTMS for even shorter application times. For instance, four 

minutes of 1 Hz rTMS significantly decreased MEP amplitudes (Maeda, et al., 

2000). Application for five minutes led to increased response latencies in a 

word generating task (Sparing, et al., 2001). Although the application time is 

usually longer in studies investigating the effects of 1 Hz rTMS on visual 

cortex excitability, a significant PT increase was found after 15 min of 1 Hz 

rTMS (Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Brighina, et al., 2002; Fierro, et al., 

2005). Therefore, it is plausible to assume that 15 min of 1 Hz rTMS is 

sufficient to modulate visual cortex excitability, and that the prolonged 

application in study I is not the (only) reason for the significant modulation 

observed.  

More importantly, there is a difference in the calibration method of rTMS 

intensity between the semantic and the visual studies. Whereas for the 

semantic studies rTMS intensity was calibrated on the basis of the individual 
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MT, for the visual studies PT was used. Indeed, this difference can lead to 

different rTMS intensities and cause different modulatory effects. However, 

besides the motor system the visual cortex is the only cortical area allowing 

direct measurements of cortical excitability using PTs. Since it was shown that 

MTs and PTs are not correlated (Boroojerdi, et al., 2002; L. M. Stewart, et al., 

2001), it is evident that motor cortex and visual cortex have different 

excitability levels. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to adjust rTMS intensity on 

the excitability of the specific area that has to be stimulated. For this reason, 

using PT for calibration of rTMS intensity in visual cortex studies is preferred.  

However, there is no possibility for a direct measurement of temporal cortex 

excitability. Therefore, in studies investigating the semantic system usually 

individual MT for calibration of rTMS intensity is used (e.g., Dräger, et al., 

2004; Shapiro, et al., 2001). Certainly, it is feasible that this difference in 

rTMS intensity calibration might account for the differences in NIBS effects 

between both systems. In this case, one would expect that the use of PT for 

calibration of rTMS intensity in the visual system leads to significant 

modulatory effects since intensity was adjusted to individual excitability of the 

very same cortical area. Additionally, we would expect that the use of MT for 

calibration of temporal cortex stimulation results in non-significant effects. In 

contrast, we made the opposite observation. However, other studies using 

intensities below MT for temporal cortex stimulation failed to observe an 

effect (e.g., Sparing, et al., 2001), and studies using PT for visual cortex 

stimulation successfully observed significant modulations (e.g., Franca, et al., 

2006). Therefore, it is not clear how much the difference in rTMS intensity 

calibration contributes to the different effects observed in the two systems. 

 

4.3. Dependent variables 

 

Another main difference between the semantic and the visual studies are the 

measured parameters. For the semantic studies, the behavioral parameters 

RTs and error rates were measured. For the visual system, in most studies PT 
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was used as the dependent variable. Only in study III (Brückner & Kammer, 

2014) a more complex visual function, peripheral visual acuity, was 

investigated. Indeed, it is quite possible that NIBS-induced effects are not 

reflected by basal excitability changes of the stimulated cortical area. For 

instance, in the motor system parameters such as MEP amplitudes (Nitsche & 

Paulus, 2000) or the input-output-curve changed after tDCS (Nitsche et al., 

2005), but no change of MT was observed. It was suggested that tDCS 

modulates intra-cortical neurons rather than cortico-spinal neurons; with the 

latter being required for inducing MT changes (Nitsche, et al., 2005). Indeed, 

it is not implausible that NIBS-induced effects are reflected by changes of 

more complex functions such as RTs rather than basal PT measurements or 

visual acuity. For instance, it might be possible that in our visual studies 

modulatory effects of rTMS and tDCS would have been found if we had 

measured RTs in the visual acuity task. Unfortunately, in study III (Brückner & 

Kammer, 2014) the focus was set on peripheral visual acuity only. In study IV 

(Brückner & Kammer, 2015) and VI (Brückner & Kammer, 2016b) the visual 

acuity task was only used to induce high visual demand, and RTs were not 

recorded. However, other studies showed modulatory effects of cTBS (Allen, 

et al., 2014; Franca, et al., 2006) and tDCS (Antal, et al., 2003a, 2003b) on 

basal PT measurements. Therefore, it seems unlikely that in our visual studies 

the use of PT as the dependent variable prevented the observation of a 

modulatory effect.  

 

4.4. State of the neurons 

 

A very important parameter influencing the effects of NIBS techniques is the 

state of the neurons underlying stimulation. State-dependent TMS effects 

were revealed using neural adaptation to different visual stimuli (Silvanto, 

Muggleton, Cowey, & Walsh, 2007a; Silvanto, et al., 2007b). More precisely, 

it was shown that online single pulse TMS perceptually facilitates the 

attributes encoded by the least active neural population (Silvanto, et al., 

2007b). Furthermore, using similar adaptation paradigms, offline rTMS was 
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found to preferentially suppress attributes encoded by, again, the least active 

neural populations (Silvanto, et al., 2007a). It was stated that TMS effects 

always reflect an interaction between the applied stimulation and the 

neuronal state of the stimulated cortical area (Silvanto & Pascual-Leone, 

2008).  

In the motor system, the impact of the initial neuronal state for rTMS-induced 

effects was shown by preconditioning of the cortex using tDCS (Lang, 

Siebner, et al., 2004; Siebner et al., 2004). For both 1 Hz rTMS (Siebner, et 

al., 2004) and 5 Hz rTMS (Lang, Siebner, et al., 2004) it could be shown that 

selectively manipulating the initial state of the neurons with tDCS modulates 

the rTMS after-effect in a polarity-specific way. Such homeostatic plasticity 

mechanisms were also confirmed using TBS (Mastroeni et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, there is evidence for homeostatic metaplasticity in the visual 

cortex (Bocci et al., 2014). Thus, the state of the neurons prior to the 

application of NIBS techniques seems to be crucial for the induced after-

effects.  

Recently, for tDCS it was shown that the cognitive activity even during 

stimulation plays an important role for the after-effect (Nozari, et al., 2014). 

Although high inter-individual variability was observed, in study IV we found 

increased PTs after cTBS only if subjects had high visual demand following 

stimulation (Brückner & Kammer, 2015). These results suggest that the state 

of the neurons not only before but also during and even after NIBS 

application might influence the modulatory effects.   

Indeed, it is difficult to control for the subject’s cognitive activity before, 

during and after stimulation. However, in all our studies the subjects within 

one study underwent the same procedure regarding verbal explanation of 

the experiment, instructions and practice sessions for the respective tasks. All 

subjects sat in the same chair in the same position in the same room, looking 

at the same computer monitor (for the semantic studies) or white wall (for the 

visual studies). Thus, initial cognitive activity was controlled in the best 

possible way. In both tDCS studies (studies II and VI, Brückner & Kammer, 

2016b, 2017) an acoustic oddball task was performed by the subjects during 
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stimulation to standardize cognitive activity. For the TBS studies, this seems 

unnecessary due to the short application time. However, the initial state of 

the cortical area might have differed between the semantic and the visual 

studies. In the semantic studies, Wernicke’s area was activated in all subjects 

for approximately three minutes during a short practice version of the task 

prior to stimulation. In most of the visual studies, subjects underwent a 

familiarization procedure in their first session, prior to NIBS application. This 

included a stimulation of the visual cortex with single TMS pulses to 

familiarize the subject with phosphene perception. The duration of this 

procedure and thus the number of single TMS pulses applied prior to actual 

NIBS application varied between subjects. Therefore, it is feasible that in the 

semantic studies, due to the short activation time, all neurons were equally 

active prior to stimulation, resulting in significant modulatory effects.  

For the visual studies instead, differences in the duration of the 

familiarization procedure might have caused habituation-like effects to the 

TMS pulses in some subjects. Therefore, differences in the initial state of the 

neurons caused by different numbers of TMS pulses applied before rTMS or 

tDCS could have led to the inter-subject variability in response to the 

respective NIBS technique. Given the fact that TMS acts by affecting the less 

active neuronal population (Silvanto, et al., 2007a, 2007b; Silvanto & 

Pascual-Leone, 2008) and that adaptation means less active neurons, it is 

possible that subjects with longer familiarization procedures showed stronger 

modulations caused by rTMS or tDCS. Unfortunately, neither time nor 

number of pulses applied during the familiarization procedure have been 

recorded. However, we would assume that in this case an order- effect in 

study IV and VI would have occurred, since the familiarization procedure was 

only conducted during the first session. However, we cannot fully rule out the 

possibility that this difference might account for at least some of the 

differences observed.  
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4.5. Stochastic resonance phenomena 

 

In study V (Brückner & Kammer, 2016a), we have suggested that stochastic 

resonance effects can account for all the different results observed with TBS 

on PT. As already mentioned, stochastic resonance means the enhancement 

of the response to a weak signal by adding noise (Stocks, 2000). It was 

suggested, that online TMS acts by adding different levels of noise to the 

system (Miniussi, et al., 2013; Schwarzkopf, et al., 2011). Whereas the 

injection of low levels of noise can lower the threshold of the system, high 

noise levels can disrupt performance (Schwarzkopf, et al., 2011). In study V 

(Brückner & Kammer, 2016a), we have discussed all combinations of TBS 

intensity and coil type used in our visual studies, as well as the different 

results observed following TBS applied to the visual cortex published by other 

authors. In our view, all the discrepancies between the results of the 

mentioned TBS studies (Allen, et al., 2014; Brückner & Kammer, 2014, 2015, 

2016a; Franca, et al., 2006; Rahnev, et al., 2013; Waterston & Pack, 2010) 

can be explained by stochastic resonance phenomena occurring also with 

offline rTMS protocols such as cTBS. However, although the statement that 

cTBS effects can be explained by stochastic resonance phenomena, it seems 

to be applicable for the visual system only.  

Regarding the semantic system, this hypothesis cannot be confirmed 

unambiguously. In study I (Brückner, et al., 2013) we found the prolongation 

of RTs following stimulation to be dose-dependent. Whereas after cTBS 

applied with 80 % of individual AMT no significant modulation was observed, 

with the higher application intensity of 90 % of individual AMT a strong 

modulatory effect was found. The inhibitory effect observed with 1 Hz rTMS 

applied with an intensity of 100 % of individual RMT was even more 

pronounced. This observation points to a more linear dose-dependent 

mechanism of action rather than stochastic resonance phenomena. If 

stochastic resonance accounts for rTMS effects in the semantic system as well, 

we would expect an improvement of task performance with lower rTMS 

intensity. However, on the other hand it is possible that the task itself adds 
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high levels of noise to the system. In that case, in addition with the low noise 

level added by cTBS applied with 80 % of individual AMT, the noise might be 

too strong to induce an improvement of performance. If even more noise is 

added using higher rTMS intensities, this leads to disrupted behavior as 

indicated by increased RTs. However, more research is needed to fully clarify 

the role of stochastic resonance phenomena on rTMS effects. 

 

4.6. Individual variability 

 

In our studies investigating the effects of rTMS and tDCS on visual cortex 

excitability, we observed high intra- and inter-subject variability. Although 

probably masked by the between-group design, it is plausible to assume that 

high variability in response to NIBS techniques between subjects exists in our 

semantic studies as well. As already mentioned, the state of the neurons 

being stimulated before (Silvanto, et al., 2007a, 2007b), during (Nozari, et 

al., 2014) and even after stimulation (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 2015) 

may be crucial for the differences observed. However, there are other 

possible sources for high variability in response to NIBS techniques. For 

instance, it was shown that the menstrual cycle can modulate motor cortex 

excitability (Inghilleri, et al., 2004; Smith, et al., 1999), thus changing the 

initial state of the neurons, possibly leading to differences in the response to 

rTMS or tDCS. As an example, the effects of cathodal tDCS on the motor 

cortex were found to be prolonged in women compared to men (Kuo, Paulus, 

& Nitsche, 2006). In our studies we carefully balanced the number of women 

and men within each group. However, the phase of the menstrual cycle at 

the day of the experiment of our female subjects has not been recorded.  

Another possible source of intra- and inter-subject variability is time of day, 

since it was shown that motor cortex excitability varies with circulating cortisol 

levels (Sale, et al., 2008). In our studies, the experiments were carried out 

between 8.00AM and 5.00PM. Indeed, differences in cortisol levels were not 

taken into account in our studies and could have led to the differences in 
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response to rTMS and tDCS. However, many other studies observing 

significant modulatory effects on visual cortex excitability with rTMS or tDCS 

(e.g., Antal, et al., 2003a; Boroojerdi, Prager, et al., 2000; Franca, et al., 

2006) have not mentioned the time of day their experiments were 

performed, suggesting that this parameter was not controlled in their studies, 

too. Therefore, it is not clear whether our null-findings at mean group level 

are only due to differences in cortisol levels.  

Moreover, genetic factors may play a role in the variability in response to 

rTMS and tDCS. For instance, it was found that a common polymorphism in 

the brain-derived neurotrophic factor gene (BDNF) can modify the excitability 

of the motor cortex and thus modify the effects of different rTMS pattern 

(Cheeran, et al., 2008). However, in a recent study no difference in TBS 

effects between different BDNF genotypes was observed (Mastroeni, et al., 

2013). Since BDNF genotype was not controlled for our studies, we cannot 

rule out that differences in this parameter might have led to different results. 

However, up to now the role of the BDNF genotype for NIBS-induced after-

effects is not well investigated and needs more research.  

Many studies have confirmed the canonical assumptions of NIBS effects in 

the motor system. For instance, standard cTBS was shown to decrease and 

standard iTBS to increase MEP amplitudes in several publications (e.g., 

Gentner, Wankerl, Reinsberger, Zeller, & Classen, 2008; Huang, et al., 

2005; Huang, Rothwell, Edwards, & Chen, 2008; Zafar, et al., 2008). 

However, there are other findings contradicting the canonical assumption 

even within the motor system. For instance, it was shown that TBS effects on 

motor cortex depend on the cortical region targeted, since for different 

muscles different effects were observed (Martin, Gandevia, & Taylor, 2006).  

Although a recent study claimed iTBS to induce consistent effects within and 

between subjects, in fact only 22 out of 30 subjects showed increases in 

excitability in both sessions (Hinder, et al., 2014). Furthermore, the effects of 

cTBS and iTBS on motor cortex excitability were found to differ between 

subjects (Hamada, et al., 2013). In that study, only 25 % of the subjects 

showed the expected pattern of inhibitory cTBS effects and excitatory iTBS 
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effects. Instead, in 27 % of the subjects both pattern increased MEP 

amplitudes, and in 31 % the effects of cTBS and iTBS were found to be 

reversed. In first attempts to identify possible sources for those discrepancies, 

the authors found a high correlation between the latency of MEPs that 

induced an anterior-posterior directed current across the central sulcus and 

the TBS effect (Hamada, et al., 2013). Furthermore, similar observations 

within the motor system have been made for tDCS (Wiethoff, et al., 2014). In 

that study, only 36 % of the subjects responded to tDCS regarding the 

canonical AeCi- assumption. Instead, most of the subjects (38 %) showed 

increased MEP amplitudes after both anodal and cathodal tDCS. Again, a 

factor possibly predicting the direction of the effects was identified. The 

authors found a significant correlation between the latency difference of 

MEPs (anterior-posterior stimulation minus latero-medial stimulation) and the 

response to anodal tDCS. However, for cathodal tDCS no correlation was 

observed (Wiethoff, et al., 2014). In study V (Brückner & Kammer, 2016a) 

and the additional analysis of study IV (see supplement) of the present thesis, 

we observed a correlation between direction of cTBS effect and the slope of 

the baseline PT. For iTBS, a trend towards the same observation could be 

shown. However, more research is needed to clarify the role of different 

parameters for individual differences in response to NIBS techniques. 

Especially the identification of factors possibly predicting NIBS after-effects 

has to receive much more attention in future research. 

 

4.7. Future directions 

 

It is undisputable that the effects of different NIBS techniques cannot be 

generalized, neither within nor between different cortical areas. Therefore, 

future studies should now concentrate on investigating the sources of 

individual differences in response to NIBS techniques and factors possibly 

predicting the after-effects. In the next steps, we now aim to overcome the 

limitations of our previous studies. First of all, the role of the coil type for TBS 

effects on visual cortex excitability will be investigated using a within-group 
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design. Furthermore, we aim to investigate whether the coil type plays a role 

for motor cortex modulation following TBS as well. To rule out unspecific 

modulators such as menstrual cycle, the experiments should include only 

male subjects or the menstrual cycle of the women should be the same for all 

subjects. Regarding cortisol levels, all subjects in an experiment should 

participate at approximately the same time of the day. Since we identified the 

slope of the baseline PT to predict the TBS effect, we aim to investigate the 

role of the slope of MTs on motor cortex modulations following TBS as well. 

Furthermore, we aim to investigate the effects of rTMS and tDCS on semantic 

processing using a within-group design to identify whether high inter-

individual variability occurs in the semantic system as well. Therefore, with 

the present thesis first steps towards individual adjustments regarding clinical 

treatment with NIBS techniques are already being taken. In the future it may 

be possible to easily identify the optimal NIBS techniques for each individual 

and different diseases, since specific markers or parameters may predict the 

NIBS- induced effects.  
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Supplement 

 
Additional analysis of the data observed in study IV 
(Brückner & Kammer 2015) 

 

In our recent investigation (study VI, Brückner & Kammer, 2016b) we 

observed high inter-individual variability in response to tDCS and aimed to 

identify external factors possibly predicting the effects. Although none of the 

factors investigated were shown to influence tDCS effects, I now aim to 

analyze the data of our former study (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 2015) in 

the same way. Since the methods of the two studies are almost identical, an 

identical data analysis might enable an even better comparison between the 

two studies. Thus, similar to study VI (Brückner & Kammer, 2016b), we 

calculated two delta PT values to investigate the direct effect of TBS and 

visual demand, respectively.  

The individual response to TBS was calculated by subtracting the baseline PT 

value from the post 1 PT value, resulting in a delta TBS PT value. Delta TBS PT 

values > 0 indicate a numerical increase of PT, and delta TBS PT values < 0 

indicate a numerical decrease of PT following TBS. Since the variation 

between session 1 and session 2 took place after the post 1 PT measurement, 

the modulatory conditions for the two delta TBS PT values were identical.  

The individual response to visual demand was calculated by subtracting the 

post 1 PT value from the post 2 PT value, resulting in a delta visual demand 

PT value. Delta visual demand PT values > 0 indicate a numerical increase of 

PT, and delta visual demand PT values < 0 indicate a numerical decrease of 

PT following the visual demand period. 
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Age 

As already mentioned in the published paper (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 

2015), Spearman’s rank correlation showed a negative correlation between 

baseline PT (mean session 1 and 2) and age of subjects (rs=-0.387, 

p=0.014). Concerning the delta PT values, data were analyzed for the cTBS 

and iTBS group as well as for the two sessions separately. For both groups, 

no correlation was found in any condition neither for response to TBS (cTBS 

group: rs=0.10, p=0.66 first session; rs=0.04, p=0.87 second session; iTBS 

group: rs=0.19, p=0.43 first session; rs=-0.29, p=0.22 second session) nor 

for response to visual demand (cTBS group: rs=0.00, p=0.99 high visual 

demand; rs=-0.20, p=0.39 low visual demand; iTBS group: rs=-0.25, 

p=0.29 high visual demand; rs=-0.33, p=0.16 low visual demand).  

 

Gender 

As already mentioned in the published paper (study IV, Brückner & Kammer, 

2015), an rmANOVA revealed that, in the cTBS group, males had higher 

baseline PTs compared to females. Nevertheless, no gender-dependency of 

TBS effects was observed. To adjust this data analysis to that of our recent 

paper (study VI, Brückner & Kammer, 2016b), we here provide a different 

form of analysis. A two-sample t-test revealed lower baseline PTs (mean 

session 1 and 2) in females compared to males in the cTBS group (t=2.193, 

p=0.042), but there was no difference within the iTBS group (t=0.39, 

p=0.70) or when both groups were consolidated (t=1.74, p=0.09). 

Concerning the delta PT values, data were analyzed for the cTBS and iTBS 

group as well as for the two sessions separately. There was no difference in 

response to TBS between females and males in any condition (cTBS group: 

t=0.14, p=0.89 first session; t=0.89, p=0.38 second session; iTBS group: 

t=1.89, p=0.07 first session; t=0.20, p=0.84 second session). Likewise, no 

difference in response to visual demand between females and males were 

observed (cTBS group: t=0.86, p=0.40 high visual demand; t=2.02, p=0.06 

low visual demand; iTBS group: t=0.11, p=0.91 high visual demand; 
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t=1.51, p=0.15 low visual demand). As can be seen in the analysis, there 

was a trend towards significant differences between males and females for 

delta PT TBS in the first iTBS session and for delta PT visual demand in the 

low visual demand session preceded by cTBS. However, all delta PT values 

were within the intra-individual baseline PT variation of up to 4.5 % MSO 

within sessions, with two exceptions in the cTBS group: one showing a delta 

cTBS PT value of 5.5 % MSO and the other one showing a delta high visual 

demand PT value of 9.3 % MSO. 

 

Baseline PT 

Data were analyzed for the cTBS and iTBS group as well as for the two 

sessions separately. For both groups, no correlation between baseline PT and 

delta TBS PT value was found in any condition (cTBS group: rs=-0.26, p=0.27 

first session; rs=-0.05, p=0.84 second session; iTBS group: rs=-0.11, p=0.65 

first session; rs=0.25, p=0.28 second session). Likewise, no correlation 

between baseline PT and delta visual demand PT value was found in any 

condition (cTBS group: rs=-0.05, p=0.85 high visual demand; rs=0.22, 

p=0.35 low visual demand; iTBS group: rs=-0.02, p=0.92 high visual 

demand; rs=-0.37, p=0.11 low visual demand). 

 

Slope of baseline PT 

Recently, we suggested that the slope of the baseline PT might influence cTBS 

effects on visual cortex excitability (study V, Brückner & Kammer, 2016a). 

Therefore, we evaluated whether we could also observe a correlation 

between the slope of baseline PT and response to TBS or visual demand in 

this study. Data were analyzed for the cTBS and iTBS group as well as for the 

two sessions separately. For cTBS, there was a significant correlation between 

the slope of the baseline PT and delta TBS PT value in the subject’s second 

session (rs=-0.45, p=0.045, see Fig. S1). No other significant correlation for 

the cTBS group was observed (slope of baseline PT and delta TBS PT value 

first session: rs=0.16, p=0.50; slope of baseline PT and delta visual demand 
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PT value: rs=-0.02, p=0.95 high visual demand; rs=-0.33, p=0.15 low visual 

demand). Thus, comparable to the observation of study V (Brückner & 

Kammer, 2016a), flatter slopes tend to predict facilitatory cTBS effects. For 

the iTBS group, no correlation was found in any condition neither for 

response to TBS (rs=-0.29, p=0.21 first session; rs=0.41, p=0.07 second 

session) nor for response to visual demand (rs=-0.44, p=0.05 high visual 

demand; rs=0.07, p=0.75 low visual demand). However, flatter slopes in the 

second session showed a tendency to predict inhibitory iTBS effects (see 

Fig. S1) as well as a facilitatory effect of high visual demand following iTBS 

(see Fig. S2).  

 

 

Fig. S1: Correlation of the slope of baseline PTs and TBS effects. left 

side: cTBS (significant negative correlation, rs=-0.45, p=0.045) right side: 

iTBS (trend to significant positive correlation, rs=0.41, p=0.07). Note that 

smaller delta TBS PT values indicate steeper slopes. 
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Fig. S2: Correlation of the slope of baseline PTs and effects of iTBS 

followed by high visual demand. trend to significant negative correlation, 

rs=-0.44, p=0.05. Note that smaller delta visual demand PT values indicate 

steeper slopes. 

 

Order of sessions 

A two-sample t-test revealed no difference in baseline PT between the first 

and the second session (t=1.48, p=0.15) or between the sessions with low 

and high visual demand (t=0.25, p=0.81). Concerning the delta TBS PT 

values, data were analyzed for the cTBS and iTBS groups separately. There 

was no difference in response to TBS between the first and the second 

session (cTBS group: t=0.20, p=0.84; iTBS group: t=0.58, p=0.57). 

 

Reliability of individual response to TBS  

Since we applied TBS twice to each subject, we evaluated whether the 

individual response to TBS (as indicated by the delta TBS PT value) was 

reliable at any rate. Data were analyzed for the cTBS and iTBS groups 

separately. No correlation between the delta TBS PT values of the two 

sessions was observed for neither the cTBS group (rs=0.04, p=0.86) nor the 

iTBS group (rs=0.06, p=0.80). 
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Original research articles 
 

Study I: Effects of rTMS on semantic processing 

 

Idea, concept, experimental design and programming were developed by 

Markus Kiefer and Thomas Kammer. Data acquisition and analysis were my 

duty. Parts of this study were already published in my diploma thesis. The 

manuscript was written in cooperation of the three authors. It was accepted 

for publication in Neuroscience on December 7th, 2012.  
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COMPARING THE AFTER-EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS THETA BURST
STIMULATION AND CONVENTIONAL 1 HZ RTMS ON
SEMANTIC PROCESSING

S. BRÜCKNER, M. KIEFER AND T. KAMMER *

Department of Psychiatry, University of Ulm, Germany

Abstract—Our aim was to evaluate continuous theta burst

stimulation (cTBS) as a tool to induce temporary impairment

(virtual lesion) in semantic processing. Four groups with

20 subjects each were stimulated. In the three experimental

groups the stimulation site was the left superior temporal

cortex. Stimulation was either 1 Hz repetitive transcranial

magnetic stimulation (rTMS) at 100% resting motor thresh-

old (RMT) or cTBS, with intensities of 80% or 90% active

motor threshold (AMT). The TMS-control group was stimu-

lated at the right medial prefrontal cortex with 1 Hz rTMS.

After stimulation subjects accomplished a lexical decision

task with a duration of about 20 min. In an additional fifth

group the lexical decision task was performed without

TMS. Reaction times were not influenced by cTBS applied

with 80% AMT, but prolonged for about 80 ms with 90% AMT

compared to the no stimulation condition. An increase of

140 ms was found after 1 Hz rTMS. The effect lasted for the

whole task, but declined from the first to the second half

of the experiment. The direct comparison of cTBS and

1 Hz rTMS suggests that both stimulation patterns can

induce virtual lesions in the left superior temporal cortex

and impair semantic processing. We suppose that cTBS

could replace 1 Hz rTMS in this field since the application

is faster and it is more comfortable to the subjects.

Ó 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO.

Key words: transcranial magnetic stimulation, theta burst s-

timulation, left superior temporal cortex, lexical decision, st-

imulation intensity, semantic processing.

INTRODUCTION

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) has
been established as a tool to induce ‘virtual lesions’ in a
cortical region in order to explore the specific function of
the stimulated cortex area (Pascual-Leone et al., 1999).
Initially, the inhibitory effect of 1 Hz rTMS has been
established for the motor cortex (Wassermann et al.,

1996; Chen et al., 1997; Siebner et al., 1999; Fitzgerald
et al., 2002; Plewnia et al., 2003). This inhibitory effect
was successfully transferred to other cortical regions. In
the visual cortex several studies (Boroojerdi et al., 2000;
Brighina et al., 2002; Fierro et al., 2005) showed raised
phosphene thresholds in normal subjects after 1 Hz
rTMS of a mid-occipital stimulation site. In the language
domain, stimulation of the anterior temporal lobe led to
increased reaction times in synonym judgment (Lambon
Ralph et al., 2009) and semantic association (Pobric
et al., 2010). Applied to the left prefrontal cortex, 1 Hz
rTMS impaired generating verbs by prolonged response
latencies (Shapiro et al., 2001). Stimulation of
Wernicke’s area impaired word processing (Knecht
et al., 2002) and picture–word-verification (Dräger et al.,
2004).

With the introduction of a new stimulation pattern, the
theta burst stimulation (TBS, Huang et al., 2005), an
inhibitory effect was found in the motor cortex for the
continuous application of 600 pulses (continuous TBS).
The attenuation of motor-evoked potential (MEP)
amplitudes seems similar to conventional 1 Hz rTMS.
However, stimulation intensity was much lower (80% of
active motor threshold (AMT) for continuous theta burst
stimulation (cTBS), compared to 100% of resting motor
threshold (RMT) for 1 Hz rTMS), and total duration of
stimulus train was much shorter (40 s for cTBS
compared to 15–20 min for 1 Hz rTMS); thus the
application is much more comfortable for the
participants compared with conventional rTMS.

cTBS was successfully applied to non-motor cortical
areas. Franca et al. (2006) showed increased
phosphene thresholds after the stimulation of the visual
cortex. Applied over the frontal eye field, both cTBS and
1 Hz rTMS had inhibitory effects on saccade triggering
(Nyffeler et al., 2006).

The aim of our study was to compare the after-effects
of conventional 1 Hz rTMS with those of cTBS at various
stimulation intensities in a lexical decision task (word/
pseudoword decision) to investigate whether cTBS is
suitable to also modulate higher cognitive functions such
as language comprehension. The lexical decision task
has been shown to involve several aspects of linguistic
processing such as orthographic, phonological, and
semantic processes (Kiefer, 2002; Fujimaki et al., 2009;
Dilkina et al., 2010; Kiefer and Martens, 2010). We
stimulated a region within the left posterior superior and
the middle temporal cortex to analyze the impact of the
virtual lesion on a lexical-decision-task. This region,

0306-4522/12 $36.00 Ó 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2012.12.033
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which is considered to be part of Wernicke’s language
area, contributes to several linguistic processes known
to contribute to lexical decision performance: Posterior
superior and middle temporal cortex activity has been
related to semantic (Hoffmann et al., 2011) and
phonological (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) processing. In
particular, besides other functions (e.g., Kiefer et al.,
2008), this region has been suggested to serve as a
semantic convergence zone subserving the activation of
word meaning (Jung-Beeman, 2005), multisensory and
amodal semantic integration (Beauchamp et al., 2004),
or semantic selection (de Zubicaray et al., 2001).
Hence, posterior temporal cortex is a good candidate
region to study the effect of cTBS on linguistic
processing during a lexical decision task.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

Altogether 101 healthy subjects participated in the study (mean
age 24.45 years; range 19–33 years; 50 men) after giving
written informed consent. They all were right-handed and had
no metallic implants, no prior history of neurological or
psychiatric disorders, in particular no epileptic fit, and no drug
abuse or alcoholism. One subject had to be excluded due to
excessive errors in the task. Subjects were paid for
participation. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the University of Ulm.

Stimulation procedure

Eighty participants were divided into four stimulation-groups with
20 subjects in each group (10 men, 10 women). Subjects sat in a
comfortable chair while they were stimulated with a MagVenture
Magpro X100 stimulator (Farum, Denmark) with the standard
biphasic pulse form, using a figure-of-eight-coil, MC-B70. Coil
position in relation to the head was monitored and registered
continuously in all six degrees of freedom (three rotational and
three translational) with the frameless stereotactic positioning
system BrainView (V2, Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Germany, cf.
Kammer et al., 2007). Brain anatomy of the individual subjects
(T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence, resolution 1 � 1 � 1 mm)
was measured on a Siemens Allegra MR-scanner (3 T).
Posterior temporal cortex (3 experimental groups) or
Brodmann-area 9 (TMS-control group) were labeled with a
white spot (see Fig. 1) using the segmentation tools from
BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The
Netherlands). For posterior temporal cortex, the posterior part
of the left superior temporal sulcus was identified where the
course of the sulcus changed from horizontal to upward. At this
spot left superior and middle temporal gyri in the posterior part
(Brodmann areas 22 and 21) are stimulated. For the control
site, the right medial prefrontal cortex (Brodmann area 9), we
applied Talairach-coordinates (x= 15, y= 35, z= 50). Coil’s
handle was oriented upward and rotated about 30° to posterior
at posterior temporal cortex.

Prior to the experiment RMT or AMT, respectively, was
determined in the right abductor pollicis brevis muscle with
electrophysiological recording (cf. Cárdenas-Morales et al.,
2011). RMT was used to scale intensity for 1 Hz rTMS (Chen
et al., 1997), AMT scaled intensity for cTBS (Huang et al.,
2005). cTBS for a total of 600 pulses was delivered to
participants’ posterior temporal cortex in the first group at 80%
and in the second group at 90% of individual AMT (mean first
group 20.8%, second group 24.0% of maximum stimulator
output). In the third group the same area was stimulated with

conventional 1 Hz rTMS for 20 min, for a total of 1200 pulses.
Low-frequency stimulation was delivered with 100% of
individual RMT (mean 35.8% of maximum stimulator output). In
the fourth group stimulation of Brodmann-area 9 of the right
hemisphere was used for TMS-control (1 Hz rTMS for 20 min,
100% RMT, mean 36.0% of maximum stimulator output). We
chose 20 min of 1 Hz stimulation in order to maximize the
inhibitory effect (cf. Maeda et al., 2000). RMT and AMT were
determined for the right abductor pollicis brevis muscle with
stimulation of the left M1 hot spot following standard protocols
(cf. Cárdenas-Morales et al., 2011).

To control for possible nonspecific TMS-effects and as a
general baseline, an additional group of 20 subjects (10 men)
passed the behavioral task without any TMS (group nostim).
Participants in the four stimulation groups and the group
without TMS stimulation did not differ significantly with regard
to age.

Behavioral task

Immediately after stimulation the participants performed a lexical-
decision-task. One hundred German words and 100
pseudowords of comparable word length (6 letters on average)
were presented randomized on a computer monitor, using
ERTS (BeriSoft Cooperation, Frankfurt, Germany). In order to
increase semantic processing the pseudowords were generated
by transposing a vowel in a real word (e.g., ‘‘Apful’’ instead of
‘‘Apfel’’ [apple], cf. Dilkina et al., 2010). None of the real words
used as templates for the pseudowords were taken as a word-
stimulus. The 200 stimuli were presented in four blocks with 50
presentations each, with a total duration of about 20 min.

At the beginning of each trial a break symbol (###) was
presented for 1500 ms. Then a fixation cross was shown for
500 ms, followed by 400 ms presentation of the stimulus. Then
a black screen was shown lasting 2000 ms as response time
period. The participants had to decide as fast and as accurately
as possible whether the presented stimulus was a real word or
not by pressing one of two buttons (two alternative forced
choice task). The time from the beginning of the stimulus-
presentation until the button-press was measured as reaction
time (RT). If no response was given within the response
interval, the trial was labeled as a false response. The
participants passed a practice phase with 16 trials before rTMS
to make sure that they understood the task correctly.

Data analysis

For RT analysis, mean RT of the correct responses calculated for
words and pseudowords, respectively. Responses faster or
slower than two standard deviations of the individual’s means
of each stimulus type were defined as outliers and not entered
into data analysis (5.01% of the data set).

Separate repeated-measures analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) on reaction times and error rates were performed in
STATISTICA (version 8, StatSoft GmbH, Hamburg, Germany).
Post-hoc analyses were applied using planned t-tests.

RESULTS

All subjects tolerated rTMS well and no adverse effects
have been reported.

Reaction times

Data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA
with the between-factor group (nostim, TMS control,
1 Hz rTMS, cTBS 80%, cTBS 90%) and the within-
factor stimulus type (word, pseudoword). A significant
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main effect was found for both factors group
(F(4,95) = 9.44, p< 0.001) and stimulus type
(F(1,95) = 464.81, p< 0.001). No significant interaction
was observed (F(4,95) = 1.23, p= 0.30). RTs in
pseudowords were consistently increased compared to
words (see Fig. 2). With respect to the no stimulation
group a significant prolongation of RTs was found for
cTBS 90% (words: t(38) = 3.11, p= 0.004;
pseudowords: t(38) = 2.84, p= 0.007) and for 1 Hz
(words: t(38) = 4.57, p< 0.001; pseudowords:
t(38) = 4.67, p< 0.001), but not for cTBS 80% (words:
t(38) = 0.98, p= 0.34; pseudowords: t(38) = 1.60,
p= 0.12). With respect to the TMS-control group the
same statistical pattern was found for TMS effects (see

Table 1). RTs in cTBS 90% for words were significantly
slower compared to those in cTBS 80% (words:
t(38) = 2.36, p= 0.02; pseudowords: t(38) = 1.63,
p= 0.11). A comparison between the groups no
stimulation and TMS control revealed no significant
difference (words: t(38) = 0.96, p= 0.34; pseudowords:
t(38) = 1.41, p= 0.17).

To determine the time course of the rTMS-induced
effects, we compared the first and second halfs of the
trials (time periods 1 and 2, about 10 min each). For
words, the repeated-measures ANOVA (between-factor
group and within-factor time period) showed significant
main effects for both factors group (F(4,95) = 9.69,
p< 0.001) and time period (F(1,95) = 13.26, p< 0.001).

Fig. 1. Stimulation sites depicted in an individual anatomical scan. (a) Left posterior superior and middle temporal cortex, Brodmann area 22 and
21. (b) Control site, right medial prefrontal cortex, Brodmann’s area 9.
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There was no significant interaction (F(4,95) = 0.83,
p= 0.51). In order to assess whether all stimulation
conditions contributed to the effect of time period, we
calculated separate paired one-tailed t-tests for each
group. Significant differences between time period 1 and
2 were found in the cTBS 90% group (t(19) = 2.56,
p= 0.01) and in the 1 Hz group (t(19) = 1.79,
p= 0.045) with decreased reaction times in the second

half of the experimental task (see Fig. 3). In the
remaining groups no such effect was seen (nostim:
t(19) = 1.41, p= 0.09, TMS-control group: t(19) = 0.65,
p= 0.26; cTBS 80%: t(19) = 1.72, p= 0.051).

For pseudowords the repeated measures ANOVA
(between-factor group and within-factor time period)
exhibited significant main effects for both factors (group:
F(4,95) = 8.46, p< 0.001; time period: F(1,95) = 18.62,

nostim theta 80% 1 Hz
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Fig. 2. Reaction times (mean ± SEM) for words and pseudowords in the five different experimental groups. Nostim: control measurement in the
absence of TMS; TMS-control: stimulation (1 Hz) over right medial prefrontal cortex (Brodmann’s area 9); cTBS 80%, cTBS 90%, and 1 Hz:
stimulation over Wernickes’s area.

Table 1. Post-hoc comparison of RTs on words

TMS control 80% cTBS 90% cTBS 1 Hz

t p t p t p t p

Nostim 0.90 0.38 0.98 0.33 3.11 0.004 4.57 <0.001

TMS control 0.13 0.90 2.54 0.02 4.15 <0.001

80% cTBS 2.36 0.02 3.98 <0.001

90% cTBS 1.90 0.065

nostim theta 80% 1 Hz
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time period 2

Fig. 3. Reaction times for words (mean ± SEM) in a time-based split-half analysis. The five experimental groups are labeled as in Fig. 2.
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p< 0.001) and no interaction (F(4,95) = 0.41, p= 0.80).
Significant differences between time period 1 and 2
were found in the no stimulation condition (t(19) = 2.53,
p= 0.01), the TMS-control group (t(19) = 2.31,
p= 0.02), the cTBS 80% group (t(19) = 1.79,
p= 0.045) and in the cTBS 90% group (t(19) = 3.91,
p< 0.001), also showing decreased reaction times in
the second half of the experimental task (data not
shown). In the 1 Hz group (t(19) = 1.31, p= 0.1) the
differences did not reach significance.

Error rates

Overall error rates were low (mean words: 3.65 nostim,
3.45 TMS-control group, 3.25 cTBS 80%, 3.35 cTBS
90%, 2.80 1 Hz; mean pseudowords: 3.20 nostim, 2.65
TMS-control group, 2.55 cTBS 80%, 2.35 cTBS 90%,
1.25 1 Hz). A repeated measures ANOVA (between-
factor group and within-factor stimulus type) showed a
significant main effect for the factor stimulus type
(F(1,95) = 18.53, p< 0.001) but none for the factor
group (F(4,95) = 1.63, p= 0.17). No interaction was
found (F(4,95) = 0.74, p= 0.57). For the within-factor we
found a smaller error rate in pseudowords compared to
words (mean words 3.3; mean pseudowords 2.4).

Like for reaction times, a split half analysis was
conducted. Error rates for words and pseudowords were
analyzed separately for the two time periods. For words,
a repeated measures ANOVA (between-factor group,
within-factor time period) showed no significant main
effects either for the factor group (F(4,95) = 0.48,
p= 0.75) or for the factor time period (F(1,95) = 0.01,
p= 0.91), and no interaction (F(4,95) = 1.39, p= 0.24).
A repeated measures ANOVA (between-factor group,
within-factor time period) applied to the error rates of
the pseudowords revealed the same results: no
significant main effects (between-factor: F(4,95) = 2.23,
p= 0.07; within-factor: F(1,95) = 1.29, p= 0.26) and no
interaction (F(4,95) = 0.81, p= 0.52).

DISCUSSION

We explored the after-effects of conventional 1 Hz rTMS
and cTBS over posterior temporal cortex on linguistic
processing using a lexical decision task. Reaction times
for pseudowords were higher than those for the real
words. For both, words and pseudowords, reaction was
slower after 1 Hz rTMS (left temporal cortex) compared
to both the no stimulation group and the active control
group (1 Hz rTMS right medial frontal cortex). The cTBS
groups showed increased reaction times compared to
the control groups, and the subjects stimulated with
cTBS 90% were slower than those in the cTBS 80%
group. A subsequent analysis of the first and the
second time periods of the experiment (split half
analysis) revealed results similar to those of the full
data, but with longer RTs in time period 1 compared to
time period 2. This difference reached significance in
the group cTBS 90% and 1 Hz for words.

Several studies demonstrated an impairment of
semantic processing after rTMS of the left superior
temporal cortex (Wernicke’s area): Dräger et al. (2004)

found inhibitory effects on picture–word-verification. A
lower verbal processing speed was observed (Knecht
et al., 2002), and stimulation lead to delayed reaction
times in a semantic judgment task (Alba-Ferrara et al.,
2012). The observed increase in reaction times is in line
with these studies, although, to our knowledge, rTMS
effects in the left superior temporal cortex have not been
yet investigated using a lexical decision task. Reaction
times for pseudowords were higher than for words in our
study, as expected (Neely et al., 1989). Similar effects
were observed in many other studies with lexical decision
tasks, with different findings regarding the rTMS-effects
on them: whereas Willems et al. (2011) found faster
reaction times for manual verbs and pseudonouns after
cTBS on the left premotor cortex, Duncan et al. (2010)
observed an inhibitory rTMS-effect just for low-frequency
words after the stimulation of ventral occipito-temporal
cortex. In our study the reaction times for words and
pseudowords were affected by rTMS in the same way,
probably as a consequence of the stimulation site we
have chosen. The resemblance of pseudowords and
words might have contributed to this result.

Reaction times were strongly increased by
conventional 1 Hz rTMS. Smaller prolongations were
observed after 90% cTBS, whereas after 80% cTBS the
prolongation did not reach significance. This finding
demonstrates that cTBS applied with 90% of individual
active motor threshold is also able to induce virtual
lesions in a higher cognitive task. Moreover, for the first
time a dose–response relationship with cTBS intensity
in a cognitive domain is demonstrated. This dose–
response-dependent behavior is confirmed by the split-
half analysis of word stimuli. For both 90% cTBS and
1 Hz rTMS, effects in the first half are more pronounced
compared to the second half. This effect cannot be
explained by a general decrease of RT in the second
half of the experiment because in the control conditions
RT did not differ between halves. For pseudowords, a
more complex pattern was observed, which may reflect
a mixture of learning effects and decay of repetitive
stimulation.

Whereas time-dependent modulatory effects have not
been explored yet in cognitive tasks, data from the motor
cortex show various results. 1 Hz rTMS with 90% RMT for
10 min (600 pulses) resulted in decreased MEP
amplitudes for 10 min after the end of rTMS (Romero
et al., 2002), whereas the same protocol applied for
15 min (900 pulses) revealed the same effect for only
6 min (Sommer et al., 2002). At a higher stimulation
intensity (115% RMT) 900 pulses of 0.9 Hz stimulation
reduced cortical excitability for about 15 min (Chen
et al., 1997), and 900 pulses applied with 1 Hz rTMS
decreased MEP amplitudes for nearly 30 min after
stimulation (Muellbacher et al., 2000). To ensure that
the rTMS-induced effect would be long lasting, we
applied 1200 pulses of 1 Hz rTMS with an intensity of
100% RMT, being still within the usually used
stimulation parameters (for overview see Fitzgerald
et al., 2006). In our case, the behavioral effect of
conventional 1 Hz rTMS lasted for the full time period of
the experiment.
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The different effects of rTMS depend on many factors
such as intensity, frequency, stimulation duration and the
stimulated cortex region (Sack and Linden, 2003). cTBS
has been introduced as a pattern to suppress motor
cortex excitability (Huang et al., 2005). However,
various results have been demonstrated for cTBS:
whereas an intensity of 70% AMT reduces short interval
cortical inhibition but had no effect on MEPs (McAllister
et al., 2009), 600 pulses of cTBS applied with 80% AMT
to the motor cortex reduced MEP size for nearly 60 min
(Huang et al., 2005; Gamboa et al., 2010), and the
stimulation of primary somatosensory cortex reduced
temporal and spatial tactile acuity for about 18 min (Rai
et al., 2012). On the other hand, shorter (300 pulses, cf.
Gentner et al., 2008) or prolonged (1200 pulses, cf.
Gamboa et al., 2010) application times reversed the
cTBS-effect and resulted in an increase of motor cortex
excitability. In our study, 600 pulses of cTBS applied
with 80% AMT had no significant effect on reaction
times, but with 90% AMT the suppressive effect was
evident. These findings demonstrate that the
suppressive character of cTBS can emerge in non-
motor cortical regions. In dependence of stimulation site
and task, facilitation of performance has been observed
applying rTMS in linguistic processing: Willems et al.
(2011) reported faster responses on manual-action-
verbs after cTBS applied to premotor cortex, and 1 Hz
stimulation of posterior temporal region led to decreased
reaction times in a language-fragment-detection task
(Andoh et al., 2006). Until now the neural mechanisms
behind rTMS-effects are not fully understood, and it’s
difficult to predict behavioral changes after rTMS. For
example, an impairment of task performance can be
caused by the inhibition of an area that supports task
execution or caused by excitation of an area that inhibits
this function (Sack and Linden, 2003). On the other
hand, a facilitation of task performance is possible due
to an increase of excitation of a supporting area or due
to an inhibition of an area that has inhibitory control on
the task. Our data demonstrate that cTBS (90% AMT)
with 600 pulses has a significant inhibitory influence on
the posterior temporal cortex. This is remarkable in the
light of differences in stimulation intensities, since the
mean stimulation intensity in 90% cTBS was only two
thirds of mean intensity in 1 Hz rTMS (100% RMT),
which also caused an inhibition. Stimulation intensity
directly scales with the volume of depolarized neurons.
The stronger effect on reaction times in case of 1 Hz
rTMS might be related to the enlarged cortical region
depolarized by the electromagnetic field. However,
neurons contributing to the effect were already targeted
with the much lower intensity in 90% cTBS.

We provide the first direct comparison of a virtual
lesion induced by cTBS and by 1 Hz rTMS. Whereas
1 Hz rTMS is the standard procedure in cognitive
science to induce virtual lesions (for review see Devlin
and Watkins, 2007; Sandrini et al., 2011), in several
recent studies cTBS has been applied in non-motor
areas to suppress cortical functions (e.g., Vallesi et al.,
2007; Argyropoulos, 2011; Willems et al., 2011). In a
visual perceptual task, Waterston and Pack (2010)

compared the effects of cTBS and 1 Hz rTMS applied to
the primary visual cortex and found a modest
improvement in both visual fields for both patterns which
persists beyond post stimulation.

Our data suggest that cTBS can be used to induce a
virtual lesion similar to 1 Hz rTMS. In favor of this
argument are the following two observations: the
increase in reaction time as well as the decay of the
effect over time. It remains the question of how to
choose an effective stimulation intensity. According to
our data, stimulation with at least 90% AMT seems to
be necessary to reliably suppress linguistic processing
in the posterior temporal cortex. In the absence of a
better alternative in the majority of cognitive studies the
intensity is calibrated to the individual motor threshold.
This is probably not the optimum. TMS thresholds from
motor and visual cortex are not correlated within a
subject (Stewart et al., 2001; Boroojerdi et al., 2002;
Gerwig et al., 2003), Alternatives, such as a direct
measurement of effective intensity for the cortical area
under investigation using electroencephalography (EEG)
or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are in
development but not yet available. However, our data
suggest that calibration to individual motor thresholds
results in quite homogenous modulation effects. A
recent study stimulating a prefrontal area confirmed the
strategy to calibrate on individual motor thresholds
(Kaminski et al., 2011).

CONCLUSION

Our study provides first evidence that cTBS might replace
conventional 1 Hz rTMS as a virtual lesion technique in
higher cognitive functions, since lower intensities and a
shorter application time are more comfortable for the
subjects.
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BOTH ANODAL AND CATHODAL TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT CURRENT
STIMULATION IMPROVES SEMANTIC PROCESSING
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of Ulm, Ulm, Germany

Abstract—Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a

common method to modulate cortical activity. Anodal tDCS

is usually associated with an enhancement of the stimulated

brain area, whereas cathodal tDCS is often described as inhi-

bitory brain stimulation method. Our aim was to investigate

whether this canonical assumption derived from the motor

system could be transferred to the semantic system. Three

groups with 20 healthy subjects each were stimulated at

Wernicke’s area with either anodal, cathodal or sham tDCS.

Subsequently, they performed a simple lexical decision task

for a duration of about 25 min. Subjects receiving anodal

tDCS revealed faster reaction times (RTs) compared to the

sham group, although not reaching statistical significance.

Surprisingly, in the cathodal group RTs were decreased sig-

nificantly. All subjects were faster in the second half of the

task, but the tDCS-induced improvement lasted for the entire

duration of the task. Error rates were not influenced by tDCS,

neither were RTs in a choice reaction time task. Thus, both

anodal and cathodal tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area

improved semantic processing. Recently, a meta-analysis

revealed that the canonical anodal excitation and cathodal

inhibition assumption is observed rarely in cognitive stud-

ies. In particular, an inhibitory effect of cathodal tDCS on

cognition is rare. Our findings thus support the speculation,

that especially language functions could be somewhat

‘immune’ to cathodal inhibition. ! 2016 The Author(s). Pub-

lished by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO. This is an open

access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Key words: cognitive, lexical decision, semantic processing,

tDCS, Wernicke’s area.

INTRODUCTION

When introduced, anodal transcranial direct current

stimulation (tDCS) was shown to increase cortical

excitability in the motor system, whereas cathodal tDCS

decreases excitability (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000). These

effects were confirmed by many studies investigating the

motor system (Lang et al., 2004; Furubayashi et al., 2008;

Stagg et al., 2009), leading to the canonical assumption

‘‘anodal excitation, cathodal inhibition” (AeCi-effect,

Jacobson et al., 2012). Although some studies observed

comparable modulations applying tDCS to other cortical

regions like the visual cortex (Antal et al., 2003), a

meta-analysis showed that the AeCi-effect occurred

rarely in cognitive studies (Jacobson et al., 2012). In most

studies investigating cognitive functions, anodal stimula-

tion indeed improved performance (e.g., Iyer et al.,

2005; Floel et al., 2008; Sparing et al., 2008; Kraft

et al., 2010), and the expected inhibitory effect of cathodal

tDCS was observed in a few investigations (e.g.,

Rogalewski et al., 2004; Knoch et al., 2008; Berryhill

et al., 2010). Nevertheless, some studies showed an

improvement of performance following cathodal tDCS

(Antal et al., 2004; Dockery et al., 2009; Karim et al.,

2010; Weiss and Lavidor, 2012; Pirulli et al., 2014). How-

ever, there is evidence that the direction of modulation

caused by cathodal tDCS may depend on the task inves-

tigated (Weiss and Lavidor, 2012; Nozari et al., 2014).

Depending on the level of observation and the complexity

of neural circuitry, facilitation or inhibition of behavior

might depend on different electrophysiological modifica-

tions (cf. Bestmann et al., 2015).

Applying another common brain stimulation method,

we showed that 1-Hz repetitive magnetic stimulation

(rTMS) as well as continuous theta burst stimulation

(cTBS) of Wernicke’s area both impaired semantic

processing (Brückner et al., 2013). Therefore, the canon-

ical assumption from rTMS motor studies (e.g., Chen

et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2005) declaring 1 Hz rTMS

and cTBS as ‘‘inhibitory” brain stimulation methods, was

successfully transferred to a higher cognitive function. In

the present study, we aimed to apply tDCS to investigate

whether the canonical AeCi-effects known from the motor

cortex could also be observed in the semantic system.

Using the same lexical decision task as in our former

study (Brückner et al., 2013), modulation of semantic pro-

cessing was examined following anodal, cathodal and

sham tDCS. So far, several studies observed modulatory

effects applying tDCS to Wernicke’s area (Floel et al.,

2008; Fiori et al., 2011; Peretz and Lavidor, 2013;

Weltman and Lavidor, 2013; Perry and Lupyan, 2014),

with very variable findings concerning the direction of

the effects. Interestingly, to our knowledge, there is only

one study investigating tDCS effects on a simple lexical

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2016.12.015
0306-4522/! 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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decision task (Weltman and Lavidor, 2013). However, in

their study bilateral stimulation was applied to Wernicke’s

area and its right homolog, making it difficult to interpret

the result in terms of polarity dependency of unilateral

modulation. In our study, the effects of anodal and catho-

dal stimulation of Wernicke’s area only were investigated,

enabling a better comparison with our former study apply-

ing unilateral rTMS (Brückner et al., 2013). Due to the

contradictory results of previous studies investigating

tDCS effects on cognitive tasks, it is difficult to make clear

predictions concerning the results of the present study.

Since our lexical decision task has been shown to be suit-

able to detect modulations of Wernicke’s area caused by

brain stimulation methods before (Brückner et al., 2013),

we expected to observe clear modulations with tDCS as

well. In our former study, the canonical assumption of

the effects of several inhibitory rTMS protocols from the

motor system was successfully transferred to the seman-

tic system. The present study aimed to investigate

whether the same conclusion for tDCS can be drawn.

However, previous findings suggest that observing an

improvement following anodal tDCS is more likely than

an impairment following cathodal tDCS.

In this study, we observed faster reaction times (RTs)

following both anodal and cathodal tDCS in a lexical

decision task. This finding supports the notion of

Jacobson et al. (2012), that AeCi-effects of tDCS are

not common in cognitive domains, and that in particular

in language tasks cathodal tDCS does not evolve inhibi-

tory effects.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

A total of 66 healthy subjects were recruited for the study.

Six subjects had to be excluded, two because they were

left-handed and four due to technical problems during

the measurement. The remaining 60 subjects (30 male,

mean age 22.7 ± 2.8 years) all were right-handed

according to a modified version of the Edinburgh scale

(Oldfield, 1971) and native German speakers. Subjects

had no metallic implants, no prior history of any neurolog-

ical or psychiatric disorders, alcoholism or drug abuse. All

were free of any medication except contraceptives at the

time of the experiment. Subjects gave written informed

consent and were paid for participation. The study fol-

lowed the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by

the Ethics Committee of the University of Ulm.

tDCS

Subjects were divided into three groups with 20 subjects

each, receiving either anodal (10 male, mean age 21.5

± 1.9 years), cathodal (10 male, mean age 23.7

± 3.2 years) or sham stimulation (10 male, mean age

22.9 ± 2.7 years). TDCS was delivered by a battery-

driven direct current stimulator (DC-STIMULATOR,

NeuroConn GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany) through a pair of

7 ! 5-cm saline-soaked surface sponge electrodes. The

NaCl solution concentration was 15 mM since lower

concentrations are more likely to be perceived as

comfortable during stimulation (Dundas et al., 2007).

For anodal (cathodal) stimulation, the anode (cathode)

was placed over CP5 according to the international EEG

10–10 system (left posterior temporal cortex, Wernicke’s

area). The reference electrode was placed on the left

shoulder (extra-cephalic reference). For active stimula-

tion, tDCS was applied for 15 min at 1 mA with a ramping

period of 15 s (fade-in/fade-out). In the sham group, stim-

ulation lasted 30 s with either anodal or cathodal polarity.

To control for general attention and to standardize cogni-

tive activity, subjects had to perform an acoustic oddball

task during stimulation. Two minutes after tDCS subjects

started to perform the lexical decision task.

Lexical decision task

The lexical decision task was almost identical to that used

in our former study (Brückner et al., 2013). It was realized

using Presentation (V 18.1 Neurobehavioral Systems,

San Francisco, CA, USA). For details regarding the lexi-

cal decision task, see Brückner et al. (2013). In brief,

100 German words and 100 pseudowords (in four blocks

with 50 presentations each) were presented randomized

on a computer screen. The words were all nouns with

comparable length (mean six letters). They were con-

trolled for frequency, familiarity, and visual and functional

associations. Subjects had to decide whether the stimulus

is a real word or not. Prior to tDCS, subjects performed a

practice run with 16 trials. Stimuli of the practice run were

not included in the main task. Additionally, at the begin-

ning of each block, five stimuli of the practice set were

presented to keep subjects familiar with the task. These

first five stimuli of each block were discarded afterward.

In addition, after the second as well as after the fourth

block, a short motor control task was performed.

Motor control task

Since the electrodes and thus the stimulated cortex area

is quite large (7 ! 5 cm), we controlled for motor cortex

modulations using a choice reaction time task (CRT)

two times prior to tDCS as well as in the middle and at

the end of the lexical decision task. Each trial started

with a fixation cross (0.5 s). After a blank period (0.3–

1.5 s), an arrow was presented in the middle of the

screen, pointing either to the right or to the left. Subjects

had to determine the direction of the arrow as quickly as

possible by pressing one of two buttons. One run of the

motor control task consisted of 30 trials.

Data analysis

Mean RTs of the correct responses were calculated for

words and pseudowords of each subject separately.

RTs slower or faster than two standard deviations of the

mean were defined as outliers and excluded from the

analysis (for each subject and stimulus type separately,

4.67% of the data set). For the motor control task, the

same exclusion procedure was applied. RTs and error

rates were analyzed regarding normal distribution for the

three groups separately and analyzed by means of

repeated-measures analyses of variance (rmANOVAs).
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Post-hoc analyses were applied using Newman–Keuls

test. Sphericity requirements were assessed using

Mauchley’s test. There was no violation found, thus

correction was dispensable.

RESULTS

tDCS side effects

Overall, tDCS was tolerated well and only mild adverse

effects have been reported. All subjects described

sensations like prickling or itchiness underneath the

electrodes, but only a few participants (five anodal

group, two cathodal group, four sham group) rated

stimulation as unpleasant.

Reaction times

Data were subjected to an rmANOVA with the between-

factor GROUP (sham, anodal, cathodal) and the within-

factor STIMULUS TYPE (word, pseudoword). For

GROUP, a significant main effect was found

(F(2,57) = 3.57, p= 0.03, g
2 = 0.11); Post hoc

Newman–Keuls test revealed that RTs of the cathodal

group were significantly decreased with respect to the

sham group (sham: 636.5 ms, cathodal: 584.8 ms,

p= 0.04). Additionally, a trend toward decreased RTs

in the anodal group compared to the sham group was

observed (mean anodal group: 597.1 ms, p= 0.05).

There was no difference in RTs between the anodal and

the cathodal group (p= 0.55). The within-factor

STIMULUS TYPE was significant, too (F(1,57) = 130.48,

p< 0.001, g2 = 0.70). RTs on words were significantly

faster than on pseudowords (mean words: 574.9 ms,

mean pseudowords: 637.4 ms). There was no significant

interaction. RTs on words and pseudowords in the three

groups are depicted in Fig. 1.

A split-half analysis was conducted to determine the

time-course of the tDCS effects, comparing the first and

second half of the task. Data were subjected to an

rmANOVA with the between-factor GROUP (sham,

anodal, cathodal) and the within-factor TIME PERIOD

(time period 1, time period 2) for the two stimulus types

separately. With words, no significant main effect was

found for the factor GROUP (F(2,57) = 2.53, p= 0.09)

but a significant main effect was observed for the factor

TIME PERIOD (F(1,57) = 9.90, p= 0.003, g
2 = 0.15).

The interaction was not statistically significant. With

pseudowords, a significant main effect was found for

both factors (GROUP: F(2,57) = 4.12, p= 0.02,

g
2 = 0.13; TIME PERIOD: F(1,57) = 16.65, p< 0.001,

g
2 = 0.23), but no interaction. All subjects performed

faster in the second time period on both word types

(mean words: 584.2-ms time period 1, 569.3-ms time

period 2; mean pseudowords: 647.8-ms time period 1,

627.4-ms time period 2). For pseudowords, both the

anodal (p= 0.04) and the cathodal group (p= 0.02)

showed significantly decreased RTs compared to the

sham group (sham: 672.5 ms, anodal: 626.6 ms,

cathodal: 613.1 ms). With words, only a trend toward

reduction in RTs was observed (sham: 600.4 ms,

anodal: 567.6 ms, cathodal: 556.6 ms).

Accuracy

Overall error rates were low (mean words: 6.1 sham, 7.2

anodal, 5.2 cathodal; mean pseudowords: 4.4 sham, 3.9

anodal, 3.6 cathodal). An rmANOVA with the between-

factor GROUP (sham, anodal, cathodal) and the within-

factor STIMULUS TYPE (word, pseudoword) revealed

no main effect for the factor GROUP (F(2,57) = 0.80,

p= 0.45). For the factor STIMULUS TYPE a significant

main effect was found (F(1,57) = 21.09, p< 0.001,

g
2 = 0.27). There was no significant interaction. Fewer

errors were registered with pseudowords compared to

words (mean words 6.2, mean pseudowords 4.0).

A split-half analysis (as for RTs) was conducted to

determine the time-course of the tDCS effects. For

words, an rmANOVA with the between-factor GROUP

(sham, anodal, cathodal) and the within-factor TIME

PERIOD (time period 1, time period 2) revealed no main

effects (GROUP: F(2,57) = 1.62, p= 0.21; TIME

PERIOD: F(1,57) = 0.11, p= 0.74) and no interaction.

For pseudowords, an rmANOVA with the same factors

again revealed no main effects (GROUP: F(2,57) = 0.24,

p= 0.78; TIME PERIOD: F(1,57) = 0.31, p= 0.58) and

no interaction.

Motor control task

An rmANOVA applied to the RTs of the CRT with the

between-factor GROUP (sham, anodal, cathodal) and

the within-factor TIME (pre 1, pre 2, post 1, post 2)

revealed no main effect for both factors (GROUP:

F(2,57) = 0.59, p= 0.56; TIME: F(3,171) = 0.58,

p= 0.63) and no interaction (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

In our experiment, we aimed to investigate the modulatory

effects of tDCS on semantic processing. Following

cathodal tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area, subjects

were about 51.7 ms faster in a lexical decision task

compared to a sham group. Anodal tDCS led to a

word mean
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pseudoword first

pseudoword second
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Fig. 1. Reaction times in the lexical decision task. Mean RTs

(±SEM) for words and pseudowords in the three experimental

groups are depicted.
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facilitation of about 39.4 ms, with the difference to the

sham group not reaching statistical significance. All

subjects performed faster in the second half of the

experiment, indicating a learning effect. The facilitation

of semantic processing was more pronounced for

pseudowords than for real words. No differences

between the groups regarding error rates or RTs in the

motor control task were observed.

Our data do not confirm the canonical assumption

‘‘anodal excitatory, cathodal inhibitory” (AeCi). In

contrast, to our surprise, cathodal tDCS caused a more

pronounced decrease of RTs in the lexical decision

task, compared to the numerical decrease of RTs

observed with anodal tDCS. In a meta-analytical review,

the probability to get the AeCi-effect in the motor system

was calculated to be 0.67 (Jacobson et al., 2012), with

excitation by anodal tDCS being less likely (0.78) than

inhibition by cathodal tDCS (0.87). However, it was shown

that the AeCi-effect is seen rarely in cognitive studies

(probability: 0.16; Jacobson et al., 2012). For instance,

many studies confirmed facilitatory effects following ano-

dal tDCS on verbal fluency (Iyer et al., 2005), working

memory (Fregni et al., 2005), language learning (Floel

et al., 2008), language processing (Sparing et al., 2008)

or semantic retrieval (Ihara et al., 2015), but there was

no inhibitory effect of cathodal tDCS observed in those

studies. Some other researchers reported inhibitory

effects of cathodal tDCS on tactile perception

(Rogalewski et al., 2004) or working memory (Berryhill

et al., 2010), but failed to observe facilitatory effects with

anodal tDCS. In a meta-analytical review including 34

cognitive tDCS studies (Jacobson et al., 2012) it was dis-

covered that mainly the Ae-effect was confirmed but the

Ci-effect was less common. Especially language studies

fail to observe inhibitory cathodal tDCS effects. It was

suggested that the language system might be somewhat

‘‘immune to inhibitory cathodal effects” (Jacobson et al.,

2012). However, our observation that both anodal and

cathodal tDCS improved performance in the lexical deci-

sion task is in line with their findings. Other studies apply-

ing tDCS to Wernicke’s area reported variable effects on

language tasks. For instance, anodal tDCS improved

the acquisition of a novel vocabulary, whereas cathodal

tDCS had no effect (Floel et al., 2008). Anodal tDCS to

Wernicke’s area decreased latencies and improved accu-

racy in a picture-naming task (Fiori et al., 2011) but had

no significant effect on processing of lexical ambiguity

(Peretz and Lavidor, 2013). In a lexical decision task,

tDCS disrupted performance when stimulated bilateral

on Wernicke’s area and its right homolog (under right ano-

dal/left cathodal condition; Weltman and Lavidor, 2013).

In our study, faster RTs in a lexical decision task were

found both after anodal as well as after cathodal tDCS.

Indeed, it is difficult to compare studies since there are

large methodological differences like electrode position-

ing, intensity, duration of tDCS, type of the task, and time

point of the task with respect to stimulation. In our study,

we used an extracephalic reference electrode placement

to restrict stimulation to only one brain area, since the ref-

erence or ‘‘return” electrode (Bikson et al., 2010) is never

inactive and might contribute to the effects when

positioned over another brain area. One could argue that,

by the use of an extracephalic reference an unspecific

activation of the stimulated hemisphere occurs, regard-

less of polarity. Then, this might explain the improvement

in the lexical decision task after both anodal and cathodal

tDCS. However, in that case we would expect that RTs in

the motor control task would be influenced by both tDCS

polarities as well.

Whereas the tDCS period of 15 min used in our

experiment is well within the usually used durations, an

intensity of 1 mA seems to be rather low compared to

other cognitive studies (see Jacobson et al., 2012). How-

ever, the 1-mA intensity in our study was high enough to

cause a significant improvement in the cathodal group. It

is conceivable that a higher stimulation intensity would

have led to a significant reduction of RTs in the anodal

group, too.

Regarding the lexical decision task, one could argue

that it might not be sufficient to detect brain stimulation

induced modulations of Wernicke’s area. This is unlikely

since we observed significant impairments of semantic

processing following different ‘‘inhibitory” rTMS-protocols

applied to the same cortical area with the very same

lexical decision task (Brückner et al., 2013). Indeed, with

tDCS the targeted brain area is much larger compared to

rTMS. Therefore, we controlled for possible motor cortex

modulations using a CRT. Since RTs in this task were not

influenced by tDCS, the improvement observed in the lex-

ical decision task indicates an enhancement of semantic

processing rather than a quicker button press.

Similar to the observation in our former study

(Brückner et al., 2013), RTs for pseudowords were higher

than for words. Furthermore, in both studies both word

types were affected by brain stimulation, very likely due

to the resemblance of pseudowords and real words

(Brückner et al., 2013). In the present study, the facilita-

tory effect of tDCS was more pronounced for pseu-

dowords, probably due to a ceiling effect for word

stimuli. This could also explain that, in the cathodal group,

subject’s improvement between the first and the second

half of the task was very small for real words (c.f. Fig. 1).

However, although some studies found the

expected inhibitory effect of cathodal tDCS (e.g.,

Rogalewski et al., 2004; Knoch et al., 2008; Berryhill

et al., 2010) on cognition, other cognitive studies failed

to observe any cathodal tDCS effect (Fregni et al.,

2005; Floel et al., 2008; Sparing et al., 2008;

Fertonani et al., 2010; Kraft et al., 2010). Furthermore,

some studies showed an improvement through catho-

dal tDCS, for instance, in motion after-effect duration

(Antal et al., 2004), planning ability (Dockery et al.,

2009), deceptive behavior (Karim et al., 2010), atten-

tional load (Weiss and Lavidor, 2012), or orientation

discrimination (Pirulli et al., 2014). It was suggested

that tDCS effects might depend on the stimulated area

(Jacobson et al., 2012), type of the task (Nozari et al.,

2014) and timing of stimulation (Pirulli et al., 2013,

2014). Moreover, the subject’s experience with the task

may influence the direction of the effects (Dockery

et al., 2009). It was suggested that, in a well-trained

task, the noise is reduced (Miniussi et al., 2013). Then
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anodal stimulation might still facilitate processing but

cathodal tDCS cannot reduce performance since the

signal is too strong (Miniussi et al., 2013). In a novel

task, with more background noise present, anodal

tDCS could fail to improve performance since both sig-

nal as well as noise will be increased by stimulation. In

this case, cathodal tDCS could induce facilitation by

reducing the background noise (Miniussi et al., 2013).

Since all our subjects were unfamiliar with the lexical

decision task, this is a possible explanation for our

observation of faster RTs following cathodal tDCS.

However, it does not explain the trend to the same

observation following anodal tDCS. Considering sub-

jects being familiar with the task in the second half of

the experiment, this could enable anodal tDCS to facil-

itate processing. Indeed, subjects of the anodal group

performed faster in the second half of the experiment,

but those of the other groups did likewise. Thus, this

is most probably due to a general learning effect.

As already mentioned, our observation of an

improvement following anodal tDCS is well in line with

many previous studies on cognition (Fregni et al., 2005;

Iyer et al., 2005; Floel et al., 2008; Sparing et al., 2008;

Fiori et al., 2011; Ihara et al., 2015), and it fits well to

the canonical assumption from the motor cortex declaring

anodal tDCS as an excitatory brain stimulation method

(Nitsche and Paulus, 2000). However, although cathodal

tDCS consistently induced inhibitory effects in the motor

cortex (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000; Lang et al., 2004;

Furubayashi et al., 2008; Stagg et al., 2009), for cognitive

domains various results have been observed. When

cathodal tDCS effects are lacking, it is often argued that

the task is inadequate to detect behavior worsening

(Fregni et al., 2005; Kraft et al., 2010) or that the threshold

for the effects of anodal tDCS might be lower than for

cathodal tDCS (Iyer et al., 2005). Alternatively, the

authors just point to other studies observing null results

with cathodal tDCS (Floel et al., 2008; Fertonani et al.,

2010) or even rTMS (Sparing et al., 2008). More relevant,

many different possible explanations for an enhancement

of a cognitive function following cathodal tDCS, as

observed in the present study, are postulated. For

instance, a dependency of stimulation effects on the pre-

existing neuronal state was suggested since in a planning

ability task, cathodal tDCS improved performance at an

early learning phase and anodal tDCS at a late learning

phase (Dockery et al., 2009). In the same way, cathodal

tDCS effects were suggested to depend on the state of

the neurons since the time of the task with respect to stim-

ulation played a crucial role for the effects (Pirulli et al.,

2014). In an attentional load paradigm, cathodal tDCS

improved flanker processing, probably due to an

enhancement of attentional resources by acting like a

noise filter (Weiss and Lavidor, 2012). Similarly, an inhibi-

tion of the prefrontal cortex by cathodal tDCS might have

reduced cortical responsiveness limiting cognitive cost

and thus reduced RTs on incongruent conditions

(Balconi and Vitaloni, 2012) and generally improves per-

formance in tasks requiring availability of unfiltered infor-

mation (Chrysikou et al., 2013). However, studies

observing an improvement in behavior after both anodal

and cathodal tDCS are rare. For instance, tDCS reduced

motion after-effect significantly independent of polarity

(Antal et al., 2004). It was suggested that tDCS-induced

changes of the neural responsibility in the stimulated area

might interfere with the cellular mechanisms underlying

the processes of neural adaptation and plasticity, or that

it results in an attenuated expression of the adaptation-

induced imbalance and consequently weakens motion

after-effect (Antal et al., 2004). In the language domain,

to our knowledge there is no study showing an improve-

ment after both anodal and cathodal tDCS, making it dif-

ficult to discuss our data by simply referencing other

studies reporting equal results. A possible explanation

might be that anodal tDCS improves performance by

enhancing semantic processing (excitation), whereas

cathodal tDCS improves performance by reducing the

noise in semantic processing (inhibition). This interpreta-

tion would enable us to transfer the canonical AeCi-

assumption to the semantic system at the neuronal level,

but there is still a discrepancy concerning the behavioral

effects.

As an alternative explanation, it is conceivable that the

application of tDCS following a specific neuronal state

induced by the CRT prior to tDCS could have led to a

general improvement due to increases in motor or

attentional control. In that case, we would expect to

observe faster RTs in the first choice task following

tDCS as well. One could now speculate that an

unspecific decrease in RTs fades away during the first

half of the lexical decision task, and thus cannot be

seen in the CRT in the middle of the lexical decision

task. Then, we would expect a ‘‘reactivation” of the

unspecific enhancement (or even reinforcement) by the

choice task. However, no such ‘‘reactivation” could

occur in the sham group, thus the subjects in that group

would not be faster in the second half of the experiment,

which is in contrast to our findings.

In our former study applying rTMS (Brückner et al.,

2013), we used the same lexical decision task as in

the present experiment. Comparing the RTs of the two

studies, we noticed that the mean RTs of the anodal

and the cathodal group in this experiment were at the

same level as those of the control groups in the former

study ("590 ms in the real tDCS groups in the present

study, "580 ms in the TMS control group of the former

study). Thus, it is conceivable that our observation show-

ing faster RTs after both anodal and cathodal tDCS

might indicate a kind of ‘‘protection” against sham tDCS

induced slowing rather than a facilitatory effect. Since

subjects performed the lexical decision task following a

15-min period of tDCS, performing a probably exhaust-

ing acoustic oddball task during stimulation, higher RTs

of the sham group compared to those of the control

groups in our former study could be explained by

fatigue-induced slowing. Certainly, a 20-min period of

1 Hz rTMS should cause fatigue as well but in that study

no acoustic oddball task was performed. Thus, as

another alternative explanation, it is conceivable that in

our experiment real tDCS caused a polarity-

independent decrease in RTs by reducing fatigue or

enhancing general attention or concentration.
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CONCLUSION

In summary, our data show that both anodal and cathodal

tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area improved semantic

processing compared to sham stimulation. Whereas a

facilitatory effect of anodal tDCS is quite common in the

literature, the range of cathodal tDCS effects is large

(Jacobson et al., 2012). Some researchers suggested

that the timing of the task with respect to stimulation is

crucial for tDCS modulations (Stagg et al., 2011; Pirulli

et al., 2013, 2014). Therefore, our next aim is to investi-

gate the effects of tDCS applied to Wernicke’s area when

the very same lexical decision task is performed during

stimulation. Sham-RTs of an online-tDCS setup would

also confirm or reject our hypothesis of polarity-

independent ‘‘protection” against fatigue induced by

offline-tDCS.
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Abstract

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation is usually applied to visual cortex to explore the effects on cortical excitability.
Most researchers therefore concentrate on changes of phosphene threshold, rarely on consequences for visual
performance. Thus, we investigated peripheral visual acuity in the four quadrants of the visual field using Landolt C
optotypes before and after repetitive stimulation of the visual cortex. We applied continuous and intermittend theta burst
stimulation with various stimulation intensities (60%, 80%, 100%, 120% of individual phosphene threshold) as well as
monophasic and biphasic 1 Hz stimulation, respectively. As an important result, no serious adverse effects were observed. In
particular, no seizure was induced, even with theta burst stimulation applied with 120% of individual phosphene threshold.
In only one case stimulation was ceased because the subject reported intolerable pain. Baseline visual acuity decreased over
sessions, indicating a continuous training effect. Unexpectedly, none of the applied transcranial magnetic stimulation
protocols had an effect on performance: no change in visual acuity was found in any of the four quadrants of the visual field.
Binocular viewing as well as the use of peripheral instead of foveal presentation of the stimuli might have contributed to
this result. Furthermore, intraindividual variability could have masked the TMS- induced effects on visual acuity.
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Introduction

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a

noninvasive technique to induce a virtual lesion in a cortical area,

allowing the investigation of cortical functions. Primarily used in

the motor system [1], the technique was successfully transferred to

other cortical regions, i.e. Wernicke’s area [2], parietal lobes [3] or

left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [4] in order to specifically

interfere with the function of the given area. In the visual system,

rTMS protocols are often applied either to occipito-lateral sites

targeting V5/MT+ or more medial sites at the occipital pole. For

the latter ones in most of the studies the exact stimulation site (hot-

spot) is defined by an individual physiological reaction, the

perception of TMS-induced light flashes, so called phosphenes.

They can be elicited from a quite large area over the occipital pole.

In most of the cases TMS reaches a mixture of V1, V2 and V3 [5].

An exclusive stimulation of a certain visual area (e.g. V1) has been

shown to be possible only in selected subjects [6]. In most of the

studies applying rTMS to the visual cortex phosphene thresholds

(PTs) are the dependent variable [7–9]. PT measurement indeed is

the most common tool to explore the after-effects of rTMS

protocols applied to the visual cortex, but it just points to a change

of excitability per se and not to any functional consequences for

visual performance. Thus, it is of interest to investigate the

modulation of visual cortex excitability by different behavioral

experiments. For example, in one study static contrast sensitivity

(sCS) was evaluated before, during, immediately after and 10

minutes after both monophasic and biphasic 1 Hz rTMS applied

to the occipital cortex [10]. With a vertical coil position decreased

sCS was found only after monophasic stimulation with induced

currents upwards. Reversed currents and biphasic stimulation in

both directions showed no significant effects. It was concluded that

primary visual functions such as contrast detection can be altered

by rTMS. Another study [11] suggested an inhibitory effect of low-

frequency rTMS on optic flow perception.

In the motor system theta burst stimulation (TBS, 3 pulses at

50 Hz bursting every 200 ms, resulting in 5 Hz burst pattern)

strongly modulated cortical excitability depending on the grouping

of the pattern [12]. In this initial study, continuous TBS (cTBS,

600 pulses continuously bursting over a period of 40 s) inhibited

the motor cortex, while intermittent TBS (iTBS, every 10 bursts a

pause of 1.8 s occurs, 600 pulses in total) resulted in an increase in

motor cortex excitability. Although subsequent studies obtained

reversed effects using modified TBS paradigms [13–15], most

researchers replicated the initially observed results in the motor

system (e.g. [13–19]). Compared to conventional 1 Hz rTMS

protocols, inhibition in the same range was reached by cTBS with

lower stimulation intensities and much shorter application time.

Since cTBS is more convenient for subjects it was suggested that

cTBS might replace 1 Hz rTMS. For instance, both 1 Hz rTMS

and cTBS applied to the frontal eye field had inhibitory effects on

saccade triggering [20]. Prolonged reaction times in a lexical

decision task were observed following cTBS and 1 Hz rTMS

applied to left the superior temporal cortex, respectively [21].
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In the visual system PTs increased after 1 Hz rTMS [9] as well

as after cTBS [22]. Expecting a virtual lesion effect, the impact of

1 Hz rTMS and cTBS on different visual psychophysical tasks

were investigated [23]. However, an improvement in discrimina-

tion of some visual features were found, depending on the type of

stimulation and task. This finding demonstrates that the direction

of phosphene modulation does not distinctly predict the change in

a behavioral task.

To further analyze the effects of rTMS on visual perception we

tested peripheral visual acuity following several rTMS pattern. We

applied continuous (cTBS) and intermittend theta burst stimula-

tion (iTBS) with stimulation intensities ranging between 60% to

120% of individual PT, as well as monophasic and biphasic 1 Hz

rTMS at PT intensity. Due to the retinotopic organization of the

visual cortex, we tested visual acuity in each quadrant of the visual

field.

Methods

1. Subjects
In total 34 subjects participated in the study: 12 in experiment 1

(mean age 24.262.3 years, 5 men) and 12 in experiment 2 (mean

age 24.862.8 years, 5 men). Experiment 3 included 15 subjects

(mean age 24.962.6 years, 6 men), who took also part in either

experiment 1 or experiment 2. After analyzing the results, we

started two replication tests (see results section). The first

replication test comprised 9 subjects (mean age 25.461.7 years,

4 men) who had already participated in experiment 1 or 2. Ten

experiment-naı̈ve subjects (mean age 24.063.5 years, 2 men)

participated in the second replication test. All but one participant

was right- handed and all had normal or corrected-to-normal

visual acuity. Exclusion criteria were metallic implants, major

medical illness, prior history of neurological or psychiatric

disorders, in particular a history of epileptic fits, chronic tinnitus,

drug abuse or alcoholism, any medication with the exception of

oral contraceptives. All participants gave their written informed

consent for the experiments and were paid for participation. The

study followed the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by

the ethics committee of the university of Ulm.

2. Setup and task
Subjects sat in a comfortable chair while they were stimulated

with a Magpro X100 stimulator (MagVenture Farum, Denmark),

using a figure-of-eight-coil, MC-B70, and biphasic pulses (with the

exception of experiment 3). The coil position in relation to the

head was monitored and registered with the frameless stereotactic

positioning system BrainView (V2, Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart,

Germany, cf. [24]).

The visual task consisted of a simultaneous acuity measurement

in the four quadrants of the visual field. It was realized in PsychPy

(v. 1.70, [25]) on a standard personal computer and a cathode ray

tube computer monitor (210, iiyama Vision Master Pro 500,

iiyama, Tokyo, Japan) with a framerate of 100 Hz and a resolution

of 10246768 pixel. Four rings of the same diameter were

presented simultaneously in the four quadrants at a distance of

663.19 (10.6u) from fixation point each. Three rings were closed,

and one ring had a gap (Landolt C optotype) oriented either up,

right, down, or left. The rings were displayed on a full pixel base.

No anti-aliasing was applied. The rings were displayed for 100 ms

followed by a mask consisting of random noise pixels. To raise

complicacy, during ring presentation some noise pixels were added

(Fig. 1). The quadrant containing the Landolt C was at random

from trial to trial. Subjects had to report the direction of the gap

only and should neglect the quadrant of presentation (four

alternative forced choice task). In order to determine acuity

threshold the size of the Landolt C as well as the diameter of the

closed rings was varied for each quadrant separately following a

simple 2:1 staircase procedure. The variation occurred in steps of

one pixel (0.0375u or 29150). Thus, four independent staircase

procedures were randomly interleaved in each run. The run was

terminated after at least 7 reversals in each staircase. To provide

random presentation of the Landolt C in all quadrants, all

staircases just continued running until the last one reached the 7th

reversal. In order to motivate subjects in each staircase bonus trials

were interleaved every 5th to 9th presentation, where the diameter

of the rings was 5 pixels larger with respect to the actual staircase

value.

Acuity thresholds were estimated for each run and quadrant

separately applying a sigmoidal fit to the observed response data

generated by the staircase procedure (psignifit, [26]). Visual acuity

threshold was defined as the reversal point of the logistic function

(62.5% correct answers).

3. Experimental design
Subjects always started with a familiarization session. Then,

several sessions followed on separate days each in order to

investigate the effect of the different TMS protocols. In the

familiarization session subjects trained to observe phosphenes and

to run the behavioral task. Phosphene perception had to fulfill the

following criteria (cf. [5]): a) dependence on the stimulated

hemisphere, i.e. perception in the left visual field with stimulation

at the right occipital pole and vice versa [27]; b) visibility with both

states, eyes open or closed [28]; c) dependence on gaze direction

[27]. Phosphene perception thresholds from the left occipital pole

were measured following a previously established protocol [29].

First, the stimulation site was determined by moving the coil in

steps of about 5 mm over the left occipital pole while the subject

was stimulated with suprathreshold intensity known from the

familiarization procedure until he or she observed a sharply

delineated phosphene clearly restricted to the right visual field

(‘‘hot-spot’’). Then the coil was rotated in order to determine the

current direction inducing the strongest percept [5]. In most of the

cases this was a latero-medial direction of the induced current.

Then, 49 magnetic stimuli were delivered at 7 different stimulator

output intensities in steps of 3%, with intensities randomly

intermixed (method of constant stimuli). The experimenter

released the magnetic stimulation manually at a frequency below

0.25 Hz, and the subject reported verbally the presence or absence

of a phosphene after each stimulus (‘‘Yes’’ or ‘‘No’’). A sigmoidal

fit applied to the subject’s responses generated the individual PT

(reversal point of the logistic function, 50% correct answers). To

get familiar with the visual acuity task, subjects were trained in a

practice session with 5 levels of increasing difficulty. Then subjects

passed 6 additional training trials.

In the first rTMS session on a separate day the procedure to

determine a phosphene hot-spot was repeated and the optimum

position was registered with the neuronavigation system with

respect to anatomical landmarks of the skull. Then PT measure-

ment was repeated to determine the reference threshold value.

In all rTMS sessions, prior to repetitive stimulation subjects first

had to complete 4 trials of the visual acuity task. While the first 2

trials were discharged (training trials), the average of trial 3 and 4

was taken as baseline visual acuity (pre stimulation). Then rTMS

was applied over the predetermined phosphene hot-spot. Post

stimulation visual acuity was measured immediately after rTMS

and then every 10 minutes over a period of 40 minutes after

stimulation, i.e. 5 times in total.

Theta Burst Stimulation of Visual Cortex
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Since phosphenes evoked with single pulse TMS over occipital

cortex usually appear in the contralateral lower quadrant of the

visual field [5], we decided to apply TMS always to the left

hemisphere. Thus, all subjects perceived phosphenes in the lower

right quadrant (q3). Due to the retinotopic organization of the

visual cortex, we expected a modulation of visual acuity threshold

particularly in this part of the visual field. To explore whether a

modulation of visual acuity threshold would occur particularly in

the corresponding part, we measured visual acuity of the four

quadrants separately.

To prevent carry-over effects and to make sure that subjects

kept familiar to the behavioral task, the time between two sessions

was 1 to 8 days.

3.1. Experiment 1: cTBS. The subjects in experiment 1

were repetitively stimulated with cTBS (bursts of 3 pulses at

50 Hz, every 200 ms) for a total of 600 pulses. Stimulation

intensities were 60%, 80%, 100% and 120% of individual PT. In

order to control for putative carry-over effects, the first intensity

was either 60% or 120%, alternating across subjects sequentially.

In the following three rTMS sessions intensity was either increased

up to 120% or decreased down to 60%, respectively.

3.2. Experiment 2: iTBS. Experiment 2 was similar to

experiment 1, but iTBS (10 bursts of 3 pulses at 50 Hz, every

200 ms, 20 repetitions every 10 s) was applied for a total of 600

pulses. None of the subjects in experiment 2 had already

participated in experiment 1.

3.3. Experiment 3: 1 Hz rTMS. In this experiment repet-

itive stimulation consists of 1 Hz rTMS applied with 100% of

individual PT, both with monophasic and biphasic pulses for

15 min each. Subjects (n = 15) were a subgroup of participants

from experiment 1 and experiment 2. The 1 Hz sessions were

scheduled after the 4 TBS sessions. Thus, subjects who took part in

this experiment had to complete six sessions. Stimulation protocol

was alternating across subjects. All other parameters were similar

to those in the other two experiments.

4. Data analysis
Baseline visual acuity values of the subjects who underwent 6

rTMS sessions were analyzed with respect to the number of session

to explore possible learning effects.

Change of visual acuity was defined as the difference of pre-

stimulation acuity minus post-stimulation acuity. Data were

submitted to repeated-measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA)

for each experiment (Statistica V. 10, StatSoft GmbH, Hamburg,

Germany). Sphericity requirements for the rmANOVAs were

assessed by using Mauchly’s test. In case of violation, Greenhouse-

Geisser correction was applied and e values are reported together

with the corrected p values. Post-hoc analyses were performed

using t-tests.

Raw visual acuity data are presented as supplementary material

(Table S1).

Results

All but one subject tolerated rTMS well and no serious adverse

effects occured. When iTBS in experiment 2 was applied with

120% of individual PT, stimulation was stopped for one subject

because this intensity was too painful. In two other subjects, we

failed to apply iTBS at 120% PT. In one case, stimulation was

aborted due to overheating of the coil. In the other case the subject

skipped the whole session for lack of time. Therefore, we did not

include the data of the 120% sessions in the analysis of experiment

2.

Baseline visual acuity values of the 15 subjects with 6 baseline

measurements each (experiment 1+3 or 2+3) were subjected to an

rmANOVA with the factors SESSION (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and

QUADRANT (q1, q2, q3, q4). Significant main effects were found

for both factors QUADRANT (F(3,42)=4.58, p=0.017, e=0.71)

and SESSION (F(5,70)=3.13, p=0.013), but no interaction. Mean

baseline visual acuity threshold was lowest in the upper right (q2)

and highest in the lower left (q4) part of the visual field (q1: 0.260u,

Figure 1. Layout of the task. The four quadrants of the visual field are labeled as q1, q2, q3, and q4. For sake of clarity, eccentricity and size of the
stimuli are modified.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099429.g001
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q2: 0.250u, q3: 0.261u, q4: 0.282u), decreasing continuously from

the first session (0.274u) to the last session (0.254u).

1. Experiment 1: cTBS
Mean PT value was 38.6%68.9% (range 26%–50%) of

maximum stimulator output. Pre minus post visual acuity data

were subjected to an rmANOVA with the factors INTENSITY

(60%, 80%, 100%, 120%), QUADRANT (q1, q2, q3, q4) and

TIME (0, 10, 20, 30, 40 minutes post stimulation). No significant

main effect was found for any factor (INTENSITY: F(3,33)=0.44,

p=0.73; QUADRANT: F(3,33)=1.61, p=0.20; TIME:

F(4,44)=1.04, p=0.40) and there was no interaction. In Fig. 2

data of experiment 1 (pre minus post visual acuity) are shown

separately for each quadrant.

2. Experiment 2: iTBS
Mean PT value was 42.0%69.7% (range 28%–55%) of

maximum stimulator output. As is experiment 1, pre minus post

visual acuity data were subjected to an rmANOVA with the

factors INTENSITY (60%, 80%, 100%), QUADRANT (q1, q2,

q3, q4) and TIME (0, 10, 20, 30, 40 minutes post stimulation). No

significant main effect was found for any factor (INTENSITY:

F(2,22)=2.70, p=0.09; QUADRANT: F(3,33)=1.65, p=0.20;

TIME: F(4,44)=0.35, p=0.84), but the interaction of the three

factors was significant (F(24,264)=1.68, p=0.027) as well as the

interaction of the factors intensity and quadrant (F(6,66)=4.38,

p=0.001). Post-hoc analysis of the intensity-quadrant-interaction

revealed a decrease of visual acuity in the critical quadrant (lower

right quadrant, q3) after stimulation applied with 60% of

individual PT (t(12)=2.99, p=0.012) and an increase after

application of 100% intensity (t(12)=3.71, p=0.003). Fig. 3 shows

pre minus post visual acuity for each quadrant separately.

3. Experiment 3: 1 Hz rTMS
Mean PT value was 39.6%68.5% (range 28%–50%) of

maximum stimulator output for biphasic and 54.2%615.0%

(range 35%–75%) for monophasic pulses. An rmANOVA with the

factors PULSE (biphasic, monophasic), QUADRANT (q1, q2, q3,

q4) and TIME (0, 10, 20, 30, 40 minutes post stimulation) of the

1 Hz data revealed no significant main effect (PULSE:

F(1,14)=3.99, p=0.07; QUADRANT: F(3,42)=0.08, p=0.97;

TIME: F(4,56)=1.39, p=0.25) and no interaction. In Fig. 4 pre

minus post visual acuity of experiment 3 is shown separately for

each quadrant.

4. Replication test 1: iTBS 100%
Based on the significant increase of visual acuity in the right

lower quadrant of the visual field after iTBS application with

100% of individual PT in experiment 2 we tried to replicate this

result. Nine subjects who had taken part in one of the other

Figure 2. Change of visual acuity (mean ± SEM) in the four quadrants following cTBS. On the abscissa the four cTBS intensities are
depicted. The four quadrants of the visual field are labeled as q1, q2, q3, and q4. For sake of clarity values over time are averaged.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099429.g002
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experiments before were again stimulated with iTBS 100%

intensity. Visual acuity was measured prior to stimulation as

described before and once directly after iTBS.

Mean PT value was 40.2%68.4% (range 33%–49%) of

maximum stimulator output. Data were subjected to an

rmANOVA with the factor QUADRANT (q1, q2, q3, q4), and

no significant effect was found (F(3,24)=0.37, p=0.78), thus the

observed effect could not be replicated (see Fig. 5).

5. Replication test 2: iTBS 40%, 60%
Based on the significant decrease of visual acuity in the right

lower quadrant of the visual field after iTBS application with 60%

of individual phosphene threshold in experiment 2 we tried to

replicate this result. Ten subjects who had not taken part in one of

the previously described experiments before were trained on the

visual acuity test as described in the methods section. In two

sessions, subjects were stimulated with 40% and 60% iTBS

intensity, respectively. Visual acuity was measured prior to

stimulation similar to the other experiments and once directly

after stimulation. Mean PT value was 29.9%67.2% (range 18%–

44%) of maximum stimulator output. Data were subjected to a

rmANOVA with the factors INTENSITY (40%, 60%) and

QUADRANT (q1, q2, q3, q4). There was no significant main

effect (INTENSITY: F(1,9)=0.74, p=0.41; QUADRANT:

F(3,27)=0.27, p=0.84) and no interaction (F(3,27)=0.26, p=0.86).

Thus, second replication test failed as well. In Fig. 6 pre minus post

visual acuity of replication test 2 are shown separately for each

quadrant.

Discussion

To explore the effects of rTMS on visual perception, we

measured peripheral visual acuity before and after several

stimulation protocols and intensities. In contrast to our hypothesis

neither cTBS nor iTBS at any stimulation intensity modulated

visual acuity measured in the four quadrants of the visual field. A

control experiment with monophasic as well as biphasic 1 Hz

rTMS showed also no modulation of visual acuity. Although we

first observed an increase of visual acuity with iTBS 100% and a

decrease with 60% PT intensity in the critical quadrant of the

visual field (experiment 2), we were not able to replicate the results.

In first attempts to modulate visual cortex function, conven-

tional 1 Hz rTMS was applied to the occipital pole. In several

studies an increase of PT was demonstrated following stimulation

[7–9]. Exploring perceptual changes after the application of 1 Hz

rTMS [10], a decrease in static contrast sensitivity after 10 min of

monophasic stimulation, but no effect after biphasic stimulation

was found. The effects of the theta burst protocol were investigated

in the visual system for both PTs and perceptual tasks. Increased

PTs were found after cTBS but not after iTBS, both applied with

80% of individual PT [22]. In another study, both cTBS and

Figure 3. Change of visual acuity (mean ± SEM) in the four quadrants following iTBS. On the abscissa the three iTBS intensities are
depicted. The four quadrants of the visual field are labeled as q1, q2, q3, and q4. For sake of clarity values over time are averaged.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099429.g003
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rTMS at 1 Hz improved discrimination in 6 out of 7 and 4 out of

5 subjects in two different coarse orientation tasks, respectively

[23]. No effect on fine orientation discrimination tasks was

observed. This suggests that rTMS effects in the visual cortex

depend not only on parameters such as intensity or stimulation

protocol, but also on the type of the task. One possible explanation

for the absence of a significant change of visual acuity in our

experiment is that our task might not be sensitive enough for the

rTMS induced modulations. Intraindividual variability of mea-

sured visual acuity was quite high and could have masked the

TMS- induced effect. One might ask whether a mixture of

attention and learning contributes to the variability observed. In

our experiment, baseline of peripheral visual acuity was 0.272u

(mean), which is in line with previous findings showing a visual

acuity of about 0.2u with ,10u eccentricity (i.e. [30,31]).

Comparing baseline visual acuity in the chronology of sessions,

we detected a small and continuous increase of performance,

indicating a training effect. Previous findings [32] showed some

evidence for fast perceptual learning, not consistent over subjects

and tasks. This suggests that learning in peripheral visual acuity

may depend on the task as well as on the subject per se. However,

high test-retest-variability within subjects is often reported for

peripheral visual acuity and it is supposed that variability increases

with lower visual acuity [33]. Nevertheless, since we controlled for

possible learning effects and carry-over effects by alternating the

different sessions across subjects, it is unlikely that learning masked

modulatory effects caused by rTMS.

Using a visual detection task, the influence of selective attention

on effects of iTBS applied to the motor cortex was investigated

[34]. LTP- like effects in low-load conditions were found, but no

Figure 4. Change of visual acuity (mean± SEM) in the four quadrants following 1 Hz rTMS. On the abscissa the two 1 Hz pulse forms are
depicted. The four quadrants of the visual field are labeled as q1, q2, q3, and q4. For sake of clarity values over time are averaged.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099429.g004

Figure 5. Change of visual acuity (mean ± SEM) in the four
quadrants following cTBS at 100% PT(replication test 1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099429.g005
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effects under high-attentional load were reported, indicating that

attention can be a modulator of cortical changes as well.

Supposing that our visual task requires high attention levels due

to the short duration of stimulus presentation and the high

eccentricity, this could have eliminated the TMS-induced effects

on visual acuity. Presentation time was short (100 ms) to prevent

saccades, which are known to have a minimum latency of about

150 ms [35]. A possible strategy to reduce the level of attention

might be decreasing eccentricity or using foveal stimuli for visual

acuity measurements. However, in such a task it would not be

possible to distinguish between the quadrants of the visual field. A

putative TMS-effect then could not be assigned to a particular

field of the visual cortex.

A possible limitation of our study is the lack of using an eye-

movement monitoring system. Measurement of peripheral visual

acuity requires a stable and correct fixation. We did not control for

eye movements by measurement, but subjects were trained to

maintain fixation. Since the occurrence of peripheral targets was

counterbalanced and randomized, the best strategy to observe

targets was keeping fixation in the middle of the screen.

Our task consisted of four independent acuity measurements in

the four quadrants of the visual field (10.6u eccentricity),

respectively, that are intermixed. Hence, stimuli were always

presented in the periphery to investigate whether there is a

quadrant- specific effect of offline rTMS. We expected effects in

particular in the periphery of the visual field for the following

reasons: a) Phosphenes evoked with single pulse TMS over

occipital cortex usually appear in the contralateral lower quadrant

and often exclude foveal parts [5]. b) visual suppression following

triggered single pulse TMS also occurs mainly in parafoveal and

peripheral parts of the contralateral visual field [36–38]. Since we

determined the phosphene hot-spot always in the left hemisphere,

we expected rTMS effects in the right lower part of the visual field.

In our former studies, we observed a retinotopic relation between

phosphenes and visual extinction measured by means of static

perimetry [5,39]. However, phosphenes and scotomas are just

consequences of a basal excitation of the visual cortex. The

successful detection of the orientation of an optotype might require

more complex visual functions in basal and higher visual cortical

areas.

Perception of changes in naturalistic scenes is more difficult for

peripheral than for foveal viewing [40], and visual enumeration

decreases with eccentric viewing [41]. Thus, according to our data

it is conceivable that uncertainty in the periphery may result in

more variability in visual acuity. Applying transcranial direct

current stimulation (tDCS) to the occipital cortex, a significant

increase in contrast sensitivity following anodal stimulation was

observed only for central positions, but not for positions in the

periphery [42]. It was argued that due to the larger representation

of the fovea as well as its location closer to the skull it is more

Figure 6. Change of visual acuity (mean ± SEM) in the four quadrants following iTBS at 40% and 60% PT (replication test 2). On the
abscissa the two iTBS intensities are depicted. The four quadrants of the visual field are labeled as q1, q2, q3, and q4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099429.g006
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susceptible to modulatory effects. Hence, one could infer that

TMS effects might be less pronounced for peripheral representa-

tions since field strength decay with increasing distance to the coil

and cortical representation of peripheral visual field located in

deeper parts of the occipital cortex receive less TMS energy. This

would explain the absence of modulatory effects of rTMS in our

data. However, this is in contrast to the observation that TMS

induced phosphenes and scotomas occur more pronounced in the

periphery of the visual field rather than in foveal regions [5,36–

38]. Assuming that not only V1 but predominantly higher visual

areas such as V2d and V3 are targeted by the TMS pulse,

representations of peripheral visual field are located close to the

skull, too [5,38].

Another conceivable explanation for our results might be that

subjects performed our task binocularly. As suggested earlier [43],

this might protect against the TMS-effects on a visual perceptual

task because the cortical representation of the stimuli is more

robust [44] compared to monocular viewing.

Finally, we cannot exclude an interaction between the

persistence of a modulatory rTMS effect and the activity of the

visual system due to the acuity task. In the motor cortex, the

contraction of a muscle belonging to the stimulated area can

reverse the TBS after-effect [13]. Furthermore, it might be

worthwhile to distinguish between threshold change and supra-

threshold modulation, since effects on both parameters might be

different following rTMS [45]. Therefore, it would have been

advantageous to measure PT following rTMS, too. However,

according to previous reports [7–9] we assumed a clear

modulation of phosphene thresholds after 1 Hz rTMS. To our

knowledge, modulatory effects of cTBS on PT have been shown in

the literature in a single study [22]. Thus, a PT measurement

following TBS would have been informative. Nevertheless,

because the effects of rTMS protocols on behaviour are reported

to be short-lasting [46], we decided to restrict our measurements to

visual acuity.

In summary, it might be likely that the used experimental

procedure is not sensitive to observe the expected effects of rTMS

on visual perception, although the task was sensitive enough to

detect small continuous training effects. To further investigate the

consequences of different rTMS paradigms applied to the visual

cortex one should consider the present limitations. On the one

hand, the use of foveal stimuli and monocular vision are

recommended. On the other hand, it might be advantageous to

investigate the effect of rTMS on PT before and after the visual

acuity task to examine whether the task itself protects against

changes in cortical excitability.

Although no behavioral effect was observed, the systematic

application of TBS at higher stimulation intensities is of certain

value. Usually, TBS is applied with 80–90% of active motor

threshold [47]. To our knowledge, up to now the highest TBS

intensity applied was 100% of resting motor threshold (RMT; i.e.

[48,49]) using a modified cTBS protocol [50]. Although motor-

and phosphene thresholds are not correlated, in a within-design

PTs were shown to be higher compared to RMTs [51]. In the

present study, the application of cTBS and iTBS to the visual

cortex in a wide range of stimulation intensities from 60% to 120%

of individual PT was well tolerated by the subjects. In contrast to a

recent report of a seizure caused in a healthy subject when

applying 150

pulses of cTBS to the left motor cortex with 100% of individual

RMT [52], no serious adverse effects were noticed in our study.

Although the stimulation intensities we used were higher than

those usually applied [47], in only one case we had to abort the

stimulation (iTBS, 120% PT) due to intolerable pain. In 21

subjects, high-intensity TBS (120% PT) was applied without

adverse effects. Since TBS with higher stimulation intensity might

result in more pronounced effects [21], the absence of adverse

effects in this study might encourage researchers to test TBS in

higher intensity ranges.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Raw data (visual acuity thresholds). Legend is

included in the file.

(XLS)
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Modulatory effects of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) depend on the

activity of the stimulated cortical area before, during, and even after application. In the

present study, we investigated the effects of theta burst stimulation (TBS) on visual

cortex excitability using phosphene threshold (PTs). In a between-group design either

continuous or intermittent TBS was applied with 100% of individual PT intensity. We

varied visual demand following stimulation in form of high demand (acuity task) or

low demand (looking at the wall). No change of PTs was observed directly after TBS.

We found increased PTs only if subjects had high visual demand following continuous

TBS. With low visual demand following stimulation no change of PT was observed.

Intermittent TBS had no effect on visual cortex excitability at all. Since other studies

showed increased PTs following continuous TBS using subthreshold intensities, our

results highlight the importance of stimulation intensity applying TBS to the visual cortex.

Furthermore, the state of the neurons in the stimulated cortex area not only before but

also following TBS has an important influence on the effects of stimulation, making it

necessary to scrupulously control for activity during the whole experimental session in a

study.

Keywords: cortical excitability, phosphene threshold, theta burst stimulation, transcranial magnetic stimulation,

visual cortex

INTRODUCTION

Applying pulses of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the occipital pole can result

in elementary visual percepts called phosphenes (Barker et al., 1985; Meyer et al., 1991; Marg

and Rudiak, 1994). The phosphene threshold (PT), the minimum TMS intensity which elicits

phosphenes in a single subject, indicates the individual excitability of the stimulated cortex area.

Quite a few studies have stated that PT is a stable parameter for visual cortex excitability, showing

low test-retest-variability within the same subject (e.g., Boroojerdi et al., 2000a, 2002; Stewart et al.,

2001; Antal et al., 2003; Siniatchkin et al., 2011). PT systematically varies with different TMS pulse

forms (monophasic vs. biphasic) similar to variations known from the motor cortex, indicating

that the physiological processes induced in the visual system are comparable to those observed in

the motor system (Kammer et al., 2007; Kammer and Baumann, 2010).

Using PT as dependent variable, various studies investigated changes in visual cortex

excitability under certain conditions. For instance, Boroojerdi et al. (2000a) showed

reduced PTs following light deprivation, indicating a substantial increase in visual cortex

excitability. In contrast to such a binocular deprivation, it was shown that monocular

deprivation acutely triggers a reversible decrease in visual cortex excitability (Lou et al., 2011).
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As a neurophysiological correlate for clinical observations

inferring hyperexcitability of the occipital cortex, lower PTs were

shown in migraineurs compared to normal controls (Aurora

et al., 2003). Demonstrating increased visual cortex excitability,

lower PTs were shown following a period of reading (Antal et al.,

2014). Thus, measuring PTs applying single pulses of TMS is a

common tool to investigate changes in visual cortex excitability.

Besides determining cortical excitability TMS is also able

to modulate excitability if applied repetitively (rTMS). In the

visual cortex, PT is often used to calibrate stimulation intensity

for modulating visual cortex functions by rTMS. Furthermore,

PT serves as dependent variable in order to investigate the

effects of such a modulation. Thus, several studies showed that

1 Hz rTMS can increase PTs in healthy subjects by probably

reducing cortical excitability (Boroojerdi et al., 2000b; Brighina

et al., 2002; Fierro et al., 2005). Additionally, rTMS differentially

modified the effects of light deprivation on PTs depending on

stimulation frequency (Fierro et al., 2005). As shown by Franca

et al. (2006) theta burst stimulation (TBS), a particular rTMS

protocol (Huang et al., 2005), applied with 80% of the individual

PT intensity is also able to modulate PTs. Whereas increased

PTs were found following continuous TBS (cTBS), intermittent

TBS (iTBS) showed no modification of PTs (Franca et al.,

2006).

The effects of TMS on brain functions depend on different

factors such as coil geometry (Fleming et al., 2012), pulse

waveform (Kammer et al., 2001b), current direction (Kammer

et al., 2001a) or other external parameters (Sandrini et al., 2011).

Moreover, internal factors may influence the rTMS induced

modulations. For instance, there is evidence that the initial state

of neurons undergoing TMS plays an important role for the

aftereffects (Silvanto and Pascual-Leone, 2008). In the visual

cortex, Silvanto et al. (2007) showed the state-dependency of

offline high-frequency TMS by selectivemanipulation of network

subareas via adaptation on colored stimuli. Furthermore, various

studies investigated the effects of different brain stimulation

techniques in dependency of previous activity in the same

network (Müller-Dahlhaus and Ziemann, 2015), indicating

that metaplasticity indeed is operative in brain functions. For

instance, there is evidence for homeostatic plasticity in the motor

cortex (Siebner et al., 2004) as well as in the visual cortex

(Bocci et al., 2014). In both studies, the initial state of the

brain area was first selectively manipulated using transcranial

direct current stimulation. The subsequent rTMS protocols

showed different effects on cortex functions, depending on

the induced activity in the system before, respectively. Apart

from preconditioning of the cortex before rTMS, enhanced

activity even after rTMS can modify the effect. In a motor

cortex study, contraction of the target muscle immediately after

TBS enhanced the facilitatory effect of iTBS and reversed the

inhibitory effect of cTBS into facilitation (Huang et al., 2008).

Besides that, it is known from several studies that visual demand

influences visual cortex excitability (Rauschecker et al., 2004;

Antal et al., 2014). Thus, controled visual demand following

TBS applied over the visual cortex might be able to modulate

the TBS effects as observed in the motor system (Huang et al.,

2008).

In the present study, we set out to investigate the effects

of both cTBS and iTBS on the excitability of the visual cortex

(between-group design). Since higher TBS intensities might

increase the size and duration of the modulation (Brückner et al.,

2013), we chose 100% of the individual PT as intensity for TBS.

Additionally, as hypothesized in our previous work (Brückner

and Kammer, 2014), we examined whether enhanced activity in

the visual cortex caused by a visual acuity task following TBS

might influence the TBS modulation. In a within-design subjects

underwent two sessions, with and without an enhanced demand

of the visual cortex following TBS, respectively.

We expected the following effects: (a) TBS will modify PT;

(b) the modulation of PT will last for some time if subjects have

low visual demand following TBS; and (c) the modulation will be

affected if subjects have high visual demand following TBS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
In total, 53 subjects were recruited for the study. Exclusion

criteria were metallic implants, prior history of neurological

or psychiatric disorders, chronic tinnitus, major medical

illness, drug abuse or alcoholism, any medication with the

exception of contraceptives. Thirteen subjects were excluded

due to the following reasons: four subjects gave no written

informed consent, eight subjects showed instability of baseline

PT and one subject fell asleep during the measurement.

The remaining 40 subjects were divided into two groups

(20/20) receiving either cTBS (mean age 24.1 ± 3.8 years,

10 male) or iTBS (mean age 23.0 ± 2.6 years, 10 male). All

subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity as

revealed by the Freiburg Visual Acuity Test (FRACT; Bach,

1996). All participants gave their written informed consent

and were paid for participation. The study followed the

Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics

committee.

Experimental Design
Subjects sat in a comfortable chair during the whole session.

Biphasic magnetic pulses were delivered using a Magpro X100

stimulator (MagVenture Farum, Denmark) and a figure-of-

eight-coil (MC-B70). The coil position in relation to the head

was monitored, registered, and maintained using the frameless

stereotactic positioning system BrainView (V2, Fraunhofer IPA,

Stuttgart, Germany, cf. Kammer et al., 2007).

In their first session, subjects started with a familiarization

procedure where they were trained to observe phosphenes.

Approximately 2 cm above the inion, the coil was held

tangentially to the skull and single pulses were applied starting

with an intensity of 30% of maximum stimulator output

(MSO). Intensity was increased in steps of 5% until the subject

either perceived a phosphene or an intensity of 70% MSO

was reached without any percept. In this case, the coil was

moved in steps of about 5 mm over the occipital pole and

the procedure was repeated until a phosphene was perceived.

Phosphene perception had to fulfill the following criteria
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(cf. Kammer et al., 2005): (a) dependency on the stimulated

hemisphere, i.e., perception in the left visual field with

stimulation at the right occipital pole and vice versa (Meyer et al.,

1991); (b) visibility with both eyes open or closed (Kammer

and Beck, 2002); and (c) dependency on gaze direction (Meyer

et al., 1991). Following the familiarization procedure, the coil

position inducing the strongest percept was located. Then the coil

was rotated in order to determine the optimal current direction

(Kammer et al., 2005). In most cases, the final coil position

(‘‘hot-spot’’) was located on the left hemisphere, inducing a

current in latero-medial direction. PTs were then measured

following a previously established protocol (Kammer et al.,

2001a): 49 magnetic pulses were delivered at seven different

stimulator output intensities in steps of 3% with at least 5

s in between. Intensities were randomly intermixed and each

intensity was applied seven times (method of constant stimuli).

Intensity range was defined on the basis of the approximate

individual threshold known from the familiarization procedure.

Subjects had to press one of two buttons indicating whether

they have perceived a phosphene or not. A sigmoidal fit applied

to the responses generated the individual PT at the reversal

point of the logistic function (psignifit; Wichmann and Hill,

2001).

In each session, PT was initially measured four times: two

practice runs (discarded) and two baseline measurements (mean

as individual ‘‘pre’’ PT value). Then, either cTBS or iTBS was

applied to the predetermined phosphene hot-spot. TBS intensity

was set to 100% of individual PT. Two minutes after the end

of stimulation, PT was estimated again (post 1) using the same

method and intensities as in the baseline measurements. For

the next 10 min, in a within-design subjects had either low or

high visual demand. In the low visual demand session, they were

instructed to keep their eyes open looking at a white wall. In the

high visual demand session, subjects performed a visual task (see

below). Following the visual demand period, PT was estimated

again (post 2). Order of sessions was counterbalanced across

participants, with at least 48 h in-between. The design of the

study is illustrated in Figure 1.

The visual task consisted of visual acuity measurements using

Landolt C optotypes. It was realized in PsychoPy (v.1.70, Peirce,

2007) on a standard personal computer and a cathode ray tube

computer monitor (21′′, iiyama Vision Master Pro 500, iiyama,

Tokyo, Japan) with a frame rate of 100 Hz and a resolution of 800

× 600 pixels. A red fixation point was presented in the middle of

the screen for 1000 ms followed by a central Landolt C optotype

with its gap oriented either up, down, right or left. The target was

presented for 10 ms followed by a mask consisting of random

noise pixels. Subjects had to indicate the direction of the gap

using the arrow keys on a standard keyboard. The size of the

Landolt C optotype was varied following a simple 2:1 staircase

procedure. The variation occurred in steps of one pixel, starting

with a gap of 10 pixels. After seven reversals of the staircase, the

run was terminated and another run was started to avoid fatigue.

A single run of the task lasted 1.5–2 min, thus subjects had to

complete 5–6 runs within the 10 min. Visual acuity thresholds

were not analyzed further, the visual task was only used for

induction of high visual demand.

FIGURE 1 | Design of the study. At the beginning of each session,

phosphene threshold (PT) was measured four times. The first two

measurements were discarded as practice runs, the other two were averaged

as baseline (pre) PT value. In a between-group design, either cTBS or iTBS

was then applied to visual cortex with 100% PT intensity. Two minutes after

the end of theta burst stimulation (TBS), PT (post 1) was established. In the

subsequent 10 min, subjects either completed a Landolt C optotype task in

the one session or kept looking at a white wall in the other session.

Afterwards, PT was measured again (post 2). Order of sessions was

counterbalanced across subjects.

Data Analysis
The four baseline PT values from the participants (2

sessions × 2 baseline values) were analyzed with regard

to stability using a repeated-measures analysis of variance

(rmANOVA). Pre and post TBS PTs were subjected to an

rmANOVA for each group separately (Statistica V.10, StatSoft

GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Sphericity requirements were

assessed using Mauchley’s test. Sphericity assumption was

not violated in any test, thus correction was dispensable.

Post hoc analyses were performed using Newman-Keuls

test.

RESULTS

Baseline Values
Baseline PT value was measured four times at the beginning of

each session. Whereas the first two measurements were taken as

practice runs and discarded, the other two measurements were

analyzed due to stability of PTs.

The two baseline values in each of the two sessions

were subjected to an omnibus rmANOVA with the

between-factor GROUP (cTBS/iTBS) and the within-factors

MEASUREMENT (1 and 2) and SESSION (high/low visual

demand). It revealed that there was no main effect on any

condition and no interaction. F- and p- values are reported in

Table 1.

Due to stability in baseline values, the two baseline

measurements of each participant in a session were averaged as

pre-TBS PT value. Baseline PT values of the iTBS group were

numerically higher than those of the cTBS group (F(1,3) = 3.81,

p = 0.058). For sake of clarity, we analyzed the data of the two

groups separately.
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TABLE 1 | Analysis of baseline stability.

Effect F(1,38) p

GROUP 3.809 0.058

SESSION 0.060 0.807

MEASUREMENT 1.176 0.285

SESSION × GROUP 0.444 0.509

MEASUREMENT × GROUP 1.154 0.289

SESSION × MEASUREMENT 1.009 0.322

SESSION × MEASUREMENT × GROUP 0.674 0.417

cTBS
Mean pre-TBS PT value was 38.4± 7.8%MSO in the session with

high visual demand and 37.8 ± 6.8% MSO in the session with

low visual demand, respectively. Pre- and post-TBS PTs were

subjected to an rmANOVA with the within-factors SESSION

(high/low visual demand) and TIME (pre, post1, post2). Nomain

effect was found (SESSION: F(1,19) = 0.92, p = 0.35; TIME: F(2,38)

= 1.95, p = 0.16) but the interaction of the factors was significant

(F(2,38) = 4.61, p = 0.016). Post hoc analysis revealed that cTBS

had no direct effect on PT but an increased PT was found after

the visual acuity task. Mean group data as well as individual data

are depicted in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2 | Results of the cTBS group. (A) Mean group PT change

(±SEM); (B) individual data with high visual demand; (C) individual data with

low visual demand. An rmANOVA with the within-factors SESSION (high/low

visual demand) and TIME (pre, post1, post2) revealed no main effect, but a

significant interaction was found, indicating that PTs increased following high

visual demand preceded by cTBS.

iTBS
Mean pre-TBS PT value was 42.1± 7.2%MSO in the session with

high visual demand and 42.3 ± 6.2% MSO in the session with

low visual demand, respectively. Pre- and post-TBS PTs were

subjected to an rmANOVA with the within-factors SESSION

(high/low visual demand) and TIME (pre, post1, post2). There

was no main effect (SESSION: F(1,19) = 0.76, p = 0.39; TIME:

F(2,38) = 1.61, p = 0.21) and no interaction. Mean group data as

well as individual data are depicted in Figure 3.

External Factors
To evaluate whether there are possible effects of age, gender

or order of the sessions on the effects, the data were analyzed

additionally with respect to these factors.

Age
Spearman’s rank correlation showed a negative correlation

between baseline PT (mean session 1 and 2) and age of the

subjects (rs = −0.387, p = 0.014) indicating that younger subjects

had higher PTs (see Figure 4 ).

Gender
Pre- and post-TBS PTs of the cTBS group were subjected to

an rmANOVA with the between-factor GENDER (m/f) and the

FIGURE 3 | Results of the iTBS group. (A) Mean group PT change (±SEM);

(B) individual data with high visual demand; (C) individual data with low visual

demand. An rmANOVA with the within-factors SESSION (high/low visual

demand) and TIME (pre, post1, post2) revealed no main effect and no

interaction.
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FIGURE 4 | Correlation between age and baseline PT. Spearman’s rank

correlation indicated that younger subjects had higher PTs.

within factors SESSION (high/low visual demand) and TIME

(pre, post1, post2). There was a main effect of GENDER (F(1,18)

= 6.330, p = 0.022) indicating that males had significant higher

PTs than females. No main effects were found for SESSION

(F(1,18) = 0.98, p = 0.34) as well as for TIME (F(2,36) = 2.29,

p = 0.12). The SESSION × TIME interaction was significant

(F(2,36) = 4.747, p = 0.015), similar to the main analysis reported

above without the factor GENDER, but there was no effect in the

omnibus interaction. A comparable analysis of the iTBS group

data revealed no main effects and no interactions.

Due to the main effect of GENDER in the cTBS group, pre

PT values of all subjects (mean baseline values of both sessions)

were analyzed with respect to gender differences. Although

not statistically significant (t = 1.735, p = 0.091), there was

a trend towards higher PTs in males compared to females.

The gender difference is likely to be an artifact of the age

differences observed since an analysis of covariance revealed that

the trend disappeared (F(1.37) = 1.24, p = 0.27). Mean age of

the male subjects (22.6 ± 3.3 years) was lower than that of the

female subjects (24.5 ± 3.0 years) as revealed by the analysis

(F(1,37) = 4.01, p = 0.053).

Order
In the main analysis, we showed that there was no difference in

baseline PTs according to the sessions with high and low visual

demand. Additionally, we analyzed whether there is an order

effect from day 1 to day 2, independent of session type. A paired

t-test comparing the pre-TBS PT values of the subject’s first

session with those of the second session again revealed stability

in PT (t(39) = 1.484, p = 0.146).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the effects of TBS on visual cortex

excitability and investigated if enhanced visual demand following

TBS might modulate the effects. Our hypotheses were: (a) TBS

will modify PT; (b) the modulation of PT will last for some time

if subjects have low visual demand following TBS; and (c) the

modulation will be affected if subjects have high visual demand

following TBS. The first two hypotheses have to be rejected,

because there was no modulation of PT directly after TBS. For

cTBS, we found significantly increased PTs following high visual

demand after stimulation. Thus, our third hypothesis can be

partially accepted. Additionally, there was a negative correlation

between baseline PT and age of the subjects.

Several studies showed modulated visual cortex excitability

following a variety of rTMS protocols. Conventional 1 Hz

rTMS increased PT (Boroojerdi et al., 2000b; Brighina et al.,

2002; Fierro et al., 2005), whereas decreased PTs were found

after high-frequency rTMS protocols (Fierro et al., 2005; Lang

et al., 2007). The direction of the observed effects was similar

to the effects in the motor system: whereas low-frequency

rTMS usually resulted in decreased MEP amplitudes, higher

frequencies were often shown to enhance cortical activity

(Fitzgerald et al., 2006). With the introduction of the TBS

pattern (Huang et al., 2005), the idea came up of simply

replacing the conventional rTMS protocols by TBS. Since

cTBS requires shorter application times and weaker stimulation

intensities, showing more robust effects on motor cortex

excitability compared to 1 Hz rTMS, TBS seems to be the better

choice both in terms of efficiency and side effects. The initial

inhibitory effect of cTBS as well as the facilitatory effect of

iTBS in the motor system have been replicated successfully in

quite a few studies (Agostino et al., 2008; Di Lazzaro et al.,

2008; Gentner et al., 2008; Suppa et al., 2008; Zafar et al.,

2008; Gamboa et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010). Furthermore,

TBS effects were transferred to other cortical regions. For

instance, cTBS as well as 1 Hz rTMS increased reaction times

in a lexical decision task when applied to the left superior

temporal cortex (Brückner et al., 2013). Applied to the frontal

eye field, both cTBS and 1 Hz rTMS had inhibitory effects

on saccade triggering (Nyffeler et al., 2006). In the visual

system, PTs increased following cTBS (Franca et al., 2006)

comparable to the observation after 1 Hz rTMS (e.g., Fierro et al.,

2005).

However, the initial effects of TBS in the motor system (cTBS

inhibitory, iTBS facilitatory) could not always be replicated. For

instance, cTBS was shown to not reliably depress all regions of

the motor cortex (Martin et al., 2006). In the visual system, no

effect of iTBS on PTs was found (Franca et al., 2006). Neither

cTBS nor iTBS applied with various stimulation intensities

modulated peripheral visual acuity (Brückner and Kammer,

2014). In the present study, neither cTBS nor iTBS had direct

effects on PTs. As we observed a dose-dependent effect with

cTBS in the language domain (Brückner et al., 2013), TBS applied

with 100% of individual PT was supposed to have a stronger

modulatory effect than applied with 80% PT intensity (Franca

et al., 2006). Surprisingly, we observed no modulation of PTs.

Therefore, it is conceivable that cTBS directly modulates PT only

at subthreshold intensity levels, whereas iTBS seems not to be

able to modulate visual cortex excitability at all.

In the last years, the initial cortical activation state of the

neurons and the ongoing brain activity during brain stimulation

has received more and more attention. State dependency
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of TMS effects were described in many cortical areas. In the

motor system, contraction of the target muscle immediately

after TBS led to facilitation of cortical activity, independent

of whether cTBS or iTBS was applied (Huang et al., 2008).

Preconditioning motor cortex excitability by transcranial direct

current stimulation reversed the conditioning effects of 1 Hz

rTMS (Siebner et al., 2004). In the visual cortex, manipulation

of the initial state of the neurons by selective adaptation to

colored stimuli showed that TMS facilitated the less active

neuron population (Silvanto et al., 2007). Several other studies

showed evidence for homeostatic metaplasticity in the human

cortex (Müller-Dahlhaus and Ziemann, 2015). It was shown that

visual demand influences cortical excitability per se: Rauschecker

et al. (2004) demonstrated that PTs increased with higher

luminance contrast levels. They concluded that an increase in

contrast causes higher overall activation of the neurons and

may mask the activation produced by TMS pulses. However,

they measured PT during visual demand. The visual task in

our study was applied between two PT measurements. One

could speculate that an increase of neuronal activity during

the Landolt C optotype task persists during the subsequent

PT measurement, resulting in higher PTs. If this would be

the case, we would expect higher PTs following visual demand

in the iTBS group, too. But PTs were unchanged in both

sessions following iTBS—with or without high visual demand.

PTs increased only after high visual demand preceded by

cTBS, indicating that the combination of this TBS pattern

with the following visual task modulates cortical excitability.

According to the stochastic resonance phenomenon, in a

nonlinear system the injection of low-level noise can lower the

threshold of the system (Schwarzkopf et al., 2011), whereas at

higher intensities TMS should disrupt behavioral performance.

Assuming that application of TBS with 100% of individual

PT intensity would add low levels of noise to the visual

system, this would decrease PTs. Although not statistically

significant, we observed numerically lower thresholds following

cTBS. It is conceivable that only the combination of cTBS

and high visual demand caused by the following visual acuity

task generates noise levels high enough to impair phosphene

detection. Thus, stochastic resonance could explain our TBS

effects in some respects. However, this would not explain the

increased PTs following subthreshold cTBS observed by Franca

et al. (2006) and Allen et al. (2014), as well as the lack of

effects applying iTBS. As, to our knowledge, the previous studies

estimating the stochastic resonance phenomenon focused on

online TMS procedures (Miniussi et al., 2013), it is conceivable

that differentmechanismsmay underlie the effects of offline TMS

protocols.

Recently, it was shown that cTBS applied to the visual

cortex enhanced conscious vision despite of decreased cortical

excitability (Allen et al., 2014). This counterintuitive finding

suggested that cTBS might increase cortical inhibition, leading

to a higher signal-to-noise ratio and thus better performance in a

conscious perception task. In contrast, cTBS decreased accuracy

and confidence in a perceptual discrimination task (Rahnev

et al., 2013), probably by reducing resting state connectivity

between visual areas. Allen et al. (2014) argued that the

discrepancy between their results and those of Rahnev et al.

(2013) is explained by stimulation intensity. They stated that

slight increases of inhibition caused by cTBS can be conducive

to detection tasks, but if inhibition is increased to a greater

extend due to higher cTBS intensity, this may led to reduced

detection capacity (Allen et al., 2014). As our stimulation

intensity was 100% of individual PT and thus still higher

than the 80% PT intensity applied by Rahnev et al. (2013),

following the argument of Allen et al. (2014), in our study

detection capacity should be strongly impaired. However, our

visual task was not designed to analyze the change of visual

acuity, since we found no changes of visual acuity following

TBS applied with various intensities (Brückner and Kammer,

2014).

A possible explanation of our data is that the effect of

cTBS applied with 100% of individual PT intensity only

emerges if enhanced activity of the neurons is requested

following stimulation. This could explain why no direct effect

of stimulation on PT was observed, but an effect manifested

following high visual demand. As a second hypothesis following

Rahnev et al. (2013), cTBS reduces resting state connectivity

between visual areas. A subsequent visual task thus requires

neural activity to be increased compared to the normal state,

in order to compensate for the stimulation effect. This higher

activity might then mask the neuronal activation through TMS

pulses (Rauschecker et al., 2004) and thus increases PTs not

only during but also following visual demand. In this case, the

observed absence of any iTBS effect has to be interpreted in

an alternative way. It is conceivable that iTBS might increase

resting state connectivity, making it easier to perform the

visual acuity task without affecting the neuronal activation

level and without modulating PTs. A third possible explanation

is that the visual task itself modulates cortical excitability as

demonstrated by modified PTs (Rauschecker et al., 2004; Antal

et al., 2014). Following this view, our data would indicate

that iTBS protects against the inhibitory effect of the task

and that cTBS has no modulatory effect. Of course, all these

interpretations are highly speculative, and due to methodological

differences between the studies a direct comparison is impossible.

For instance, Rahnev et al. (2013) applied cTBS to the occipital

cortex with the subject’s eyes closed. Since activation during

stimulation is an important factor for rTMS effects (Silvanto

et al., 2007), the initial state of the neurons in our study

might be different from that in their study. In comparison

with both studies (Rahnev et al., 2013; Allen et al., 2014), our

stimulation intensity was higher and our experimental setup

was different, including stimulator, coil, and PT determination

procedure, making it difficult to compare the results of the

studies.

Beside the effects of TBS and visual demand on visual cortex

excitability, our study revealed some additional results. We

observed a high test-retest-reliability of baseline PT values. Due

to the between-subject design, mean PT values differed between

the two groups investigated. Comparing the baseline PTs of the

subjects across two sessions and two measurements per session,

there was no difference on any condition. This stability is in

line with the results from previous studies (Stewart et al., 2001;
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Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Antal et al., 2003, 2004; Siniatchkin

et al., 2011), confirming PT as a reliable marker of visual cortex

excitability.

In our additional analyses, we observed a negative correlation

between baseline PT and age, indicating that younger subjects

had higher PTs. In the motor cortex, some studies observed

no correlation between age of the subjects and motor threshold

(Rossi et al., 2004; Oliviero et al., 2006), whereas others

showed that motor threshold might increase with age (Rossini

et al., 1992; Peinemann et al., 2001). However, in these

studies age range of the subjects was much higher (e.g.,

20–38 years in the young group and 48–71 years in the

old group in Peinemann et al., 2001). As age range was

18–32 years in the present study, all subjects would belong

to the young group of the studies mentioned above. In a

TMS study on children, significantly higher resting motor

thresholds were found compared to adult controls (Bender

et al., 2005). Motor thresholds in children decreased with age

until reaching an adult level at age 13 (Nezu et al., 1997),

indicating a maturation process. From that we could speculate,

that the observed decrease of PT with age might indicate a

prolonged maturation process of the visual system. Finally,

we observed a trend to higher PTs in males compared to

females, whereas most studies showed no gender differences in

baseline cortex excitability (Livingston et al., 2010; Perciavalle

et al., 2010; Cuypers et al., 2014). In line with our observation

that younger subjects had higher PTs, this difference is

most probably due to the fact that mean age of males was

lower than that of females, as revealed by the analysis of

covariance.

In summary, two main findings can be derived from our

results:

(a) The role of stimulation intensity applying TBS.

We observed no direct effect on visual cortex excitability

using 100% of individual PT. Since two independent studies

in Franca et al. (2006) and Allen et al. (2014) showed

increased PTs following cTBS applied with 80% PT intensity,

the lack of modulation is likely to arise from stimulation

intensity. Compared to cTBS effects on posterior temporal cortex

(Brückner et al., 2013), no dose-dependency in visual cortex

excitability was observed.

(b) The role of controled neuronal activity not only before or

during but also following TBS.

It is well-known that the initial state of the neurons plays

an important role in modulating brain functions using TMS

(Silvanto and Pascual-Leone, 2008). Several studies showed

evidence for homeostatic metaplasticity in the human cortex

(Müller-Dahlhaus and Ziemann, 2015). Since controled activity

in the human motor cortex influenced the effects of prior

TBS application (Huang et al., 2008), our study shows similar

results with regard to the human visual cortex, confirming

the importance of scrupulously controled experimental

conditions.
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Abstract

Subthreshold continuous theta burst stimulation of the visual cortex has been reported to

cause inhibitory effects on phosphene threshold. In contrast, we observed no inhibition in

a former study applying higher stimulation intensities. The main discrepancies between

our experiments and the former studies were stimulation intensity and coil type. We aimed

at investigating the role of these factors on the modulatory effects of continuous theta

burst stimulation applied to the visual cortex. In a between-group-design, we used either a

figure-of-eight-coil or a round coil, respectively. We measured phosphene thresholds prior

and after continuous theta burst stimulation applied at 80% of individual phosphene

threshold. With the figure-of-eight-coil, phosphene thresholds significantly decreased fol-

lowing stimulation. This is in line with the results of our former study but contrary to the

increase observed in the other two studies. Using a round coil, no significant effect was

observed. A correlation analysis revealed an inhibitory effect in subjects with higher phos-

phene thresholds only. Furthermore, the slope of the baseline phosphene threshold

seems to predict the direction of modulation, independent from coil type. Thus, modulatory

effects of continuous theta burst stimulation seem to depend on coil type and psychophys-

ics parameters, probably due to different cortex volumes stimulated. Stochastic reso-

nance phenomena might account for the differences observed.

Introduction
Phosphenes, defined as elementary visual percepts, can be evoked by pulses of transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS) applied to the occipital pole (e.g., [1–3]). The minimum TMS

intensity required to elicit phosphenes is called phosphene threshold (PT). Indicating the indi-

vidual visual cortex excitability of the stimulated area, PT is very stable across multiple sessions

showing high test-retest-reliability (e.g., [4–9]). In several studies, PT was used as the depen-

dent variable to investigate changes in visual cortex excitability. For instance, it was shown that

the pattern of light deprivation has a substantial impact on visual cortex excitability. Whereas

binocular light deprivation causes an increase in visual cortex excitability as indicated by

decreased phosphene thresholds [4], the opposite was true for monocular light deprivation
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[10]. Furthermore, PT measurements provide evidence for the inferred hyperexcitability in the

occipital cortex in migraine showing lower phosphene thresholds in migraineurs compared to

healthy subjects [11]. Lower PTs demonstrated increased visual cortex excitability following a

period of reading [12]. In contrast, PTs increased with larger background contrasts [13], indi-

cating modulation of visual cortex excitability in dependence of a specific visual input.

Moreover, changes in phosphene threshold are used to investigate the effects of neuromo-

dulatory techniques such as repetitive TMS (rTMS) protocols on visual cortex excitability. For

instance, the inhibitory effect of 1Hz rTMS known from the motor cortex revealed by

decreased motor evoked potentials as well as increased motor thresholds [14–17] was success-

fully transferred to the visual system. Here, several studies showed increased PTs following

1Hz rTMS [18–20]. Likewise, the aftereffects of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)

showed the same pattern for both the motor cortex [21, 22] and the visual cortex [7], namely

excitation with anodal tDCS and inhibition with cathodal tDCS. Importantly, whereas in the

visual cortex phosphene thresholds were modulated by tDCS [7], in the motor system other

parameters like the input-output-curve changed [23]. However, motor thresholds remained

stable [21–23]. These findings suggest that neuromodulation techniques may act in a different

way in the two cortical areas. Therefore, results of the motor system are not directly transfer-

able to the visual system. This is strengthened by the fact that motor thresholds and occipital

PTs [5, 6] as well as motor thresholds and moving PTs evoked over V5/MT [24] were shown to

be uncorrelated. It was suggested that this could be due to anatomical differences between neu-

ronal elements in the cortical areas, or differences in size and orientation of the neurons and

the cortical network properties controlled by different neuromodulators [24]. Nevertheless,

when continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) was shown to have an inhibitory effect on the

motor cortex [25], this modulation was successfully transferred to the visual cortex [26]. In

contrast, in a recent study we were not able to directly modulate PTs applying TBS with an

intensity of 100% of individual phosphene threshold [9]. Surprisingly, we found a numerical

decrease in PTs following cTBS, although not reaching statistical significance. However,

another study replicated the inhibitory effect on PTs using cTBS [27]. Thus, there are at least

two independent studies showing increased phosphene thresholds following cTBS applied

either at 80% of individual PT [26] or at 80% of active motor threshold [27]. Since subthreshold

stimulation can reverse TMS effects [28], the observed trend to decreased PTs following cTBS

[9] could be due to the higher intensity (100% PT). Another main difference between our study

[9] and former publications [26, 27] is the coil type used in those studies. They showed an

inhibitory effect on PTs by using a round coil, whereas the tendency to decreased PTs in our

study was observed using a figure-of-eight-coil. Since figure-of-eight-coils are more focal than

circular coils [29], TBS to the motor cortex is commonly applied using a figure-of-eight-coil

[25, 30–32]. For the visual system, both round coils [26, 27] as well as figure-of-eight-coils [9,

33–35] are used for TBS application.

Recently, it was suggested that stochastic resonance effects reveal the neural mechanisms of

TMS [36]. Stochastic resonance is described as the enhancement of the response of a system to

a weak signal by noise [37]. Supposing that TMS acts by adding noise to neuronal processing

[36], stochastic resonance phenomena may also explain the discrepancies between our experi-

ments [9] and former studies [26, 27].

In the present study, we explored the aftereffects of cTBS applied to the visual cortex on

phosphene thresholds using either a round coil or a figure-of-eight-coil. To exclude TBS inten-

sity as a source for the different effects described above, we used 80% of the individual PT as in

the original study [26] to replicate the results. We hypothesized that, in accordance with the

former studies [26, 27], application of cTBS with a round coil would increase phosphene

thresholds. For the figure-of-eight-coil group, due our previous findings contradicting the

cTBS Effects: Coil Type Dependency
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canonical modulation, we had no clear hypothesis. An increase in PT observed in the present

experiment would indicate that the trend to decreased PTs in our former study [9] was caused

by the application of higher stimulation intensities. If PTs would be decreased again following

cTBS with the figure-of-eight-coil, the reason for the different effects observed should be the

coil type.

Material and Methods

Subjects

Thirty subjects were recruited for the study. All of them had participated in at least one former

study in our lab and were selected due to their stability in phosphene thresholds. Exclusion cri-

teria were metallic implants, prior history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, chronic tin-

nitus, major medical illness, drug abuse or alcoholism, any medication with the exception of

contraceptives. The subjects were divided into two groups (15/15) being stimulated with either

a figure-of-eight-coil (8 male, mean age 24.5±3.6 years) or a round coil (8 male, mean age 23.2

±2.0 years). All participants gave their written informed consent and were paid for participa-

tion. The study followed the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Commit-

tee of the University of Ulm.

Experimental design

During the whole session subjects sat in a comfortable chair in normal ambient light. The chair

was located at the same position for every subject. During the whole experiment (for PT deter-

minations as well as for TBS application) they kept their eyes open looking at a white wall. This

was done to keep visual input the same for all subjects since different inputs would cause differ-

ent neural activation states in the visual cortex [38]. Subjects were stimulated with biphasic

magnetic pulses delivered with a Magpro X100 stimulator (MagVenture, Farum, Denmark)

and either a figure-of-eight-coil (MC-B70) or a round coil (MC125). In the figure-of-eight-coil

group, the coil position in relation to the head was monitored, registered and maintained with

the frameless stereotactic positioning system BrainView (V2, Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Ger-

many, cf. [39]). In the round coil group, the coil position was marked on the scalp and kept

constant manually by the experimenter on the hot-spot position.

All subjects had participated in at least one experiment in our lab before, including a famil-

iarization procedure where they were trained to observe phosphenes. Therefore, phosphene

hot-spots as well as approximate phosphene thresholds of the subjects were available. At the

beginning of the session, using the figure-of-eight coil we re-established a phosphene hot spot

based on the coil position registered in a former study. Stimulation intensity was 110% of for-

mer phosphene threshold. Whereas in most of the subjects a strong phosphene was perceived

with the former hot spot, in some subject a small change of coil position as well as a small rota-

tion of the coil yielded a clearer percept of phosphenes compared to the formerly registered

coil position. In these cases we used the corrected hot spot for the entire experiment. In the

round coil group, the coil was positioned with the lower rim over the hot spot registered in a

former study. The handle was oriented upwards, and the B-face pointing to the experimenter

(cf. [26]). For both coil types, in most cases the final coil position was located on the left hemi-

sphere, with the second phase of the magnetic pulse inducing a current in the brain with a

medio-lateral direction. Phosphene thresholds were then measured following a previously

established protocol (cf. [40]). The procedure was identical to that published previously [9]. In

brief, method of constant stimuli was applied at 7 levels with 7 repetitions each in a random-

ized manner, with at least 5 seconds between pulses. The approximate duration of one PT

determination was 5 minutes. Like in our former study, a sigmoidal fit applied to the responses
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estimated the individual PT at the reversal point (alpha) of the logistic function, as well as the

slope (beta) of the function (psignifit, [41]). The lower and upper borders, gamma and 1 –

lambda, were fixed to 0 and 1. A smaller beta value indicates a steeper slope. An example is

shown in Fig 1 for each group, respectively.

In the figure-of-eight-coil group, PT was initially measured once. In the round coil group,

PT was measured twice, since the first PT measurement was taken as practice run and dis-

carded. This practice run was performed because none of the subjects was ever stimulated with

a round coil before. Subsequently, cTBS was applied to the predetermined phosphene hot-spot

at 80% of individual PT. For cTBS, the same coil was used as for the PT measurements. Two

minutes (post 1) and 12 minutes (post 2) after the end of TBS, PT was estimated again using

the same range of intensities as in the baseline measurements.

Fig 1. Examples of sigmoidal fits applied to the responses in a PTmeasurement. (A): one subject of the figure-of-eight-coil group
(threshold 44.9, slope 3.6) (B): one subject of the round coil group (threshold 50.9, slope 1.1).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159743.g001
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In a replication experiment, 12 further subjects (6 male, mean age 23.4±2.0 years) who all

had participated in at least one former study in our lab, but not in the main experiment of this

study, were selected due to their stability in phosphene thresholds. In this separate group, cTBS

was delivered over the visual cortex, using the figure-of-eight-coil. The experimental design

was the same as in the main experiment, but the post 2 PT measurement was omitted.

Data analysis

PT values were analyzed regarding normal distribution beyond all subjects of the main experi-

ment for the three time points separately. Pre and post cTBS phosphene thresholds were sub-

jected to repeated-measures analyses of variance (rmANOVAs; Statistica V.12, StatSoft GmbH,

Hamburg, Germany). Sphericity requirements were assessed using Mauchley’s test. There was

no violation, thus correction was dispensable. Post-hoc analyses were performed using New-

man-Keuls test. Baseline PTs and slopes of the sigmoidal fits generating the thresholds were

compared between the groups using Student’s t-test. A correlation analysis for baseline PTs

and size of cTBS effects was performed by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the

two groups separately.

Results

Main analysis

Shapiro- Wilk’s test revealed that the data follows normal distribution (pre: W = 0.98, p = 0.84;

post 1: W = 0.99, p = 0.96; post2: W = 0.98, p = 0.72). Mean baseline PT value was 41.1±9.9%

maximum stimulator output (MSO) in the figure-of-eight-coil group and 44.6±7.7%MSO in

the round coil group, respectively. Baseline PTs were numerically higher in the round coil

group compared to the figure-of-eight-coil group, but the difference did not reach significance

as revealed by Student’s t-test (t = -1.06, p = 0.297).

The pre and post PT values of all subjects were subjected to an rmANOVA with the within-

factor PREPOST (pre, post 1, post 2) and the between-factor COIL (figure-of-eight-coil, round

coil). Neither main effects (PREPOST: F(2,56) = 0.43, p = 0.65; COIL: F(1,28) = 1.63, p = 0.21)

nor interactions (PREPOST x COIL: F(2,56) = 2.46, p = 0.095) were found. Mean group data are

depicted in Fig 2.

Due to the trend to a significant interaction, we decided to discard the post 2 measurement

for further analysis, as our cTBS effect tended to be present only a few minutes.

Pre and post 1 PT values were subjected to an rmANOVA with the within-factor PREPOST

(pre, post 1) and the between-factor COIL (figure-of-eight-coil, round coil). No main effect

was found (PREPOST: F(1,28) = 0.89, p = 0.35; COIL: F(1,28) = 1.79, p = 0.19), but a significant

interaction (PREPOST x COIL: F(1,28) = 5.24, p = 0.03). Post hoc Newman Keuls test revealed a

significant decrease of PTs in the figure-of-eight-coil group (pre mean: 41.1% MSO, post 1

mean 39.7% MSO; p = 0.03), whereas no significant differences in the round coil group were

observed (pre mean: 44.6% MSO, post 1: 45.1% MSO; p = 0.35).

Since we observed small effects of cTBS on PT with a figure-of-eight-coil only, pointing in

the “wrong” direction, we assumed to identify subgroups in the response to cTBS when analyz-

ing the data individually.

Explorative analysis

Individual pre and post 1 PT values are shown in Fig 3 for the two groups separately. In the fig-

ure-of-eight-coil group, 11 out of 15 subjects showed a (numerical) decrease in PT following
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stimulation. In the round coil group, in 9 out of 15 subjects PT increased after cTBS. The

remaining subjects showed the reversed pattern.

Since the data suggested that cTBS effects might depend on baseline PTs, we correlated

baseline PT and size of cTBS effect (post 1 –pre value). For the figure-of-eight-coil group, no

correlation was observed (r = -0.19, p = 0.49). For the round coil group, we found a significant

positive correlation (r = 0.54, p = 0.04) indicating that subjects with higher baseline PTs

showed larger inhibitory cTBS effects. As depicted in Fig 4, subjects with lower baseline PTs

tended to excitatory effects following cTBS applied with a round coil.

Slopes

Phosphene threshold values were estimated applying a sigmoidal fit (psignifit, [41]) to the sub-

ject’s responses, with the reversal point of the logistic function as individual PT. The slopes of

the estimated functions were steeper in the round coil group compared to those of the figure-

of-eight-coil group as indicated by a Student’s t-test (t = 2.30, p = 0.03).

Fig 2. cTBS effects on PTs.Mean group PT change (±SEM) following cTBS. An rmANOVA with the within-factor PREPOST (pre/post 1/post 2)
and the between-factor COIL (figure-of-eight-coil, round coil) revealed no main effect and no interaction. Omitting the post 2 measurement, PTs
decreased significantly in the figure-of-eight-coil group.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159743.g002
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Fig 3. Individual effects of cTBS on PTs. (A): figure-of-eight-coil group (B): round coil group.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159743.g003

Fig 4. Correlation of baseline PTs and cTBS effects. (A): figure-of-eight-coil group (n = 15, no correlation, r = -0.19, p = 0.49) (B): round coil
group (n = 15, significant positive correlation, r = 0.54, p = 0.04).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159743.g004
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Replication experiment

The observation in our main experiment, namely the excitatory effect of cTBS under certain

conditions, is in contrast to findings observed by at least two independent studies previously

published [26, 27]. The aim of the replication experiment was to confirm our finding of signifi-

cant decreased phosphene thresholds following cTBS applied at 80% of the individual PT using

a figure-of-eight-coil.

Mean baseline PT value was 44.1±10.4% MSO. Data were normally distributed as revealed

by Shapiro- Wilk’s test (pre: W = 0.96, p = 0.76; post 1: W = 0.96, p = 0.78). Baseline PTs of

this group were not different from those of the figure-of-eight-coil group in the main experi-

ment (Student’s t-test, t = 0.77, p = 0.45). A paired t-test applied to the pre and post PT values

in the replication experiment revealed no effect of cTBS on phosphene thresholds (t = 0.51,

p = 0.62).

Finally, we pooled the 12 subjects of the replication experiment and the 15 subjects of the

figure-of-eight-coil group of the main experiment. The data followed normal distribution (pre:

W = 0.98, p = 0.85; post 1: W = 0.98, p = 0.83). A paired t-test revealed that the significant

decrease of phosphene thresholds following cTBS observed in the main experiment was still

significant for the larger sample size (t = 2.18, p = 0.039). Pearson’s correlation analysis again

revealed no correlation between baseline PT and size of cTBS effect (r = -0.15, p = 0.46) in the

figure-of-eight-coil group. However, there was a significant correlation between the slope of

the baseline PT and size of cTBS-effect (r = -0.47, p = 0.01), indicating that subjects with flatter

slopes in their PT function showed larger facilitatory cTBS effects. For the round coil group,

Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed a trend between baseline PT slope and size of cTBS

effect (r = -0.47, p = 0.07) in the same direction (see Fig 5). Interestingly, baseline PT and slope

of baseline PT are not correlating with each other (figure-of-eight-coil group: r = 0.04, p = 0.85;

round coil group: r = -0.32, p = 0.24) and no significant difference was found comparing the

slopes of pre and post PTs (figure-of-eight-coil group: t = 1.28, p = 0.21; round coil group:

t = 0.15, p = 0.88).

Fig 5. Correlation of the slope of baseline PTs and cTBS effects. (A): figure-of-eight-coil group (n = 27, significant negative correlation, r =
-0.47, p = 0.01) (B): round coil group (n = 15, trend to significant negative correlation, r = -0.47, p = 0.07). Note that smaller values indicate steeper
slopes.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159743.g005
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Discussion

We investigated the effects of cTBS applied with 80% of the individual phosphene threshold on

visual cortex excitability. In a between-group-design, we used either a round coil or a figure-of-

eight-coil for TBS as well as for PT determination. The observed change of PT was highly vari-

able across the subjects, but we found a short-lasting significant increase in visual cortex excit-

ability in the figure-of-eight-coil-group. In a replication experiment, this excitatory effect could

not be observed. When we pooled the subjects of the two figure-of-eight-coil experiments, the

excitatory effect remained significant. The high interindividual variability observed in cTBS

effects correlated with the slope of the baseline PT, thus flatter slopes tend to predict facilitatory

cTBS effects. Furthermore, for the round coil group cTBS effects were positive correlated with

baseline PTs. Thus, our results are in contrast to two former studies [26, 27] showing decreased

visual cortex excitability following cTBS applied with a round coil.

In our former study we investigated the effects of TBS on phosphene thresholds in depen-

dency of visual demand using a visual acuity task following stimulation [9]. We observed a sig-

nificant increase in PT only in the condition with high visual demand following cTBS, but no

change in PT in the condition with low visual demand. The direct effect of cTBS alone was just

a numerical decrease of phosphene thresholds. Thus, our observation was in contrast to the

inhibitory effect reported before [26]. Since another research group was able to replicate their

results [27], we identified two main differences potentially being the source for the discrepan-

cies between the results. First, in our experiment [9] we applied cTBS with 100% of the individ-

ual PT whereas the other two studies used subthreshold intensities with either 80% of the PT

[26] or 80% of the active motor threshold [27]. Second, we applied TBS with a figure-of-eight-

coil instead of a round coil. Thus, in the current experiment we used 80% of the individual PT

as TBS intensity and both coil types. As we observed decreased PTs following cTBS in the fig-

ure-of-eight-coil group like in our former study, the intensity is unlikely to be responsible for

the conflicting results. Merely, the subthreshold 80% cTBS led to an excitatory effect on PTs

even more pronounced than the 100% cTBS intensity in our former study. Instead, coil type

seems to influence the effects of cTBS on visual cortex excitability. Using a round coil, we

found highly variable effects on PTs but a positive correlation of baseline PT and size of cTBS

effect. Whereas subjects with higher baseline PTs showed the expected increase in PTs, those

subjects with lower baseline PTs showed a tendency to decreased PTs following cTBS. For both

coil types, we found a negative correlation between the slope of the baseline PT and size of

cTBS effect, although not statistically significant in the round coil group. Since the thresholds

observed in the studies are not comparable due to different magnetic stimulators, coils, experi-

menters and PT determination procedures, we can only speculate that the subjects of Franca

et al. [26] and Allen et al. [27] showed higher PT baseline values and/or steeper slopes.

In our view the different effects of cTBS on PTs are explained best by stochastic resonance

effects [36]. Stochastic resonance is commonly understood as the enhancement of the response

of a system to a weak signal by noise [37]. Whereas for single threshold systems stochastic reso-

nance effects can be observed only for subthreshold signals, multithreshold networks can dis-

play stochastic resonance effects even if the signal is suprathreshold [37]. Due to the stochastic

resonance phenomenon, in a nonlinear system the injection of low level noise can lower the

threshold of the system, whereas higher noise levels disrupt performance. Thus, TMS may act

by adding different levels of noise to the system, explaining variability in the effects in some

respects—at least in online TMS protocols [36, 42]. Assuming that the application of cTBS to

the visual cortex with 80% of individual PT using a figure-of-eight-coil may add low levels of

noise to the visual system, lower thresholds might be a result of stochastic resonance for most

of the subjects. In our former study [9] we used 100% intensity with the very same coil and
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observed only a trend to decreased thresholds. This could be explained by exceeding the

amount of noise that would improve signal detection in stochastic resonance framework. In

addition, the visual acuity task following cTBS might have raised noise levels even more and

thus led to increased phosphene thresholds [9]. The question would now be how to explain the

different effect achieved with the round coil by means of stochastic resonance phenomena.

Since round coils are less focal than figure-of-eight-coils [29], for a given intensity a larger vol-

ume is reached by the stimulation pulse depolarizing a higher amount of neurons. This could

explain the steeper slopes of the sigmoid functions estimating phosphene thresholds. For the

motor system, it was suggested that the stimulus-response-curve may be steeper for the round

coil than for the figure-of-eight-coil [43] since the total descending activity for a given intensity

above the threshold will be higher with the non-focal round coil [44]. However, there is a dif-

ference between applying single TMS pulses when measuring the threshold and the repetitive

stimulation applying the TBS pattern. It is plausible that at PT the same amount of neurons are

depolarized comparing the two coil types. But reducing the stimulation intensity to 80% of PT

will reduce the volume of depolarized neurons differently. As indicated by the steeper slopes

the volume under the round coil is more decreased than the volume under the figure-of-eight

coil. Thus, network modulation with TBS should be different.

Individual baseline PT contributes to differences in modulatory effects, too. For subjects

with a low PT, the round coil may act like the figure-of-eight-coil adding low levels of noise to

the system, thus increasing excitability and lowering the threshold numerically. If a subject has

a high PT, visual cortex is less excitable due to a number of reasons. For instance, there might

be a larger background-activity of the neurons. This elevated baseline noise would be increased

further by TBS and thus, due to the stochastic resonance phenomenon, would lead to increased

PTs. But if so, one might still wonder why this is not the case for subjects with higher baseline

PTs stimulated with the figure-of-eight-coil. In the motor system it was suggested that, with

the round coil, neurons oriented at different angles may be stimulated and the evoked response

is spread across muscles [43]. For the figure-of-eight-coil, the spread of current to other regions

is more restricted [44]. For the visual system, it is also conceivable that TBS with a round coil

reaches a bigger cortical area compared to TBS with a figure-of-eight-coil due to larger spread-

ing. Thus, more neurons are involved when stimulating with a round coil repetitively, and

some of these “extra- neurons”may be more excitable than those originally stimulated in the

threshold- measurements. If stimulation intensity is high enough to depolarize these more dis-

tant neurons as it could be the case in subjects with high PTs, then the noise levels added by

TBS could be high enough to impair the system as revealed by increased phosphene thresholds.

However, there are some studies applying TBS to the visual cortex focusing on parameters

other than PT changes. For instance, Waterston & Pack [35] found an improved discrimina-

tion of certain visual features following cTBS, depending on the type of the task. They applied

TBS with a focal figure-of-eight-coil and a fixed intensity of 43% MSO, observing a mean sub-

ject PT of 64.6% MSO. Thus, TBS intensity was very low and it might be possible that low

noise levels were added to the visual system, leading to an improvement in dependency of the

additional noise caused by the task. When Rahnev et al. [34] applied cTBS to the visual cortex

with 80% of individual PT using a figure-of-eight-coil, they found decreased accuracy in a per-

ceptual discrimination task subsequently. In contrast, in our former study we found no modu-

lation of peripheral visual acuity following the same type of stimulation [33]. It is conceivable

that the task of Rahnev et al. [34] added more noise to the system, thus decreasing perfor-

mance. As we found no modulation of peripheral visual acuity applying TBS with various

intensities [33], our task might have required more complex visual functions that could not be

altered by TBS to the visual cortex. Finally, Allen et al. [27] observed increased PTs and, as a

conflicting result, enhanced conscious vision following cTBS to the visual cortex. They
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concluded that stochastic resonance cannot account for their results and suggested that TBS

acts most probably through gating-by-inhibition. However, they used a round coil for cTBS.

The effect of cTBS on phosphene threshold and on conscious vision was investigated in two

separate experiments, with only three subjects participating in both of them. Therefore, it

might be conceivable that the subjects in the two experiments belonged to different subgroups

regarding baseline excitability, with different directions of modulation following cTBS applied

with a round coil. Since Allen et al. [27] used the motor threshold for calibration of the cTBS

intensity, it is not clear whether their subjects had high or low baseline PTs.

As another source for the individual differences in response to cTBS, we observed a correla-

tion between the slopes of the PT functions and cTBS effect, independent of the coil type used.

Whereas subjects with steep slopes showed a tendency to inhibition following cTBS, subjects

with flatter slopes tended to facilitation. For the figure-of-eight-coil group, flatter slopes were

found compared to the round coil group, leading to a significant facilitatory cTBS effect at the

group level. A flatter slope in PT function could, for instance, indicate a subject´s uncertainty

in phosphene detection, higher background activity or heterogeneity in excitability of the stim-

ulated neurons. If uncertainty is the reason, this would mean that the lower PTs in the post

measurements indicate a training effect in phosphene detection rather than a cTBS effect per

se. However, as a consequence of training, the slopes of the post PTs should be steeper, which

was not the case. If the reason is higher background activity, it is conceivable that cTBS acts via

gating-by-inhibition. Inhibition of background activity via cTBS would increase the signal-to-

noise ratio, resulting in decreased PTs. However, in this case again slopes of the post PTs

should be steeper. Heterogeneity in excitability of the neurons could explain why the slope of

the function is not modified by cTBS although PT values changed. But why would higher het-

erogeneity in the neuron´s excitability would led to a facilitatory cTBS effect? It is conceivable

that, in terms of stochastic resonance phenomenon, only a small part of the heterogeneous

neurons are affected by cTBS resulting in a small increase of noise leading to facilitation. If sub-

jects show more homogeneity in neuron’s excitability, then cTBS would add more noise to the

system, leading to an inhibitory cTBS effect. Although the slope of the PT function seems to

predict the direction of the cTBS effect, this is not the exclusive explanation of interindividual

variability. Since there was no correlation between the slope and the value of baseline PTs, at

least for the round coil a combination of both factors seems to predict the cTBS effect.

Of course, all these explanations are highly speculative. Nevertheless, in our view the sto-

chastic resonance phenomenon can account for the heterogeneous results observed following

cTBS applied to the visual cortex. More research in this field, especially regarding the role of

different coil types and intensities is necessary to understand the modulatory mechanisms of

repetitive TMS patterns.

There are two main limitations concerning our study. First, a within-group design would

have improved our data. However, as many of our phosphene-experienced subjects were not

available for a second session, we have chosen a between-group design. Another limitation is

the lack of a control condition, for instance iTBS or sham stimulation. Since neither Franca

et al. [26] nor our group [9, 33] were able to show any modulatory effect applying iTBS to the

visual cortex, a comparison of the effects of iTBS applied with different coil types seems to be

unnecessary. On the other hand, null findings in this experiments do not mean that there is no

effect of iTBS on visual cortex at all, making it difficult to use it as a control condition. For

rTMS studies, sham conditions are commonly realized rotating the coil perpendicular to the

surface of the head, or using very low application intensities. Since the subject will feel the dif-

ference this way, in our view such sham conditions are not appropriate. The best method for

rTMS sham conditions is the use of a sham coil providing electrical stimulation of the skin

[45], thus inducing about the same sensations for the subjects as stimulation with a real coil.
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However, unfortunately there is no such sham coil available in our lab. In the future we are

planning to compare TBS effects in the motor system using round coil and figure-of-eight-coil

in a within-subject design.
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Abstract

Measuring phosphene thresholds (PTs) is often used to investigate changes in the excitabil-

ity of the human visual cortex through different brain stimulation methods like repetitive tran-

scranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) or transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). In

several studies, PT increase or decrease has been shown after rTMS or tDCS application.

Recently, using PT measurements we showed that the state of the neurons in the visual cor-

tex after rTMSmight have an influence on the modulatory effects of stimulation. In the pres-

ent study we aimed to investigate whether visual cortex activity following stimulation

influences the modulatory effects of tDCS as well. In a between-group design, anodal or

cathodal tDCS was applied to the visual cortex twice per subject, with either high or low

visual demand following stimulation. We observed no modulation of PT neither directly fol-

lowing both anodal and cathodal tDCS nor following the visual demand periods. We rather

found high inter-individual variability in the response to tDCS, and intra-individual reliability

in the direction of modulation was observed for cathodal tDCS only. Thus, our results do not

confirm the modulatory effects of tDCS on visual cortex excitability published previously.

Moreover, they support the confirmation that tDCS effects have little reliability on varied

TMS outcome measurements.

Introduction

An essential method for exploring the modulatory effects of different brain stimulation tech-

niques is measuring cortical excitability by single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS). In the motor system, this is often realized by comparing the amplitude of motor

evoked potentials (MEPs) before and after repetitive TMS (rTMS) or transcranial direct cur-

rent stimulation (tDCS). Whereas low-frequency rTMS decreases MEP amplitudes (e.g., [1, 2],

high-frequency rTMS increases it (e.g. [3, 4]). For theta burst stimulation (TBS), continuous

application (cTBS) decreases and intermittent application (iTBS) increases MEP amplitudes

[5]. Applying tDCS, a decrease of MEP amplitude was observed with cathodal and an increase

with anodal polarity [6]. However, there is evidence for interindividual differences in the

response to all of those methods in the motor system, i.e. rTMS [7, 8], TBS [9] and tDCS [10].

In case of the visual system, beyond visual evoked potentials (VEPs) usually PT is used to

investigate changes in visual cortex excitability. Phosphenes are commonly defined as
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elementary visual percepts which can be evoked by single-pulse TMS to the visual cortex [11].

Various studies showed that the modulatory effects known from the motor system can be

observed in the visual system as well: increased PTs were found after low-frequency rTMS

[12–14], cTBS [15] and cathodal tDCS [16, 17]. Following high-frequency rTMS [14] or anodal

tDCS [16, 17] a decrease of PT was observed. Interestingly, some studies failed to observe the

expected modulatory effects of different brain stimulation methods on visual cortex excitabil-

ity. For instance, “facilitatory” 5Hz rTMS produced an inhibitory effect [18], iTBS had no

effect on PT [15] and anodal tDCS failed to produce any after-effect on contrast sensitivity

[19]. Recently, it was suggested that at least TBS effects on visual cortex excitability depend on

the state of the neurons even after TBS [20]. For tDCS, it was shown that neuronal activity

before or during stimulation [21, 22] can modify the direction of modulatory effects. High

visual demand caused by reading during tDCS decreased PT independent from polarity of

stimulation [23]. The role of enhanced visual cortex activity directly after tDCS has not been

explored yet. Additionally, in a systematic review it was shown that there is little-to-no reliabil-

ity of neurophysiological effects beyond MEP amplitude in tDCS studies [24]. However, in

their analysis studies investigating PTs were not included. Therefore, our aim was to investi-

gate the reliability of the effects of both anodal and cathodal tDCS on visual cortex excitability

using PT measurements. Additionally, we aimed to examine whether the state of the neurons

following tDCS, as varied by high or low visual demand after stimulation, has an influence on

the expected modulatory effects. Thus, the design of the present study was exactly the same as

published previously [20], but applying tDCS instead of TBS. Our hypotheses were: (a) anodal

tDCS will decrease PTs and cathodal tDCS will increase PT [16, 17]; (b) if subjects are exposed

to low visual demand following tDCS, the modulatory effect will last for at least 10minutes

[16]; and (c) if subjects are exposed to high visual demand following tDCS, the modulatory

effect will be modified, i.e., there will be a decrease in PT independent from tDCS polarity

[23].

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Altogether, 47 subjects were recruited for the study. Subjects with metallic implants, prior his-

tory of psychiatric or neurological disorders, major medical illness, drug abuse or any medica-

tion with the exception of contraceptives were not included. Eight subjects gave no written

informed consent, five showed instability in phosphene perception (no PT could be calculated

from data), and due to methodological problems with our navigation system we lost data in

two cases. Thus 32 subjects remained for the experiment. They were divided into two groups

with 16 subjects each receiving either anodal (mean age 22.8 ± 3.7 years, 7 male) or cathodal

(mean age 22.8 ± 3.0 years, 9 male) tDCS. As revealed by the Freiburg Visual Acuity Test

(FRACT [25]), subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. The study followed

the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the ethics committee of the University of

Ulm. All subjects included gave their written informed consent and were paid for

participation.

Experimental design

The design of the experiment was almost identical to that used in our former study [20] and is

illustrated in Fig 1. Sitting in a comfortable chair during the whole session, subjects received

biphasic magnetic pulses delivered with a Magpro X100 stimulator (MagVenture, Farum,

Denmark) and a figure-of-eight coil MC-B70 placed over the occipital cortex. For details

regarding phosphene perception criteria, familiarization procedure and PT measurements, see

No Effect of tDCS on Phosphene Threshold
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our former study [20]. For each subject, the coil position inducing the strongest phosphene

perception was determined (“hot-spot”, cf.[20]) and kept constant using the frameless stereo-

tactic positioning system BrainView (V2, Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Germany, cf. [26]).

At the beginning of each session PT was measured four times, whereof the first two were

discarded as practice runs and the other two were taken as baseline PTs (pre). Then, either

anodal or cathodal tDCS was applied. Identical to our former study [20], two minutes after the

end of stimulation PT was measured again (post 1), followed by a 10min period of either low

or high visual demand in a within-subject design. Thus, subjects completed two sessions each,

with at least 48h in between. In the session with low visual demand, they had to keep their eyes

open, looking at a white wall. High visual demand was realized by a visual acuity task (details

in [20]). In brief, in the center of a screen a Landolt C optotype was presented for 10ms with its

gap oriented in one of four potential directions. Subjects had to indicate the direction of the

gap by pressing one of four buttons. The size of the Landolt C optotype varied following a 2:1

staircase in steps of one pixel, and after seven reversals of the staircase the run was terminated

and the next run was started to avoid fatigue. Since one run lasted 1.5-2min, subjects had to

complete 5–6 runs within the 10min period of high visual demand. The task was used for

induction of high visual demand only, the visual acuity thresholds were not analyzed further

(c.f. [20]). Following the low or high visual demand period, PTs were measured again (post 2).

tDCS

TDCS was delivered by a battery-driven direct current stimulator (NeuroConn GmbH, Ilme-

nau, Germany) through a pair of 7x5cm saline-soaked surface sponge electrodes. The concen-

tration of the NaCl solution was 15mM [27]. For anodal stimulation, the anode was placed

Fig 1. Design of the study. Phosphene threshold (PT) was measured four times at the beginning of each session,
with the first two being discarded as practice runs and the other two averaged as baseline PT value. In a between-
group design, either anodal or cathodal tDCS was applied to the visual cortex for 15min at 1mA. Twominutes after
the end of tDCS, PT was established again (post 1), followed by a 10min period of either low or high visual demand.
Finally, PT was measured again (post 2). The design as well as the schemewas adopted from our former study [20]
and adjusted for tDCS.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167697.g001
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over the previously established phosphene hot spot and the cathode over CZ and vice versa for

cathodal stimulation. TDCS was applied for 15min at 1mA with a ramping period of 15s.

Recently, it was suggested that tDCS effects may depend on the timing of the task with respect to

stimulation [28]. If the task is administered post-tDCS, as in the present work, subjects’ cognitive

activity during stimulation must be carefully considered [28].For that reason, subjects performed

an acoustic oddball task during tDCS. They listened to a sound file containing a sequence of two

different beeps (300Hz and 500Hz, 0.2s each) in randomized order, and they had to count the

rarer beep. Thus, cognitive activity was standardized between subjects. Furthermore, it enabled

us to control for general attention, since a large discrepancy between the subject’s count and the

correct value would have indicated if a subject felled asleep during stimulation.

Data analysis

Data were first analyzed with regard to normal distribution using Shapiro-Wilk’s test. Pre and

post PT values were subjected to repeated- measures analyses of variance (rmANOVAS, Statis-

tica V.12, StatSoft GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) for each group separately. Sphericity require-

ments were assessed using Mauchley’s test. Post-hoc analyses were performed using Newman-

Keuls test. Several correlation analyses were performed by calculating Spearman’s rank corre-

lation coefficient.

Results

Baseline values

At the beginning of each session, baseline PT was measured four times. The first two measure-

ments were discarded as practice runs, the other two were analyzed with regard to stability of

baseline PT. Data were subjected to an omnibus rmANOVA with the between-factor GROUP

(anodal/cathodal) and the within-factors SESSION (high/low visual demand) and MEASURE-

MENT (3/4). There was no main effect for any factor and no but one interaction (SESSION�

GROUP). In Table 1 F- and p-values are reported. Post hoc Newman-Keuls test revealed that,

in the anodal group, baseline PTs were significant lower in the session with low visual demand.

Since stability in baseline PT within sessions was observed, the two pre-values of each ses-

sion and participant were averaged as pre-tDCS values. Although in the anodal group baseline

PTs differed significantly between the two sessions, a high correlation (rs = 0.96, p<0.001)

between the baseline PTs of the two sessions was observed (see Fig 2).

Anodal tDCS

Mean pre PT value was 47.8 ± 9.2% maximum stimulator output (MSO) in the session with

high visual demand and 45.8 ± 10.2%MSO in the session with low visual demand, respectively.

Table 1. Analysis of baseline stability.

effect F (1,30) p

GROUP 1.63 0.21

SESSION 3.69 0.06

MEASUREMENT 1.08 0.31

SESSION GROUP 6.22 0.02

MEASUREMENT GROUP 0.57 0.46

SESSION MEASUREMENT 0.12 0.73

SESSION MEASUREMENT GROUP 0.16 0.69

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167697.t001
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Pre and post tDCS PT values were subjected to an rmANOVA with the within-factors SES-

SION (high/low visual demand) and TIME (pre, post 1, post 2). A main effect for the factor

SESSION was found (F(1,15) = 7.74, 2 = 0.34, p = 0.014), but not for the factor TIME (F(2,30) =

1.03, p = 0.37) and no interaction (F(2,30) = 0.12, p = 0.89). Mean group data as well as individ-

ual data are depicted in Fig 3.

Cathodal tDCS

Mean pre PT value was 42.4 ± 8.7%MSO in the session with high visual demand and

42.7 ± 9.1%MSO in the session with low visual demand, respectively. Pre and post tDCS PT

values were subjected to an rmANOVA with the within-factors SESSION (high/low visual

demand) and TIME (pre, post 1, post 2). No main effect was found (SESSION: F(1,15) = 1.94,

p = 0.18; TIME: F(2,30) = 0.001, p = 0.99) and no interaction (F(2,30) = 1.16, p = 0.33). Mean

group data as well as individual data are depicted in Fig 4.

Fig 2. Correlation between the baseline PTs of the two sessions. Although baseline PTs differed significantly
between sessions in the anodal group, a high correlation was observed (rs = 0.96, p 0.001).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167697.g002
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External Factors

To evaluate whether the individual differences in response to tDCS and visual demand (see Fig

3B and 3C and Fig 4B and 4C) can be explained by external factors such as age, gender, base-

line PT, slope of baseline PT or order of the sessions, additional analyses with respect to these

factors were carried out.

The individual response to tDCS was calculated by subtracting the baseline PT value from

the post 1 PT value, resulting in a delta tDCS PT value. Delta tDCS PT values> 0 indicate a

Fig 3. Results of the anodal tDCS group. (A)Mean group change of PT ( SEM) (B) individual data with high
visual demand (C) individual data with low visual demand.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167697.g003
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numerical increase of PT, and delta tDCS PT values< 0 indicate a numerical decrease of PT

following tDCS. Please notice that the variation between session 1 and session 2 took place

after the post 1 PT measurement, so that the modulatory conditions for the two delta tDCS PT

values were identical.

The individual response to visual demand was calculated by subtracting the post 1 PT value

from the post 2 PT value, resulting in a delta visual demand PT value. Delta visual demand PT

values> 0 indicate a numerical increase of PT, and delta visual demand PT values< 0 indicate

a numerical decrease of PT following the visual demand period.

Fig 4. Results of the cathodal tDCS group. (A)Mean group change of PT ( SEM) (B) individual data with high
visual demand (C) individual data with low visual demand.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167697.g004
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Age. No correlation between age of the subjects and baseline PT (mean session 1 and 2)

was observed (rs = 0.19, p = 0.30). Concerning the delta PT values, data were analyzed for the

anodal and cathodal group as well as for the two sessions separately. For both groups, no corre-

lation was found in any condition neither for response to tDCS (anodal group: rs = -0.12,

p = 0.67 high visual demand session; rs = -0.02, p = 0.95 low visual demand session; cathodal

group: rs = 0.11, p = 0.68 high visual demand session; rs = 0.24, p = 0.38 low visual demand ses-

sion) nor for response to visual demand (anodal group: rs = 0.18, p = 0.51 high visual demand;

rs = 0.50, p = 0.05 low visual demand; cathodal group: rs = 0.41, p = 0.12 high visual demand;

rs = -0.26, p = 0.33 low visual demand). There is a trend to a significant correlation between

age and increased PTs following low visual demand in the anodal group. However, all delta

visual demand PT values were within the intra-individual baseline PT variation of about 3.9%

MSO within sessions, with one exception showing a delta visual demand PT value of 6.6%

MSO.

Gender. A two-sample t-test revealed lower baseline PTs (mean session 1 and 2) in

females compared to males (t = 2.11, p = 0.04). Concerning the delta PT values, data were ana-

lyzed for the anodal and cathodal group as well as for the two sessions separately. There was no

difference in response to tDCS between females and males in any condition (anodal group:

t = 0.94, p = 0.36 high visual demand session; t = 0.18, p = 0.86 low visual demand session;

cathodal group: t = 0.78, p = 0.45 high visual demand session; t = 1.06, p = 0.31 low visual

demand session). Likewise, no difference in response to visual demand between females and

males were observed (anodal group: t = 0.48, p = 0.64 high visual demand; t = 1.78, p = 0.10

low visual demand; cathodal group: t = 0.91, p = 0.38 high visual demand; t = 0.42, p = 0.68

low visual demand).

Baseline PT. Data were analyzed for the anodal and cathodal group as well as for the two

sessions separately. For both groups, no correlation between baseline PT and delta tDCS PT

value was found in any condition (anodal group: rs = 0.45, p = 0.08 high visual demand session;

rs = -0.08, p = 0.78 low visual demand session; cathodal group: rs = 0.15, p = 0.57 high visual

demand session; rs = 0.32, p = 0.23 low visual demand session). Likewise, no correlation

between baseline PT and delta visual demand PT value was found in any condition (anodal

group: rs = -0.15, p = 0.59 high visual demand; rs = 0.44, p = 0.09 low visual demand; cathodal

group: rs = 0.003, p = 0.99 high visual demand; rs = -0.29, p = 0.28 low visual demand).

Slope of baseline PT. Recently, we suggested that the slope of the baseline PT might influ-

ence cTBS effects on visual cortex excitability [29]. Therefore, we evaluated whether there is a

correlation between the slope of baseline PT and response to tDCS or visual demand as well.

Data were analyzed for the anodal and cathodal group as well as for the two sessions separately.

For both groups, no correlation was found in any condition neither for response to tDCS

(anodal group: rs = -0.17, p = 0.52 high visual demand session; rs = -0.15, p = 0.58 low visual

demand session; cathodal group: rs = -0.32, p = 0.22 high visual demand session; rs = 0.17,

p = 0.53 low visual demand session) nor for response to visual demand (anodal group: rs =

0.19, p = 0.47 high visual demand; rs = -0.27, p = 0.31 low visual demand; cathodal group: rs =

-0.39, p = 0.14 high visual deman; rs = -0.38, p = 0.15 low visual demand).

Order of sessions. A two-sample t-test revealed no difference in baseline PT between the

first and second session (t = 0.86, p = 0.39). Since order of sessions (high/low visual demand)

was counterbalanced across subjects, the significant interaction in the omnibus ANOVA

showing lower baseline PTs in the session with low visual demand for the anodal group

(Table 1), is not based on a systematic order effect, but rather at random.

Concerning the delta tDCS PT values, data were analyzed for the anodal and cathodal

group as well as for the two sessions separately. There was no difference in response to tDCS
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between the first and the second session (anodal group: t = 1.47, p = 0.16; cathodal group:

t = 0.76, p = 0.46).

Reliability of individual response to tDCS

Since we applied tDCS twice to each subject, we evaluated whether the individual response to

tDCS (as indicated by the delta tDCS PT value) was reliable at any rate. Data were analyzed for

the anodal and cathodal groups separately. No correlation between the delta tDCS PT values of

the two sessions was observed for the anodal group (rs = 0.25, p = 0.35, Fig 5A), but there was a

significant positive correlation for the cathodal group (rs = 0.63, p = 0.009, Fig 5B), indicating

that at least for cathodal tDCS the individual response to tDCS might be reliable.

Discussion

The aim of the study was to investigate the effects of anodal and cathodal tDCS on visual cortex

excitability in dependency of whether there is low or high visual demand following stimula-

tion. Based on the results of former studies, we hypothesized: (a) anodal tDCS will decrease

PTs and cathodal tDCS will increase PT [16, 17]; (b) if subjects are exposed to low visual

demand following tDCS, the modulatory effect will last for at least 10minutes [16]; and (c) if

subjects are exposed to high visual demand following tDCS, the modulatory effect will be mod-

ified, i.e., there will be a decrease in PT independent from tDCS polarity [23]. However, our

results did not confirm any of these hypotheses since we observed no modulation of PT neither

directly following tDCS nor following the visual demand periods. Since we discovered high

inter-individual variability in the response to tDCS, we tried to identify external factors which

may account for these differences. Unfortunately, none of our parameters investigated seems

to be responsible for the differences or could predict the direction of tDCS effects. Further-

more, the change of PT was very small in most cases and might rather indicate common intra-

individual variations in PT than a modulatory effect of tDCS, since subjects’ responses to

tDCS varied between the two identical tDCS applications. Only for cathodal tDCS there was

an intra-subject reliability in response to tDCS.

Fig 5. Correlation between the delta tDCS PT values of the two sessions. (A) anodal tDCS group: no
significant correlation; rs = 0.21, p = 0.44 (B) cathodal tDCS group: significant positive correlation; rs = 0.63,
p = 0.008.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167697.g005
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In recent years, many researchers applied tDCS to the visual cortex, investigating a variety

of parameters. In the first studies decreased PTs following anodal tDCS and increased PTs fol-

lowing cathodal tDCS were observed, for both stationary [16] as well as moving PTs [17]. Simi-

larly, tDCS was reported to modulate static and dynamic contrast sensitivities [19], the

amplitude of VEPs [30] and VEP-related oscillatory activities [31]. Some of these observations

(e.g., [18, 30, 32] confirm the canonical assumption “anodal excitatory, cathodal inhibitory”

(AeCi- effect, [33]) derived from the first study in the motor system [6], which has been suc-

cessfully replicated in quite a few studies (e.g., [34–36]). However, in many experiments a wide

range of tDCS- effects in the visual cortex was observed, rejecting the AeCi- assumption. For

instance, whereas cathodal tDCS indeed impaired contrast sensitivity, anodal tDCS had no

effect [19]. Likewise, cathodal tDCS decreased the beta and gamma power of VEPs to elemen-

tary visual stimuli, but with anodal tDCS only a non- significant trend towards an increase was

observed [31]. However, it was shown that the amplitude of VEPs can be modified by tDCS

only using an OZ-CZ electrode montage [31]. It was suggested that the stimulation efficacy of

tDCS over the visual cortex depends on current flow direction. In the present study, the elec-

trode on the visual cortex was placed over the individual phosphene “hot-spot”, the coil posi-

tion resulting in the clearest phosphene perception. Thus, it is conceivable that at least in some

subjects rather O1 or O2 than OZ was targeted by tDCS. Indeed, this could have led to the

non-findings presented here, since neither an O1-O2 electrode montage nor an OZ-left mas-

toid montage led to significant effects of tDCS on VEP amplitudes [31]. With respect to the

electrode size, we would not expect a big difference in regional current flow between OZ-CZ

and O1/O2-CZ montages, but a modeling approach comparing the two constellations would

be informative.

Recently, in a meta-analysis it was shown that the AeCi-effect is rare in cognitive domains

[33], and a systematic review on tDCS studies declared tDCS-effects to be little-to-no reliable

beyond MEP amplitude modulation [24]. Indeed, a change of PT does not really belong to a

cognitive domain, and in the review of Horvath et al. [24] no study on PTs was included. Nev-

ertheless, our results fit well to those publications for two reasons. Firstly, the AeCi-effect

could not be confirmed by our study. Secondly, our results are in contrast to at least one for-

mer study [16] showing the (AeCi-) expected polarity-specific effects of tDCS on stationary

PT. Recently, it was criticized that there are five issues never being discussed in tDCS studies

[37]. For instance, possible sources of inconsistency in tDCS experiments are intra-subject reli-

ability and inter-subject variability. Up to now, there is no study investigating the intra-subject

reliability regarding tDCS effects on the visual cortex. As our subjects were stimulated twice

with exactly the same parameters, a reliability of the effect was seen for cathodal tDCS only.

Anyway, in spite of cathodal reliability, the direction of the modulatory “effect” was inconsis-

tent, showing high inter-subject variability. In a recent study using perfusion fMRI recordings

of cerebral blood flow it was shown that individual subjects showed wide variability in their

responses to cTBS, although the stimulation led to weak selective increases under the coil in

cerebral blood flow measurements across the group [38]. The observed interindividual vari-

ability in these increases was related to changes in functional connectivity of the relevant

intrinsic networks. Although the frontal cortex has been stimulated in their study, and they

used cTBS instead of tDCS, their results correspond to our findings of large interindividual

responses to brain stimulation.

Evaluating whether the individual differences in response to tDCS can be explained by

external factors, we found no parameter predicting the individual tDCS effect. Neither age,

gender, baseline PT, slope of baseline PT nor order of the sessions had an influence on the

direction of the tDCS “effect”.
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Furthermore, assuming that tDCS has no effect on PT, we would expect a modulation of

visual cortex excitability at least in dependency of high or low visual demand. It was shown

that light deprivation modulates PT [39], as well as being exposed to different luminance con-

trasts [40] or reading [23]. All these kinds of low or high visual demand periods were shown to

change PT, but with our visual demand periods we failed to observe a systematic change of PT.

Thus, the question arises of the main differences between the present observation and the

above mentioned studies. First, let us consider PT measurement procedure. In our study the

method of constant stimuli was used, applying 49 TMS pulses at 7 different stimulator output

intensities in steps of 3%MSO [20] with intensities randomly intermixed to avoid hysteresis

effects. A sigmoidal fit subsequently generates the individual PT at the reversal point of the

logistic function [41]. Thus, in our study PT is defined as the TMS intensity generating a phos-

phene with a probability of 0.5. Usually, PT is evaluated by applying pulses with increasing

intensity until a phosphene is perceived. Then, intensity is decreased in steps of about 5% until

an intensity without any perception, followed by an increase in steps of 1–2% until again a

phosphene is perceived (e.g., [42, 43] or perceived in 3 of 5 cases (e.g., [16, 17, 23]), with the

latter version resulting in a phosphene probability of 0.6 at PT. Although some researchers

determine PT by the use of adaptive paradigms (e.g., [40]), there is high variability in PT mea-

surements between and within subjects, since, for instance, in that case a range of 6 to 35

pulses per PT measurement has been applied. However, these differences in PT determination

methods are unlikely to cause the differences under consideration. Another methodological

difference is the maintenance of coil position. In most of the studies measuring PT several

times in the same subject the phosphene hotspot was marked on the subject’s scalp [16, 17, 42]

or a swimming cap [12, 39]. In some studies, a chinrest was used and the coil was fastened

with a clamp [40] or the position of the hotspot was measured using a measuring tape [23]. In

our study, the exact location of the hotspot and the coil position is maintained by the use of a

neuronavigation system, ensuring a good reliability of the stimulated cortex area within as well

as between sessions. Another important parameter is the intraindividual variability in PT

within and between sessions. In the present study, individual PT varies with a maximum of

3.9%MSO between the two baseline measurements in the same session and 6.5%MSO between

sessions. Most of the tDCS “effects” observed here were below these values, rather indicating a

normal variation within subjects than a modulatory effect. Unfortunately, in most of the for-

mer studies mean group differences were reported only. Although a baseline PT is measured at

least twice in many studies, intraindividual variation have not been reported [16, 17, 23]. In

some studies, baseline PT correlations between sessions were evaluated [42–44] and always a

high correlation of about 0.61 [43], 0.7 [44] or 0.93 [42] was observed. However, having a

closer look to the figures in these publications, intraindividual variation in PT is quite large: a

variation between the two PT measurements in the same subject of up to 13% ([42] Fig 1A),

16% ([43] Fig 1) or even 20%MSO can be seen ([44] Fig 3). In combination with a usually

small sample size of 9 [16, 17] or 12 subjects [23], large intraindividual PT differences can

probably pretend modulatory effects of tDCS. In our study, anodal as well as cathodal tDCS

was applied twice to 16 subjects, respectively, resulting in 32 anodal and 32 cathodal tDCS ses-

sions. All of the methodological differences between our study and the other publications

described do, in our view, rather improve the reliability and validity of PT with respect to the

former studies. However, a direct comparison of the studies suffer by differences in other

parameters like different stimulators, coils, units of PTs or normalization of PT values to base-

line. As mentioned above, there are some important issues never discussed in tDCS studies

[37], such as inter-subject variability and intra-subject reliability. Taking these issues into

account, we clearly failed to observe any systematic effect of tDCS on visual cortex excitability.

In our view, future studies should report individual data together with mean group data in
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order to contribute to characterizing brain stimulation effects and its replicability. Addition-

ally, raw data should be included, in particular if effects are reported on the basis of normalized

data.

Supporting Information
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